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The old Gillespie house, built around the turn of the century by Dugald 
Gillespie. Situated on B.C. Highway No. 97 between Kaleden Junction and 
the top at Waterman Hill, PHOTO BY ERIC D. SISMEY 
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Canada's Centennial year is drawing to a close 
and many people, many places, celebrated the Historic 
occasion by producing centennial books, building 
museums, etc. 
The members of the Okanagan Historical Society 
were no exception. The Penticton Branch produced 
"Penticton Pioneers" in story and pictures, Kelowna 
Branch reproduced and enlarged "Ogopogo's Vigil," 
a story of Kelowna and the Okanagan with numerous 
pictures. The Vernon Branch, in co-operation with 
the City of Vernon Museum and Archives produced 
"Vernon, an Illustrated History". As the title 
suggests, it is a story of the city and district in pictures. 
T h e Okanagan Historical Society is also sponsoring 
the rebuilding of the Historic town of Fairview near 
Oliver, B.C., and the restoration and development 
of the Father Pandosy Mission at Okanagan Mission, 
B.C. into a self supporting Museum of Pioneer 
living and farming. These projects are well on their 
way. 
The Armstrong, Oliver-Osoyoos, and.Similkameen 
branches were also busy working with their centennial 
committees. 
The centennial issue of our Society proved one 
of our best sellers. T h e members of the Okanagan 
Historical Society can be justly proud of the results 
their efforts achieved. 
HAROLD C O C H R A N E , 
President 
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B Y W A L T W H I T M A N 
All the past we leave behind; 
We take up the task eternal, and the burden, 
and the lesson, 
Conquering, holding, daring, venturing, so we 
go the unkown ways, 
Pioneer si O, Pioneer si 
On and on the compact ranks, 
With Accessions ever waiting, we must never 
yield or falter, 
Through the battle, through defeat, moving yet 
and never stopping, 
Pioneer si O, Pioneers I 







Notice is hereby given that the Annual Meeting 
of THE OKANAGAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
will be held 
Monday, May 13, 1968 
In CAWSTON at 2:30 p.m. 
in the Women's Institute Room in the 
Cawston Community Hall 
BUSINESS 
Presentation of Reports 
Election of Officers 
The meeting will be followed by the Society's 
ANNUAL DINNER to be held in the 
Community Hall at 6:30 p.m. 
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A D D E N D U M T O M I N U T E S O F A N N U A L 
M E E T I N G , M A Y 8 th , 1967 
P E N T I C T O N B R A N C H R E P O R T , by J. V. H. Wilson. 
T h e Penticton Branch, with a membership of 120, has had an-
other active year. Meetings have included five executive, two general, 
and one annual. All were well attended. W e had representatives at all 
meetings called by the parent society; also representatives at some meet-
ings of the Pandosy Mission committee. 
The Fall general meeting was held in the auditorium of the Com-
munity Arts Centre on October 27th, at which time the president gave 
an address illustrated by slides on historic Phoenix. A prosperous copper 
mining camp flourished here during the first two decades of the 20th 
century. Scenes of the city in its heyday, as well as those of present day 
open pit mining operations were shown. 
T h e Winter general meeting was held in the Peach Bowl in con-
junction with the Penticton Centennial Committee on February 3rd, 
1967. It had the Centennial theme and took the form of an old-
fashioned dinner and concert. About one-third of the 200 guests were 
dressed in Centennial costumes. 
O u r Annual meeting, held on April 7th, had a friendly and color-
ful setting in the Community Hall on the Penticton Indian Reserve, 
where Chief Alec Jack and members of the Indian band were our 
<renial hosts. Mrs. Louise Gabriel is a member of our executive. Fol-
lowing the program refreshments were served, buffet style, on an at-
tractively decorated table laden with sandwiches and cherry olives, 
home-made buns, cookies, cakes, and Oregon grape jelly. 
Our Centennial project was the publication of the book, "Pentic-
ton Pioneers, in Story and Picture." It was edited by R. N . Atkinson. 
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This is a revised and enlarged edition of the book "City of Penticton," 
published in 1958 by the Penticton Branch of the Okanagan Historical 
Society, with the co-operation of the City of Penticton. 
T h e Boundary Historical Society members were hosts when the 
Okanagan-Boundary Annual Historical Field Day was held at Phoenix 
on June 19th. The picnic on this famous site was well described in the 
1966 Annual Report. 
T h e editorial committee worked diligently to keep the flow of ar-
ticles going forward for the Centennial issue of the Annual Report 
which has proven to be such a success. 
Essay contests have been held each year and an increased response 
was noted. Thanks are extended to Mrs. H. I. Moss, teacher at Mc-
Nicoll Park School, who has done so much to encourage her pupils to 
write essays. The winner was Grace Bradburn of McNicoll Park 
School, whose subject was "Penticton." Second prize went to Judy 
Cameron, who wrote the history of the Kettle Valley Railway. Cer-
tificates of merit were presented to eleven other contestants. 
T h e amateur artists' contest sponsored by the Okanagan Historical 
Society requesting paintings or drawings of historic buildings in the 
Okanagan and Similkameen, brought forth an excellent response. 
About 50 of these pictures were on display in the Penticton Arts Cen-
tre for ten days in November. 
Rev. Alvin Miller has worked vigorously with the local Fairview 
Association for Restoration and Re-creation of Fairview. His energy 
and drive have resulted in buildings being moved, land set aside, and 
aroused sympathetic support of the South Okanagan. 
O u r branch views with considerable pride the dramatic steps being 
taken in the Kelowna area to get the Pandosy Mission restored. W e 
will continue to work and support these enterprises in whatever form 
we can. Surely in this Centennial year the Okanagan Historical Society 
is playing its part in the ever constant struggle to record the past and 
build our heritage. 
In January we lost a highly respected and valued member of our 
Society in the death of Harry W . Corbitt. His kindly presence is sadly 
missed by all. 
As retiring president may I express deep satisfaction for the 
tremendous support and co-operation from every member. In this 
memorable year it is with pride I turn my duties over to the capable 
management of one we all love dearly, Kathleen Dewdney. Pentic-
ton's historic matters are in good hands. 
Respectfully submitted, 
J . .V. H. W I L S O N , President 
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Minutes of the Annual Meeting 
T h e Annual Meeting of the Okanagan Historical Society met 
in the Community Arts Centre, Penticton, B.C., on Monday, May 8, 
1967, at the hour of 2:30 p.m. The president, Mr. Harold Cochrane 
of Vernon, was in the chair. 
Prior to calling the general meeting to order Mr. Cochrane 
asked to meet with the President's committee. At this meeting as 
recommended by the Kelowna Branch, Mrs. Dewdney moved, 
seconded by Sam Manery that Mr. J . D. Whitham be nominated for 
Life Membership in the Society. Unanimously approved. 
The president called the general meeting to order at 2:30 p.m. 
After a brief word of welcome he called upon the secretary to read 
the Call as given in the 30th Report, and according to post card 
notification to all branches. 
The president summoned all to a moment of remembrance for 
departed friends and members. In place of the usual moment of 
silence he called upon the secretary to read an original prayer in lyrical 
form as follows: 
O God of all the ages whose years no one can know, 
Whose work defies description in space and here below;— 
We, who would count the passing of years, and ships and men 
Would turn our thoughts toward Thee now—though far beyond 
our ken. 
W e thank Thee for this nation grand, for sturdy pioneers, 
Who worked and fought for freedom's sake through many 
hectic years: 
W e thank Thee for this favored land, these valleys and these hills; 
With every prospect so sublime each heart with beauty thrills. 
W e thank Thee, Lord, for members who have crossed the Great 
Divide, 
May we achieve the many things toward which they point and guide. 
W e pray that other men may come this heritage to share 
And work as one to keep alive the things for which we care. 
Be pleased, O Lord to bless the work 
O f all who labour here; 
And may each search the ancient trails, 
Yea! Be a pioneer! Amen 
E.S.F. 
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A letter was read from the Department of Conservation con-
cerning our previous correspondence concerning Pictographs which 
re-iterated the concern of the Department for the preservation of these 
irreplaceable relics. But no concrete method has been devised to 
implement the desire for protection. 
President's Report: 
Ladies and Gentlemen: First I would like to thank the Executive 
for the full co-operation I have received this year, but that is usual 
with the members of our Executive. I have appreciated it very much. 
W e had two executive meetings and I attended three meetings 
of the Pandosy Mission Committee. At our Executive meeting in 
February, a society within the Okanagan Historical Society was 
formed to be called the Okanagan Preservation and Restoration 
Society. The first objective of this Society will be to develop the 
Pandosy Mission site into a self-supporting museum and to depict 
pioneer living. 
Regarding the Indian Pictographs, the department of Anthro-
pology in Victoria knows of no method at the present time of protecting 
these from the weather. The department is working on this. I was 
also talking to Mr. George Moore, provincial museum adviser on the 
subject, at the Kelowna annual meeting. 
T h e reprinting of the Father Pat book is still in the hands of 
the committee. The 30th Report, our Centennial issue has been well 
received in spite of the fact that your treasurer and I had to raise the 
price to $3.50. I t is a very attractive edition and very well put 
together. 
My wife and I had the pleasure of attending the Old Timers 
dinner in Penticton; the Kelowna annual dinner meeting and the 
annual meeting of the Penticton Branch. W e enjoyed these meetings 
very much. 
I would like to suggest that the following items be discussed at 
this meeting. One is that on all future letter heads the words, 
"Founded in 1925" be printed. Second is that the next report contain 
an index of illustrations from Report One to Thir ty inclusive. Thi rd 
I would suggest we discuss the idea of abolishing the calling of bids 
for our Reports and ask the Vernon News to do all future Annual 
Reports. 
In closing I would like to extend a special thanks to our treasurer, 
Mrs. Cochrane, who has done an exceptionally good job. T h e change 
in price of the Reports put a very heavy load on her this year, creating 
considerable correspondence. Also a special thanks to our secretary, 
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Rev. E . S. Fleming; our editor, Major Porteous, and our essay 
secretary, Mrs. G. D . Herbert. W e owe a great deal to these officers 
of our executive. It is their efforts that keeps this society running 
smoothly and efficiently. W e also owe a debt of gratitude to Mrs. 
Gwen Lamont for her work for the society and Pandosy Mission 
Committee. 
Again I would like to thank you all for the honor and pleasure 
I have had in serving as. president of your society for this past year. 
Respectfully submitted, Harold Cochrane, president. 
E D I T O R ' S R E P O R T 
Major Porteous spoke briefly stating that the 30th Annual 
Report spoke for itself, that he appreciated the assistance given by the 
various branches, and suggested that one more year as editor would be 
sufficient for him. M / S Porteous-Wilson that Editor's Report be 
received. Carried, with thanks to the editor. 
T R E A S U R E R ' S R E P O R T 
Mrs. H. Cochrane presented a carefully prepared report: 
R E C E I P T S : 
Sale of Memberships and Report 






Interest on savings acct., B. of M., Osoyoos 23.99 $3,231.66 
E X P E N D I T U R E S : 
Harris Flower Shop 3.25 
Vernon News, stationery, 
programs, tickets, etc. 24.04 
Vernon News Stationery 9.09 
Vernon News, envelopes and post cards 52.67 
Kelowna Printing Co., post cards 11.37 
Penticton Herald Printing 30th Report 2,300.00 
Yvonne F . Irish, Art Contest rules 11.36 
Ribelin Camera shop (Photo copies) 3.00 
Art Contest prizes 150.00 
Postage and Express 66.30 
Bank Service Charges 6.40 2,640.28 
Excess of Receipts over Expenditures 591.38 
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Bank Balances: 
Tota l funds on deposit April 30, 1966 _ . 1,861.00 
Add receipts over expenditures 591.38 
Total 2,452.38 
Bank of Montreal, Vernon 741.74 
Bank of Montreal, Kelowna 479.46 
Bank of Montreal, Penticton 287.59 
Bank of Montreal, Osoyoos 943.59 
2,452.38 
Signed: (Mrs) Hilda Cochrane, treasurer. 
S T A T E M E N T C O N C E R N I N G R E P O R T S as at April 30, 1967 
Armstrong No. 30 Reports sold: Armstrong, 30 ; Vernon, 
(including 10 sold in Enderby and 15 in Princeton), 276 ; Kelowna, 
236 ; Penticton, 155; Oliver-Osoyoos, 4 5 ; Similkameen, 28. Total 
770 (out of 1,000 printed.) 
R E P O R T S on hand: No, 11, 30 ; No. 15, 70; No. 16, 34 ; No. 17, 
89 ; No. 18, 7 3 ; No. 20, 112; No. 2 1 , 100; No, 22, 103; No. 23 , 
3 ; No. 26, 5 7 ; No. 27, 129; No. 28, 98 ; No. 29, 110; No. 30 
(Special Centennial Edit ion), 220 ; No. 6 (Repr in t ) ) , 26. Total , 
1254. Amount received during the year for reports previous to No. 
29, $165.00; No. 6, $66.00. 
B R A N C H R E P O R T S 
V E R N O N , submitted by Mr. Harold Cochrane 
Ladies and Gentlemen: 
T h e Vernon Branch of your society has been relatively quiet the 
past term. W e had only three executive meetings and our annual meet-
ing. In place of general meetings our branch was co-sponsors of six 
evenings of films of Canadian history. W e also had films at our 
annual meeting which was well attended. I would like to thank my 
executive . . . I didn't ask much of them this year, but got full co-
operation when I did ask. I extend thanks to Bert Thorburn who used 
his station wagon to go with me to Penticton to pick up the paintings 
and to Armstrong to return them to Vernon. W e had a good turnout 
for the paintings in the Art gallery in November and exceptionally 
good when shown in the museum during the winter carnival. 
Dr. Ross, Ken Ellison and myself have been meeting for some 
weeks on a pictorial history of Vernon. Mrs. Terry Hurst is doing the 
writing and editing for us and is doing a tremendous job of it . . . she 
hopes to have it ready about the middle of May. W e have also been 
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assisted by Mr. Overend, photographer at T h e Vernon News and 
Bill Martin in charge of productions. W e feel that this will be a worth 
while effort when completed. 
W e were of some assistance to the schools, two of which are 
interested in teaching local history to their classes. One teacher, Larry 
Yakimovitch, has done a wonderful job in the junior high, and there 
is some hope of there being a Junior Historical Society formed there 
next year. This is the first time for some years that we have had 
essays turned in- for the essay contest. 
Although we haven't too many workers I feel we are making 
some progress in Vernon. 
Respectfully submitted, Harold Cochrane, president. 
K E L O W N A Branch, submitted by Mrs. E . B. Upton 
I am pleased to report that we have again had an active year. Our 
annual meeting was held on Monday, April 3 in the Anglican Parish 
Hall, Kelowna, with 157 people present. Our guest speaker was Mr . 
George Moore, Provincial Museum Adviser, who spoke on the part 
museums play in the life of the community, and showed a most 
interesting film, " T h e Land of the Overlanders." 
W e have held five executive meetings during the year. The 
beginning of our last year saw the finish of the Pioneer Reflections 
on T V . T h e final program was filmed at the O'Keefe ranch, depicting 
many aspects of pioneer living in this valley. 
O u r big project was the reprinting of Ogopogo's Vigil by the 
late Frank Buckland. This reprinting was greatly enhanced by the 
addition of many old photographs and drawings. The color cover of 
the S.S. Aberdeen leaving the wharf at Kelowna has added greatly 
to the sales appeal. The painting was done by Gwen Lamont of 
Okanagan Mission. Sales have now reached over the 700 mark of the 
1000 printed, and a second printing with 8 additional pages of photo-
graphs is nearly off the press. The printing and reprinting have 
involved much work, but we feel that our efforts have been worth 
while. 
A contest sponsored by the Okanagan Historical Society for a 
suitable color cover for the 30th Annual Report was won by Mrs. 
Gwen Lamont of Okanagan Mission. The art contest sponsored by 
the O.H.S. requesting paintings or drawings of historic buildings in 
the Okanagan or Similkameen, drew an excellent response. T h e four 
prize winners came from the Kelowna area. 
Before the Annual Okanagan Historical Society Report came 
off the press we again sent out over 200 cards to local people who had 
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previously purchased them. Members of this executive went on T V and 
radio. Newspaper publicity was given. T o all the news media goes our 
gratitude, also to Trench's Drug Store for their continuing co-
operation. 
Thirty-five entries for the Okanagan Historical Society Essay 
Contest have been received from School District 23. Winners this year 
are Jerry McAnulty of George Elliott for an essay entitled " T h e 
History of Oyama Indian Settlements." Second prize goes to Dale 
Gillis of George Pringle for her essay on " T h e Westbank Power 
House." 
This branch has donated $150 to the Kelowna Centennial 
Museum. 
The Okanagan-Boundary Historical Picnic will be held in 
Kelowna this year on Sunday, June 11. The tour, under the capable 
chairmanship of Mr. G. D. Cameron, will commence at the Westbank 
Cairn at 10:00 a.m. and go on to historic sites. Lunch will be at the 
Kelowna Riding Club grounds. There will be a speaker at each site 
visited. T h e Westbank and District Chamber of Commerce will 
welcome the O.H.S. at the Westbank Cairn. 
Members of the executive have done a great deal of work on the 
proposed preservation and restoration of the Father Pandosy Mission. 
Following the O.H.S. annual meeting last year I have arranged a 
meeting of a temporary committee with Bishop Doyle of Nelson on 
June 4. A meeting of the "steering" committee for project on June 
14; a meeting of myself and Mr . W . T . Bulman with Mr . Dan 
Campbell, minister of municipal affairs, on July 10. Mr . Campbell 
was most helpful and told us what the Cariboo Historical Society had 
done about getting the Barkerville restoration on its feet. On February 
7 we had a meeting with the 4th degree Knights of Columbus in 
Kelowna. They were most interested in taking on the restoration as 
a project. Since this time Mr . Joe Marty, chairman of the restoration 
and preservation committee, has done considerable work. Wi th the aid 
of Mr. W . T . Bulman, and Mr . A. Hardy he has gathered in many 
interesting farm implements. With Mr . W . T . Bulman and Mr. G. D . 
Cameron he has obtained estimates on the moving of four old log 
buildings to the Father Pandosy Mission site. I have contacted Mr . 
George Moore, provincial museum adviser, to ask for assistance in 
drawing up a ground plan and an elevation plan for future develop-
ment. W e have submitted recommendations to the president regarding 
the re-organization of the committee. 
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I wish to thank all the executive of the Kelowna Branch. They 
are a co-operative and cheerful group. 
Respectfully submitted, Mrs. T . B. Upton, president 
S I M I L K A M E E N Branch, submitted by Mr . S. R. Manery 
During the past year we have held five executive meetings and our 
annual meeting. T o date 28 copies of the 30th Annual Report have 
been sold. 
Owing to the Centennial activities during the latter part of 1966 
and the early part of 1967 has, to a great extent, robbed the local 
branch of much of its glamour. 
I am reluctant to admit that the Similkameen branch has made 
very little, if any, progress this year. W e are making a concerted drive 
in the near future for new members, endeavoring to swell our present 
membership of 25 to 80 or more if at all possible. 
Our next general meeting will be held in the Indian Hall, Lower 
Similkameen this spring, as the Indians are becoming more historically 
minded. This effort will, we hope, create added interest. 
Our project for this year is an area to be set aside for the pro-
tection of Indian paintings from the Rubis Ranch, south of Penticton 
to the U.S. border and northeast from Keremeos to the junction of the 
Green Mountain road. 
When this project is finalized a suitable plaque will be erected. 
W e have the assurance from Mr. L. J . Wallace and Hon. Frank 
Richter that support will be forthcoming. 
This branch is very pleased to note that Nancy Weins of 
Keremeos was second prize winner in the 1966 essay contest, writing 
on the Old Keremeos Hotel—a historical landmark still in existence. 
As a small token of appreciation for much effort, research and 
expense put into the essay the Similkameen Branch awarded her a 
cheque for $10. 
Trusting that an upsurge of interest will be manifested this 
year, not only in the essay contest but in our local history as well. 
Submitted on behalf of our officers and executive of the 
Similkameen Branch of the Okanagan Historical Society. 
S. R. Manery, president 
Note: No representatives were present from the Armstrong and 
Oliver-Osoyoos Branches, hence no reports were given at that time. 
Mr. A. N . Peterman of Oliver wrote later to say that their branch 
had been moribund during the year with little interest and less activity 
manifest. —E.S .F . 
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ESSAY C H A I R M A N ' S R E P O R T 
Mrs. G. D . Herbert 
Dear Mr. President: I am pleased to report on my 1966-67 
activities as Essay Chairman of the Okanagan Historical Society. 
O n November 10, 1966 I sent out bundles of letters to each 
branch secretary of the O.H.S. for distribution to school principals 
and teachers of English and social studies in their respective regions. 
As the supply of rules for Essay Contests had been almost exhausted, 
an additional supply of 500 copies was mimeographed. O n February 
17, 1967, a reminder letter was again sent to all the branch secretaries, 
with a suggested insert to be sent to the principals of the schools to 
encourage prompt response to the Essay Contest. 
From School District 23 , fifty essays were submitted, with 
George Pringle Junior High school of Westbank and George Elliott 
Junior-Senior High School of Winfield being the only participants. 
Immaculata High School explained that while they had not undertaken 
this project this year, it was not due to lack of interest, but priority of 
other demands. They expect to submit essays again next year. T h e 
winning essays from school district 23 went to Jerry McAnulty of 
George Elliot High school with his History of Oyama Indian 
Settlements and Dale Gillis of George Pringle High School who took 
as her topic " T h e Westbank Power House." Mr . Nigel Pooley 
prepared a very careful report on these essays, a copy of which is 
attached herewith. 
W e were most pleased to learn from our president, Mr . Harold 
Cochrane, that Vernon had submitted six essays this year, and retired 
principal, Harold K. Beairsto had undertaken the adjudication of 
these. Mrs. Dewdney will be reporting on Penticton's accomplishments 
and Mrs. Alberta Parsons (Mrs . D . K . ) or Mr . S. R. Manery for the 
Keremeos-Cawston area. 
Six essays were submitted for final judging. Rev. Everett S. 
Fleming and Mr. J . Donald Whitham assisted me with the judging 
of these. Acknowledgement and thanks are due to Mrs. Primrose 
( T . B.) Upton for going through these finals to detect possible 
evidences of plagiarism. 
T h e judges were unanimous in their selection of Marlene 
Olhauser of the W . L . Seaton Junior Secondary School, Vernon, as 
winner of the Shield and the First Prize. Her topic, " T h e Lavington 
Ranch" and it was suggested that possibly one of the snapshots of the 
original Lavington farm-house could be used in the next Report, 
provided Mr . L. M. Yakimovitch is willing to grant permission. 
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The second choice was Miss Nancy Wiens of Keremeos with her 
story of " T h e Old Hotel." The judges have recommended that one 
of the two pictures of " T h e Central Hotel" might be used when 
this essay is printed in the next O.H.S. Report. 
Recommendations: 
1. Historical accuracy must be a paramount consideration in the 
preparation of the essays. One of the essays submitted this year dealt 
with the early boats on Okanagan Lake and considerable revision was 
necessary here. Mr. Donald Whitham was able to render valuable 
assistance in this. ( T h e first boat, " T h e Mary Victoria Greenhow" was 
built by Captain Shorts and Thomas Greenhow in 1886. I t had a 
wooden hull and was fired by a steam engine using coal oil for fuel. 
Coal oil became so scarce that it could not continue to be used, so in 
1887 the engines were taken out of this boat and put in the wood-
burner, "The Jubilee." In 1889 the Jubilee was frozen in at Okanagan 
Landing and its hull was absolutely ruined. A scow had been built to 
go along with the Jubilee to take care of extra freight loads, so in 
1889 this scow was rebuilt and the engines were taken out of the 
Jubilee and used in this boat which was called the "City of Vernon." 
The same engines were again used from three subsequent boats, " T h e 
Wanderer", " T h e Violet" and one other. However, all these boats 
were registered only O N C E under the original name " T h e Mary 
Victoria Greenhow." They were all wood-burners after the coal 
oil ran short. (Mrs . Grace Worth, aged 89, states that the engine 
taken out of the Violet was used in a shingle mill at Trinity Valley 
and she herself ran it for some time. I t is now in the museum in 
Vernon.) There was a much bigger boat on the lake, however, when 
" T h e Penticton" was launched in 1890. This too was a wood-burner 
with twin propellers and a wooden hull. I t was built by Captain 
Shorts and Thomas Ellis and was later sold to Leon Lequime. Then 
in 1892 the CPR put " T h e Aberdeen" on Okanagan Lake.) 
Another error in this year's essays was clarified by correspon-
dence undertaken by the Essay Contest Chairman. I t was found that 
James Buchanan became Sir James Buchanan, and later Lord Woolav-
ington. There never was a Lord Lavington. 
2. The aim of these essays is to secure material which has accur-
ate historical content, material which is original and is the product 
of careful research. 
3. Biographies of living persons are most interesting, but will 
have real historical value only after these persons have passed on. W e 
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had two very excellent ones of this type in Kelowna, and these should 
be kept for use at the appropriate time. 
4. Where it is requested that essays be returned there should be a 
reference kept by the Society and the writers should be asked either 
to preserve them themselves or give them into the custody of the Oka-
nagan Historical Society. (Preferably, the writer should retain a copy, 
and leave the submitted essay in the hands of O.H.S.) W e have had 
many good essays submitted this year, and some of them could very 
well be incorporated in one of the Annual Reports. W e should not 
lose track of anything that is original. 
Respectfully submitted: Mrs. ( G . D . ) Gladys E. Herbert. 
Report seconded by Mrs. Cochrane. Carried. 
S P E C I A L C O M M I T T E E S 
Father Pandosy Mission: 
Moved by W m . Bulman, seconded by Victor Wilson that The 
Okanagan Historical Society undertake the restoration, preservation 
and operation of the Father Pandosy Mission as an historical site 
and museum. 
Tha t a committee be formed for this purpose by the President of 
the Okanagan Historical Society and to be comprised of the following 
members: 
1. President of the Okanagan Historical Society; 
2. One, as a Kelowna director of the Okanagan Historical 
Society; 
3. A representative of the Bishop (R .C . ) of the Diocese of 
Nelson. 
4. A representative of the Knights of Columbus of Kelowna, 
providing they wish to take an interest in and promote the develop-
ment and restoration of the Father Pandosy Mission; 
5. Four other members, at least three to be from the Kelowna 
area. 
This committee to appoint a Chairman from amongst its 
members. And be it further resolved that this committee have the 
following powers. 
1. T o be able to add to its numbers by the formation of sub-
committee for specific duties; 
2. The appointment of Secretary-Treasurer or a secretary and 
a treasurer; 
3. T o receive and expend monies; 
4. The opening of a Bank account in a Kelowna bank. 
5. T o negotiate for leases and /or contracts but ratification and 
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signing of such documents to be accomplished by the Executive officers 
of the Okanagan Historical Society; 
6. A report and financial statement to be presented each year 
at the Annual meeting of the Okanagan Historical Society. 
The above resolution was adopted. 
Moved by W m . Bulman and seconded in various places that a 
hearty vote of thanks be extended to Mr. Marty for his indefatigable 
efforts in the work of restoration and in the collection of venerable 
farm implements. Motion carried. 
F A I R V I E W R E P O R T — R e v . Alvin E. Miller 
Mr. Miller reported that the Society had fallen heir to some 
land ( two lots on which the original Presbyterian church had stood); 
also a log building; as well as an old saloon. Considerable interest 
had been aroused, and progress made. The one thing needful was 
money! Report adopted. 
N E W BUSINESS 
Letter Heads: Moved by Mrs. Cochrane that the president's 
suggestion of the insertion of the founding date of the Society, 1925 
be inserted on all future letter heads. Seconded by Victor Wilson and 
carried. 
(Note: A further suggestion might be "Without an historian there 
is no history". E .S .F . ) . 
Index of illustrations, proposed by Pres. Cochrane. Moved by 
Victor Wilson, seconded by Rev. A. Miller that this index be included 
in this year's report. Carried. 
Reports: T h e matter of printing the Annual Reports was left to 
the Executive. 
Paintings: Mr. Nigel Pooley brought up the matter of buying 
certain paintings for a historical, permanent, display. I t was decided 
that a committee should select five or six of the paintings in the 1966 
Contest for purchase at $25 each. Mr. Bagnall spoke on the subject 
and on motion of Pooley-Bagnall the committee was authorized to 
purchase pictures with a view to artistic and historic merit, to be 
kept together for loan purposes (other pictures may be sought on a 
loan basis). Motion carried. 
Father Pandosy Mission: Moved by G. Bagnall, seconded by V. 
Wilson that a vote of commendation and appreciation be extended to 
the Kelowna Branch for the work done on the Father Pandosy Mis-
sion. Carried. 
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Mr. W . Bulman proposed a new organization for the Pandosy 
Mission; Moved by G. D . Cameron and V. Wilson that all previous 
motions concerning the Mission be rescinded. Motion carried. 
The resolution and proposed organization as outlined above was 
then presented and approved. 
Historic Plaque: Rev. A. Miller raised the matter of an historic 
plaque which had been used in connection with a dam on Okanagan 
River, and proposed that it be turned over to the Chamber of Com-
merce in Oliver. Agreed. 
Donations: Moved by Mr. Nigel Pooley, seconded by Victor 
Wilson that the sum of $200.00 be donated by the O.H.S. to the 
Committee in charge of the Father Pandosy Mission restoration, and 
a similar amount to the Fairview restoration project in Oliver and that 
that be our project as a society for the Centennial year. Carried. 
Regarding the moment of silence at the beginning of each Annual 
meeting and the President's suggestion that the prayer presented by 
the secretary earlier in the meeting be used in place of the silence, it 
was moved by H. O . Hatfield, seconded by Victor Wilson that 
the matter be left optional to each incoming president. Motion Carried, 
Moved by J. D. Whitham and Mrs. H. Cochrane that letters 
of thanks be sent to the various news media for their co-operation. 
Carried. 
The supper meeting: A smorgasbord was held in United Church 
Hall at 6:30 p.m. Following the supper toasts were made; a musical 
program was enjoyed; Essay prizes were presented by Mrs. G. D . 
Herbert; The Hon. Frank Richter spoke briefly. A representative 
of the City Council welcomed the guests; Mr . Victor Wilson made an 
eloquent introduction of the guest speaker, Major J . S. Matthews, 
Archivist of Vancouver. Major Matthews (89 years of age) gave a 
discerning and vivid account of some aspects of Okanagan and Van-
couver history. His address was loudly acclaimed. 
Everett S. Fleming, Secretary. 
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A Coat of Arms for Summerland 
B Y IVAN E. P H I L L I P S 
A flag, a badge, a crest, a coat of arms; these, intrinsically, can 
perhaps be accounted as of very little value. Yet, it is impossible to even 
attempt to assess the tangible worth to a country, a community, a family 
or a cause, of any such symbols or of emblems. For it is an established 
fact, which is beyond dispute, that these tokens, on which the science 
and art of heraldly are founded, have become increasingly important 
in this modern age. 
Someone has condensed and written in brief form, a philosophy 
that I feel could be assimilated with profit by all of us in the hurly-
burly of the present day. Here it is: "Today's cynical approach to almost 
everything is by way of cool appraisal, which allows for no human 
motivation, such as emotion. Yet without a certain amount of emotion, 
we cannot achieve anything. For it is the emotions of loyalty, duty 
and of pride which enables us to overcome our prejudices and our 
natural fear of discomfit, and often enough, those things, that prove 
to be far worse." 
So it is that a symbol or an emblem as used in heraldry tells of a 
story, a history perhaps, of a pride, or of a loyalty concerning some-
thing which ordinarily, it would be difficult to express briefly and 
orally, or by the printed word. 
Thus it was, that with the near approach of Centennial Year 
and with the continued and steady growth within our community, the 
year 1966 seemed to be an appropriate time to formulate plans and to 
carry out research, with the ultimate purpose of acquiring a "Coat of 
Arms" for our town. In this way, the great occasion of Centennial 
Year would not only become a celebration and a proud reminder of 
our country's history and achievements. It would, in fact, also enable 
us to pay tribute to Canada's pioneers, including our own. I t would 
also serve as a milestone in our eventful history of the past; no mean 
record, since our incorporation in 1906. Neither was this al l ; for, 
apart from civic pride, it would demonstrate our faith in the future of 
our country and our community, in particular. 
Hence it was, that in January of 1966 was written the initial 
letter to the College of Heralds in London, England. This letter was 
one of a series, in the chain of correspondence, that was to lead even-
tually to the acquisition of Summerland's registered "Coat of Arms" 
complete with Letters Patent and Seal. 
Preliminary sketches of various objects were prepared by Mrs, J . 
Dunsdon (Kay) of the Summerland Arts Club. These, initially, served 
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THE CORPOWION ® THE I t o i c T O F SIIMMEKLAND 
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Col le»-ot Arms, 
Con&m ^ W k o r ftrafcL 
Reproduced by the courtesy of The Reeve and Councillors of 
The Corporation of the District of Summerland, British Columbia. 
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as a visual aid for the guidance of the Reeve and the Council in the 
selection of the charges thought to be suitable. The placing of the 
charges in the shield deriving from the sketches, plus supplementary 
photographs and other data, being then airmailed to the College, for 
study. 
This was followed by a photostat copy of the Letters Patent 
incorporating the District of Summerland, 21st December 1906. T h e 
formal Memorial being also received later, completed, and almost 
immediately returned to London. The first colour sketch was then 
submitted by the College of Heralds for close study by the Reeve and 
Council, in late November 1966, and after revision and further in-
structions, was approved by them. Intimation was later received, that 
the "Kings of Arms" had agreed upon the Armorial Bearings to be 
granted the "Corporation of the District of Summerland, British 
Columbia, Canada." 
From then on, correspondence continued, with various details 
being advised, and with the receipt of the Library Painting of the 
"Armorial Bearings" in February of 1967 and the Letters Patent and 
Seal in July 1967. 
Care had to be exercised to ensure that the charges that were to 
be emblazoned in the shield were true in every particular, and above 
all, heraldically correct. For instance, information concerning the 
habitat of the "Ponderosa Pine" (one of the chief charges in the 
design) the wild sunflowers, which are a blaze of golden yellow in 
the spring, and which grow in great profusion on the lower slopes of 
the hills and the mountains, with other information, were also prepared 
for the use of the Herald Artist. In addition, a brief history and legend 
of the "Giant 's Head Mountain" was also written, with an explana-
tion of its significance in local folk lore. I t is of interest to add (since 
all Corporations must have a crest) "Giant 's Head Mountain" was an 
inevitable choice. 
The writer gave much thought and study to the "Mot to" (it had 
been agreed by the Reeve and Council previously, that this be in 
English lettering rather than in Latin, in conformity with the modern 
t rend) . I t was necessary that such a "Mot to" be not only short and 
pithy, but that it must also be synonymous with Summerland. 
Wel l known as a landmark, to past and present Summerlanders, 
the "Giant 's Head Mountain" will be as familiar to generations as yet 
unborn, for it is probable, that it will still be keeping vigil for many 
centuries to come. Actually, since this contribution was written, 
"Giant 's Head Mountain" or "Giant 's Head Park" as it is now known, 
has become one of Canada's most ambitious and enduring Centennial 
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Year projects, nearing 3,000 feet above sea level. 
For record purposes it may be of interest to enumerate the charges 
in detail. These are— 
(1 ) The "Ponderosa Pine." This is, of course, the main charge on 
the shield. 
(2 ) The fruit within the bordure of the shield, the colour of -he 
bordure being green to match the colour of the Pine. Also inset, and 
as a charge within the bordure, apples, pears and peaches. 
( 3 ) Since all Armorial Bearings of Corporations consist not only of 
a shield of arms, but also mantling, helmet and crest, together with a 
wreath scroll and motto, the summit of the "Giant's Head Mountain," 
as previously mentioned, was not only the obvious choice, but it also 
lent itself as an ideal crest in the overall design of the "Coat of Arms." 
( 4 ) The crest has been encircled by dwarf sunflowers. 
( 5 ) The motto "A Giant in Stature." In English lettering, colours 
Green and Red. 
All of the charges are characteristic of Summerland and the 
surrounding area. 
It is of interest to add, that the time taken from the date of the 
initial letter written, to the final receipt of the "Letters Patent" was 
one year and seven months. 
This very brief record of the acquisition of the Armorial Bear-
ings of Summerland, British Columbia, would be incomplete were 
not the writer to make mention of the sustained interest and co-opera-
tion of our Reeve and Council. My appreciation and thanks are also 
due to our Municipal Clerk, Mr. Gordon Smith, for his unfailing 
courtesy, consideration and help in allowing me access to the essential 
records so necessary and vital in an important task of this nature. Also 
to Mrs. J . Dunsdon (Kay) and many others for their help and 
assistance in this worthwhile community project, truly a united effort. 
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Trapping In British Columbia 
B Y RUSSELL L A R G E 
I was still in my teens when my Father moved west to home-
stead in the Shuswap River Valley of Southern British Columbia. 
Work in the woods was plentiful until a depression struck a year 
or so later, aggravated locally when the only sawmill purchasing 
timber on the river, ceased to operate, and liquidated its assets. The 
lumber camps closed down, and with them went the only market 
for labor and farm produce. 
No longer were the settlers able to sell a few logs, poles or 
railway ties on the banks of the river. Very few of them had a 
hope of producing enough surplus produce to sell, even if there had 
been a market. A fortunate few had skills which enabled them to leave 
their families and seek employment in greener fields. Among these 
was my Father. 
As the oldest in the family, and still too young to seek employ-
ment elsewhere, I was left in charge of Mother and the younger 
ones. My duties were hauling supplies, shovelling snow, cutting fire-
wood, and taking care of the family cow, horse and chickens, but 
others in the family could take care of chores for short periods in 
emergencies. 
About this time we had a new arrival in our little community, 
and of course no new arrival remained a stranger long. This gentle-
man, T o m Scott, claimed to being an experienced trapper, and wished 
to try trapping in our British Columbia mountains. He intimated 
that he would be glad of a partner, preferably young, congenial, and 
strong, but not necessarily experienced. The implication being that 
he had enough experience for both. T h e possibilities of such a partner-
ship and the experience it would afford, interested me greatly, and I 
lost no time in making advances. My unusual qualification, no 
doubt influenced by lack of other applicants, made it possible for us 
to reach an agreement, and I became Scott's partner. 
Fur bearing animals in this district had been sadly depleted in 
the past. Beaver were very scarce and could not be trapped. Martin, 
mink and weasel were the most important, in that order, with otter 
and fisher a possibility. I had few illusions about such a venture, 
because I knew trapping was not good, but hope springs eternal, and 
what did I have to lose but the boredom of an idle winter. Trapping 
was best at high altitudes, below the timberline, which meant that 
most of the trapping was done at elevations of three to six thousand 
feet. 
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W e were late getting organized, so it was late October before 
we finally headed into the mountains to establish our lines and set 
our traps. W e had a headquarters camp ready for us, the office build-
ing of an abandoned logging camp still in good condition. W e decided 
to make this cabin and one other, which we would have to build, a 
day's trip farther back in the mountains, serve our purpose. Radiating 
lines from these two points would enable us to cover a lot of country. 
Our first project was to blaze a trail, locate the site and erect the 
second cabin. The site we chose was on a steep mountainside at about 
five thousand feet elevation, and there was already eighteen inches 
of snow on the ground. W e chose the steep mountainside to facilitate 
snow removal. Wi th a fall of twenty feet or more of snow, this 
was important. Shovelling a way into a cabin built on the level 
through eight or ten feet of packed snow can be a major operation. 
Fortunately there was a small level spot just big enough for a small 
cabin. 
There was one other outstanding peculiarity to this cabin site, 
that was a huge boulder standing at one end, and this boulder had a 
straight perpendicular face, facing the level spot. This combination 
of circumstances was enough to spark my native ingenuity, and I 
was able to envision ways of utilizing them to our advantage. 
After considerable talking, I was able to convince my more 
experienced partner that I had solved several of our problems simul-
taneously. My plan was to build three sides of the cabin against the 
flat face of this huge boulder. This, I assured him would speed 
up and simplify construction, and the one rock wall would make an 
ideal back for a simple fireplace, as well as a good surface to store 
and reflect heat from our fire. Th is would obviate the need of pack-
ing in a stove and stove pipes some twenty-five miles, itself no small 
chore. 
My logic was irrefutable and Scott was soon as enthusiastic as 
myself over the simplicity of our plans. Time was important, so we 
lost none in clearing snow from the ground and starting to build. 
Timber was plentiful and close; our construction was simple and 
rough, so erecting the cabin did not take long. 
Trappers' cabins are a strictly utilitarian structure, and in t im-
bered country, adhere to a definite plan. They are usually about six 
by eight feet inside, dirt floor, and tall enough to stand up in, at 
least in the centre. In heavy snow country the door is a hole about 
two and a half feet square, about two feet off the floor. Windows 
of course are strictly a luxury item, as most of the cabins are used 
as a night shelter. A bunk across one end takes care of sleeping ar-
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rangements and about half the interior space. The other four by six 
feet of floor accommodates stove, table and any other amenities we 
now know as "gracious living." 
T w o days of hard work saw the walls up, the roof on, the cracks 
fairly well chinked with moss, and we felt that with a few refine-
ments added from time to time the cabin would serve our purpose. 
By this time our food supply was getting low, and we still had no 
traps set, so felt it was time we headed back to our main cabin and 
got started at the real business of trapping. 
The next two weeks were spent establishing lines, and setting 
traps from our base camp and packing in supplies. Winter was ap-
proaching fast with rainfall on the lower levels falling as snow at 
higher elevation. By mid-November snow was general, the weather 
had turned cold and we were ready to head for our upper cabin and 
establish lines in that vicinity. W e set traps for martin on the way, 
with occasional mink sets where we crossed or approached creeks, but 
still left ourselves time to make the cabin before dark. 
When we arrived, shortly before dusk, we found the eighteen 
inches of snow had become four feet, and the temperature sub-zero. 
W e had lots to do preparing for our first stay in the new cabin, and 
getting an ample supply O'f wood. It is an important rule, always to 
leave a supply of dry wood on hand in case of emergency, but of 
course we had been too busy building to- attend to such details on our 
previous trip. 
Nights spent in a trapping cabin can be interminable. In winter 
at this latitude it gets dark at four-thirty in the afternoon, and day 
break does not come until seven in the morning. Fourteen to fifteen 
hours may be spent in the dark cave of a log cabin, no light but a 
candle, the light of the fire, or a grease dip. T h e last is a piece of 
string or cloth burning in a can of grease dripping, smoking and 
spluttering. 
The chores of preparing and eating food, thawing and skin-
ning the few carcasses taken that day, repairing snowshoes, drying 
clothes, are all made the most of, but still time drags. T h e hard 
pole bunk with a few boughs on it is not very inviting, yet it is the 
only place to sit or rest. Even in a tight warm cabin with a small 
stove it is not the most pleasant place to spend a long winter's night. 
Even the best are not too warm, so the usual procedure is to put on all 
available clothes, sleep until the cold drives you to build up the fire, 
absorb some more heat and try to sleep some more. 
Daylight is always a welcome sight, with the prospect of a day 
in the open, all this is under the best conditions, which did not describe 
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the new edifice. It had been built on frozen ground of green frozen 
timber, and four man days did not allow time for thoroughness in 
chinking cracks and finishing. As I have said, the boulder, the smooth 
perpendicular face which now formed one wall of the cabin, was 
huge, probably ten feet in diameter, probably one hundred tons of 
solid rock. Undoubtedly a wonderful source of reflected heat, once 
our fire had warmed it up. However, we never did find out just how 
long it would take our meagre little fire to make any appreciable 
difference in the temperature of this massive rock, and it had been 
exposed to sub-zero temperatures. 
The heat of our fire, in the crude fireplace we had built against 
the rock face, only succeeded in melting the snow around the hole in 
the roof meant for a chimney. T h e water would run down the rock 
face and form in ice almost within the flames of the fire. 
W e also found that our chimney was not too efficient, in fact 
it worked in reverse. W e found that the night winds usually blew 
down the mountain side and in through our chimney. Our chimney 
became our only source of fresh air: and I mean fresh, fresh off the 
snow peaks two thousand feet above us. The smoke from our fire 
eventually left the cabin, seeping out through the cracks between the 
logs and around the door, but not until after it had made a thorough 
job of smoking us. 
I t took us three days to establish our lines and set traps, that 
meant four nights of cold and smoke in our architectural monstrosity. 
W e had to have a fire for cooking and warmth, and with the fire 
we had to endure the smoke. When we finally left the cabin and 
headed down the mountain, we were the most thoroughly smoked 
individuals it would be possible to find. Our clothes, hair, skin and 
equipment reeked. In due course, time, and a hot bath got rid of the 
smoke on our persons, but for weeks after, we would still get a whiff 
from some piece of equipment or clothing. For days after we saw 
rainbow halos around any bright lights from the smoke in our eyes. 
My salesmanship was proven, but my reputation as a designer of 
cabins was at a low ebb. Any further bright ideas met with close 
scrutiny, not to mention scepticism. O u r next trip to the upper cabin 
found us packing stove and pipes. The hole in the roof was closed in, 
and, if the temperature was still frigid, at least we were free of 
smoke and out of the wind. 
Trapping never has been a life of ease; and under those condi-
tions it was not a life of plenty either. Fur bearing animals were 
scarce except for red and flying squirrels. Neither had any market 
value in those days, although red squirrels acquired a market value in 
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later years. Martin and mink were few and far between, twelve to 
fifteen represented our total catch. Weasels were plentiful, and of 
little value, but they did help to pay expenses. 
W e were in very heavy timbered country, subject to heavy and 
frequent snow falls from November to February. W e lived on snow 
shoes, rarely being without them outdoors, and they became almost 
natural appendages to the feet. W e used a fairly short, tailless, 
"bearpaw" type, ideal for climbing and descending steep slopes, walk-
ing logs, and getting through thick bush. W e rarely had a packed 
trail until mid-January, and even had to re-blaze our lines to keep 
the blazes visible above the snow line. After that the sun appeared 
more often, the snowfalls fewer and less heavy and the snow was 
often crusted making travel easier. 
Although the temperature could be sub-zero, much of the snow 
fell when it was mild, often soft and wet. I t piled in giant mush-
rooms on stumps and logs. Logs twelve inches in diameter would 
build up with snow four feet deep, and three feet across the top. In 
the higher levels, the weight of snow often broke the trees off twenty 
or thirty feet above the ground. These stubs also built up with giant 
mushrooms, the continual thawing and freezing solidifying them into 
compact snowballs weighing one hundred pounds or more. As they 
grew they would lean to the South, as the sun softened that side, until 
only the adhesiveness of the snow to the rough bark held them in 
position. 
W e often failed to recognize these stubs, and it only took the 
tap of a hand axe to loosen the snow cap. W e soon learned to leap 
clear without hesitation at the feel of the axe in dry wood instead 
of green, in anticipation of the swish of falling snow, and the im-
pact of a hundred pound snow ball. 
T h e beauty of snow and frost-festooned trees was often breath-
taking. As our muscles hardened to the life, and our skill with snow-
shoes grew, we received increasing enjoyment out of the peace, 
serenity and beauty of the woods in winter. It was not all pleasure, 
however, and some of our trips were gruelling ordeals. W e spent 
four or five days a week checking our traps, so I managed to get home 
to check on things there one or two days a week. Sometimes Scott 
would go out with me, but often I would make the ten mile trip by 
myself, and pack in needed supplies, while he spent the time in the 
comparative comfort of our headquarters camp. 
Most of the ten mile trip home was over an unused tote road, 
through young growth in an old burn. Consequently the snow fell, 
clear and undisturbed, by overhead growth; in contrast to the heavy 
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timber where it lodged in the trees, then dislodged and fell in chunks, 
packing as it fell, at least to a degree. On one of my trips home in 
January, we had a very heavy snowfall, eighteen inches of soft, wet 
snow. Monday morning when I headed, back for camp, I found the 
going extremely heavy. At each step mysnowshoe would sink twelve 
inches in the soft snow, then snow would fall in on top of the snow-
shoe, too wet to sift through as it usually did. Each step I would have 
to lift this added weight twelve inches vertically before I could swing 
forward for another step; two thousand steps a mile, ten miles, most 
of it uphill. 
At seven miles the muscles of my right leg gave out, and I dis-
covered that I could no longer raise my right foot. Conditions were 
anything but attractive for spending the night where this occurred. 
There were no large trees for shelter, only small brush, no dry wood 
for a fire, a total of over four feet of snow, and of course my pack 
consisted of supplies only, no sleeping bag or blanket, not even an axe. 
It looked impossible to go farther, yet to stay where I was, was 
hopeless. Perhaps given time I could struggle on a ways and at least 
find a tree for shelter or better still a dry tree that would burn and 
provide me with some warmth. I was sure Scott would not be con-
cerned if I did not show up for a day or two. There were many 
things that could account for a delay in getting back. I was on my 
own. But how to travel as I was? I discovered that by tying a light 
rope to my foot, I could lift it clear of the snow, swing it forward 
and take a step with it, bring the left foot forward and then repeat. 
At least it was progress, if painfully slow, and there was always the 
possibility of a better place to spend the night around the next bend. 
I could not hope to make more than a few hundred yards of that sort 
of progress, so there was no definite goal, just another step and then 
another step after that. 
A good place to spend the night did not materialize, each one 
looked more hopeless than the last. I t was amazing how one hundred 
yards of progress became two hundred yards, how the impossible goal 
of a distant tree was reached and passed, and still I had not reached 
the limit of my endurance. T ime and effort and progress became 
vague and nebulous things with little meaning. 
W h a t was to be an uneventful hike of three or four hours 
stretched into hour after hour. When I finally reached the last mile 
where the trail entered heavy timber, and the partially packed snow 
made it at least a little easier going, the accomplishment hardly regis-
tered. Daylight faded into moonlight night, but it just made the haze 
of unreality a little deeper. Even an eternity later when the yellow 
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glow of a kerosene lamp in the cabin window showed up it was just 
an illusion. The door finally opened under my weight and I sprawled 
on the floor in front of the astonished Scott. 
Youth and good health served their purpose and in a couple 
of days I was little the worse for my experience. T h e experience was 
an education on what the human body can endure, and the value of 
reaching an impossible goal one short step at a time. 
T h e rest of the winter passed uneventfully, and I might add, 
not too profitably. I never regretted the winter's experience, but I 
was content to look elsewhere for a means of livelihood. 
Slate Carving by George Lezard of Penticton Indian Reserve shows 
the Indian concept of the creation of the world.—Photo by Eric D. Sismey. 
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1967 
B Y PRIMROSE U P T O N 
T h e Annual Okanagan-Boundary Historical Picnic was held at 
Kelowna on Sunday, June 11, with some 250 people from many inter-
ior points enjoying the good weather and the interesting tour. Host for 
the picnic was the Kelowna Branch of the Okanagan Historical Society, 
with President Mrs. T . B. Upton acting as M.C. Arrangements for the 
picnic were under the very capable chairmanship of G. D . Cameron. 
Commencing at the Fur Brigade Tra i l at Westbank at 10 a.m., 
those present were given a most interesting talk by Mrs. D. Gellatly on 
the part the Brigade Trai l played in the early fur trade. " In 1811 
David Stuart of the Pacific Fur Company travelled to the junction of 
the North and South Thompson Rivers. Here he founded a trading 
post, Fort Kamloops. In 1821 the trail became known as the Hudson's 
Bay Brigade Trai l , and was used regularly for 20 years. T h e Brigade 
Tra i l north from Fort Okanogan followed the river to Osoyoos Lake, 
then climbed the hills on the west to Lambly or Trepanier Creek 
whence it descended to the lakeshore. From there it followed the lake 
to its northern end, turned west and reached the Thompson River where 
Monte Creek enters it. Following the river and along Kamloops Lake, 
View of the Cairn at Westbank, and the crowd starting to assemble for 
the first talk at 10 a.m. 
PHOTO BY ERIC D. S I S M E Y 
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it then turned north to Lac la Hache, the San Jose River, Williams 
Lake and Creek, then over land to the Fraser River and along its 
eastern shore to old Fort Alexandria." 
" T h e Trail was used in the 1860's by prospectors and cattle 
drivers on their way to the Cariboo gold-rush, and from that time 
settlement of the Okanagan began. The old Tra i l came into use once 
again during the gold rush of '98 , and some of our pioneers have told 
of seeing the gold-seekers on their way north—and probably wishing 
they could follow." 
'The cairn built of basaltic rock from Mt. Boucherie, was 
unveiled by myself on August 24, 1949. The Westbank Women's 
Institute accepted custodianship of the cairn and small park." 
Mrs. A. E. Fearnley gave a short summary of how the Women's 
Institute has cared for the cairn and park. She paid tribute to the 
Department of Highways for fill to help level the park, and to> several 
local citizens, who had helped with levelling, landscaping and watering. 
She paid special tribute to Mr. Jesse Smith for his untiring work and 
the lovely garden which bloomed so profusely until his untimely 
passing. " T h e little oak tree comes from acorns sent to every Institute 
in Canada from the Oaks in Windsor Park, and were sent to us by 
Queen Elizabeth at the time of her coronation." She also paid tribute 
to Mrs. Eleanor Reece, who is commemorated by a small plaque. A 
Centennial flowering crab was planted this spring by two "institute 
husbands"—Mrs. Fearnley went on to say that "Institute husbands 
are the unsung heroes who can go that second mile when you need 
help. They fix flagpoles, help with projects that seem too big, get you 
to meetings at the correct time, and are not supposed to be very hungry 
the evening you have been to an afternoon meeting. W e have quite 
a number in Westbank." She also praised the caretaker, who always 
seems to have the lawn cut and watered and the shrubs well cared for. 
She requested that all present sign the guest book which was started at 
the unveiling of the cairn. The book was designed and the leather 
cover worked by Mr. A. Davidson, a local pioneer. 
From the cairn the cavalcade moved to the lookout above Siwash 
Point, where W . T . Bulman told of the age-old crossing of the Lake 
by Indians and then by white men. This was the point where ferries 
later crossed to the growing City of Kelowna. He pointed out such 
well-known landmarks as Mission and Mill Creeks, Black Mountain,, 
Knox Mountain. Mr. Bulman ended by saying " I don't think that 
anyone a century ago, even Father Pandosy, could visualize the steady 
growth of this area known then as Okanagan Mission, to a population 
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View of Mrs. D. Gellatly addressing the crowd on the significance of the 
Brigade Trail. Left to right: J. V. H. Wilson, Penticton; G. D. Cameron, 
Kelowna; Mrs. T. B. Upton, Okanagan Mission; Mrs. D. Gellatly, Westbank; 
Harold Cochrane, Vernon; Mrs. Harold Cochrane, Vernon. 
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of over 30,000, a floating bridge across the lake, and transportation 
by car and airplane." 
PVed Waterman told some interesting anecdotes and facts about 
the floating Okanagan Lake Bridge, opened by Princess Margaret in 
1958. T h e bridge is some 4,500 feet long, with a floating span of 
2,100 feet. He told of the problems of finding footings, of floating 
the huge cement parts of the bridge into place and anchoring them by 
cables to the lake bottom. The bridge has proved a boon to the whole 
valley. 
The cavalcade moved on to the Brent Mill in Rutland where 
the Rev. Everett Fleming pointed out interesting facts about the first 
industry in the Okanagan. The millstones, brought from San Francisco, 
were used by Frederick Brent and his family for grinding grain from 
all areas of the Okanagan, Similkameen and Spallumcheen. T h e house 
built by the Brents is of log construction, covered with planking, and 
is in excellent condition. The mill is not in good condition, but a new 
roof is to be put on at an early date. Mrs. Upton pointed out that on 
the Isadore Boucherie pre-emption north of the Brent Mill, was found 
in the 1860's the remains of a large building constructed of cedar 
logs. It is possible that this building could be of Spanish origin. She 
also told of the Benvoulin School which served children of the area 
for many years. Local residents had petitioned the government for a 
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school in 1874. Unfortunately the Benvoulin Church could not be 
visited due to lack of time. Mrs. Upton told of its building in 1892— 
the first protestant church in the area. It is built from the plan of 
Crathie Church in Aberdeenshire. 
T h e next stop was Guisachan where G. D. Cameron told those 
present that this had been the original John McDougall pre-emption. 
On it McDougall had built three houses—two of them still standing. 
The present Guisachan had been built in 1891 for Lord and Lady 
Aberdeen. The lovely garden, cared for by Mrs. Cameron's artistic 
hands, was a blaze of colour, and much enjoyed by everybody. 
Lunch was at the Kelowna Riding Club Grounds under the trees 
and on the cool verandah. From here the tour moved on to the Father 
Pandosy Mission where Mrs. Duncan Tu t t gave a most interesting 
talk on the Oblates who had founded the Mission in 1859 and carried 
on their work through many years until the sale of the Mission Ranche 
about the turn of the century. The Mission buildings had fallen into 
disrepair, but in 1958 the first restoration had taken place. W . T . 
Bulman then told of plans for further restoration and the making of 
the area into a pioneer living type of Museum. He asked for assistance 
both monetarily and in actual artifacts to make these plans a reality. 
He paid tribute to the terrific amount of work already done by Joseph 
Marty. J . V. H. Wilson pointed out that this project was of vital 
interest to the whole of the interior of British Columbia—here was 
Part of the second crowd at the Father Pandosy Mission. Two of the 
original buildings are viewed beyond the archway. 
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the first place of worship, the first school and the first area of land 
husbandry in the whole of the hinterland of British Columbia. 
Mrs. T . B. Upton then thanked the large crowd present for 
coming and for being such an attentive and interested audience. She 
introduced from the Boundary country Mr. and Mrs. Rolph Eveleth 
from Midway; Robert Jackston, Carl Thomar , Mr . and Mrs. Archie 
Johnson all from Midway; Mrs. Robert Smith from Grand Forks 
and Penticton; Mr. and Mrs, Percy Wamboldt from Vernon. She 
then introduced two former Okanagan Historical Society presidents— 
Frank McDonald from Penticton and G. D. Cameron from Kelowna. 
Greetings were brought to the picnic by past president of the Oliver 
Branch, Mrs. Vernon Simpson; Penticton president Mrs. W . R. 
Dewdney; Similkameen president Sam Manery, and Okanagan 
Historical Society president Harold Cochrane of Vernon. Also enjoying 
the picnic were Mayor and Mrs. M. P. Finnerty of Penticton. Mrs. 
Upton thanked G. D. Cameron who had organized the picnic, the 
Kelowna Riding Club which had given use of its grounds and buildings 
for lunch break, A. W . Gray for his wonderful display of old photo-
graphs set up in the Riding Club building, J . V. H. Wilson who had 
brought the portable public address system from Penticton. 
The last stop was the Indian Village at Okanagan Mission, where 
Mrs. John Surtees gave a short talk on the work done to reconstruct 
this village. This is an authentic registered site, and according to Dr. 
Warren Caldwell, anthropologist, is unique in that the semi-under 
ground houses are lined with river cobbles. Those attending the picnic 
were invited to visit the newly opened Kelowna Centennial Museum. 
Thus ended a most successful annual Historical Picnic, held under 
perfect weather conditions. 
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Gen. Joel Palmer 
in later life. 
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B Y A R T H U R W . G R A Y 
The late Frank Buckland, 
in his "Ogopogo's Vigil" told 
of the passage of the first 
wagon train through the Okan-
agan Valley in 1858, headed 
by two A m e r i c a n s named 
Palmer and Miller. He told in 
some detail of the route taken 
and the difficulties encoun-
tered. My interest in this ex-
pedition was re-aroused when I 
ran across an article in the 1938 
volume of the Kelowna Cour-
ier, apparently written by the 
editor, George Rose, an old 
time resident who came to the 
valley in 1892. 
In his account of the expedition he gave some details not found 
in Buckland's story. He stated that the expedition sent in two men in 
advance, to establish stations at which the wagon train would obtain 
feed for the oxen. The two men were named Smith and Parsons. The 
first named was to locate pasturage and gather feed and supplies at a 
point south of Osoyoos, and Rose stated that he became known to fame 
in later years as "Okanagan Smith." The second man, Parsons, located 
a suitable station at the foot of Duck Lake, and said that he was still 
there when Father Pandosy spent the winter of 1859-60 there. This 
would be the same man, no doubt, who homesteaded there, and sold 
out to Frederick Brent in 1865. Parsons, according to Rose, dug a 
ditch and prepared a quantity of hay. Whether the ditch was for 
irrigation, cr to drain a swampy area is not stated, but this location may 
well have been the site of the Okanagan's first farming operations. 
The rest of his account is much the same as Buckland's, the train 
started from Portland, Oregon, picked up supplies at Dalles and Walla 
Walla, and headed up the Columbia and then the Okanagan River 
valley -md along the west side of the lake to the vicinity of present 
day Peachland. At this point the going was too tough for oxen and 
wagons, so they sent the cattle back around the foot of the lake and 
over the mountains to Duck Lake, and cut down trees to make rafts, 
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on which they ferried the oxen, wagons and the miners supplies to 
L'Anse Au Sable, where everything was re-assembled and the journey 
continued. Rose also stated that on other parts of the trail northward 
it was found necessary occasionally, in timbered country, to dismantle 
the wagons and load them onto the oxen, re-assembling everything 
when open country was reached. Both Buckland and Rose state that 
the trade goods were sold at high prices to the miners, on the Fraser 
and Thompson Rivers. The passage of the wagon train through the 
valley was a subject of conversation with the Indians of the valley for 
years afterwards. 
In an effort to find out more about General Joel Palmer and 
his partner Miller, I spent some time in the North-west section of the 
Vancouver Public Library when on a visit to the coast, and also wrote 
to the B.C. Archives, and the State Historical Societies and Archives 
of Washington and Oregon. I came up with a mass of information 
about Palmer, but little or nothing about Miller. Palmer was a man 
of many parts, and L found his life story interesting, and in many 
ways unusual. 
My first surprise came when I found that he was born in Canada. 
The birthplace was given as Elizabethtown, Upper Canada, and the 
date October 4, 1810. I could not find any place of that name on the 
oldest map of Ontario that I have, but an inquiry to the Ontario 
Archives at Toronto elicited the fact that Elizabethtown was now 
Brockville, having been re-named in honor of the famous General Sir 
Isaac Brock, commander of Upper Canada forces in the W a r of 1812, 
who was killed in the battle of Queenston Heights. T h e Palmer family 
were Quakers, and Americans, having come from New York state a 
few years before the war, and Joel was the third of the twelve children 
of Ephraim and Hannah Phelps Palmer. The family had come pre-
viously from Connecticut to Lowville, New York, from whence they 
moved to Canada. Joel's father traced his ancestry back to a Walter 
Palmer, who came from London, England to Charlestown, Massa-
chusetts in 1629, just nine years after the Pilgrim Fathers landed at 
Plymouth Rock. Shortly after the outbreak of the W a r of 1812 the 
family moved back to Lowville, New York. Later they moved to 
Indiana, where Joel Palmer grew to manhood. 
In 1894 he became a member of the Indiana legislature, at the 
age of 34. While in Indianapolis, the state capital, he read a pamphlet 
one day about the Oregon country, and like many more of his country-
men around that time, heard the call of the far west, and in the Spring 
of 1845 he started out to see Oregon for himself. He was so impressed 
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with what he saw that he returned to Indiana to bring out his family. 
He had been married twice, the first time at the age of 19 to Catherine 
Caffey. They had two children, both girls, and after her death he 
married Sarah Ann Derbyshire, and four more children were born to 
the second marriage. 
In 1847 the family set out over the plains for Oregon, crossing 
the Rockies en route, as members of a covered wagon train. Palmer, 
having already made the journey previously, became the recognized 
leader of the large company of emigrants in the train. He later wrote 
a Journal of his travels, popularly called "Palmer's Guide," which 
was a valuable source of information for succeeding emigrants. He took 
up land in north-west Oregon, near the Williamette River, and later 
laid out the townsite of Dayton, on his land and that of an adjoining 
homestead. The county was given the name of Yam Hill. Both names 
are still to be seen on a map of the state of Oregon. Dayton, at one 
time the county seat, has since lost that status. 
Shortly after the Whitman massacre on the outbreak of the 
Cayuse War , he went to Oregon City and offered his services. He 
was chosen Quartermaster and Commissary-General, and it is stated 
that his services secured him an honorable mention. He later held, for 
a time, the position of Superintendent of Indian Affairs for Oregon, 
and it was under his administration that the Indians of western Oregon 
were gathered on the reservations, which they still hold, and which 
were selected by him. Palmer, who held this post from 1853 to 1856, 
was well fitted for the job, for he had sympathy for the native people 
and at the same time, as a settler himself, understood the viewpoint of 
the white settlers. Just as he had completed arrangements to settle the 
Indians on their reservations a series of Indian wars broke out, and 
Palmer became very unpopular with most of the settlers because he 
distinguished between "friendly" Indians and the ones who went on 
the warpath. Popular opinion forced his removal from the post of 
Superintendent of Indian Affairs. He made several attempts later to 
obtain re-instatement in order to vindicate his position, but was unsuc-
cessful. 
In 1854 he interested himself in two projects for the public 
benefit, a railway to facilitate traffic around the Williamette Falls, 
and a plan to establish a telegraph service for the valley. Only the 
latter was completed, but the lines were strung on fir trees and storms 
frequently damaged the lines. The Oregon Telegraph Company took 
over the project several years later and established a permanent line. 
From July, 1858, to the fall of 1860 Palmer spent most of his 
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Leader of the "Palmer and Miller Expeditions" of 1858-60 through the 
Similkameen and the Okanagan Valleys to the Cariboo gold fields. 
P R O V I N C I A L A R C H I V E S , VICTORIA 
time in the gold fields of the Fraser and Thompson Rivers in British 
Columbia, or in travelling to and from there. In July, 1858, Palmer 
organized and led a party of over one hundred men, twenty wagons 
and seventy-five pack animals to the gold fields. This was the wagon 
train told about by Buckland and others. Prior to this expedition the 
usual route to the mines had been by water to Vancouver Island, thence 
to the mainland and up the Fraser River to Harrison Lake, and thence 
via Lillooet to the upper Fraser. 
Palmer's plan to reach the gold field by an overland route was 
thought to be far too risky, and all sorts of reports appeared in the 
Oregon "Statesman" during that period. On Sept. 7, 1858, a report 
was carried in that newspaper that Palmer's party had been massacred 
by the Indians! A later report in the same newspaper in February, 1859, 
stated that Palmer was reported to have returned with 680 ounces of 
gold, and still another report said that he had made $20,000 on his 
trading ventures into the Fraser and Thompson gold fields. T h e writer 
of that report commented " I hope it is true, no man better deserved it, 
he made an honest Superintendent of Indian Affairs . . His many 
friends will rejoice." 
Accounts of his 1858 journey have been given by George Rose 
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and by Buckland, here is a third account, appearing in Bancroft's 
History of British Columbia, Vol. 32 pp. 368-370. "Joel Palmer and 
thirty-five others, among them F . H. Lewis, went to the Fraser mines 
from Portland with wagons, also following the inside or plateau 
route. The company encamped at the Dalles, and departed thence in 
July, driving their own teams all the way to the Thompson. There 
were nine teams, each consisting of three or four yoke of oxen, the 
majority of them belonging to Palmer. Four 'boys' from Yreka, Cali-
fornia, were co-operative owners of one of the teams. Provisions 
constituted the cargo, 3000 lbs, to the wagon. The route was by way 
Wallula and Okanagan to Kamloops . . . At the point of the rocks 12 
miles above Priest's Rapids the country was found impracticable for 
three-quarters of a mile on the east side of the river. Wagons and 
freight were conveyed around this in canoes. At Okanagan (river) 
the Columbia was crossed in the same manner, the cattle swimming. 
T w o canoes were lashed alongside, and placed endways to' the bank, 
the wagons were then rolled or lifted into them empty, and the freight 
was then stowed into the bottom, or in the wagon beds, as most con-
venient. Three wagons and their contents were taken over at one time 
in safety by four men, one each occupying the bow and stern in both 
canoes. When the expedition reached Okanagan Lake it was found 
necessary to build rafts to pass some difficult forest-covered country, 
cut up by ravines . . . cattle were driven, under the direction of ex-
plorers, to a point where the country was more open. Palmer had a 
party of men in advance all the way, exploring and making a road, or 
cutting timber as far north, on his second trip in 1859, as Alexandria, 
and later to Lightning Creek, where he established a trading-post, and 
sold out his oxen for beef." 
It will be remembered that the expedition is referred to by 
Buckland and Rose as the "Palmer and Miller" expedition, but no 
mention is ever made of Miller, nor does he receive mention in other 
accounts. I saw a reference, however, to a John F . Miller being one 
of a group of four men associated with Palmer in the Columbia River 
Road Company in 1862 and he may be the Miller referred to in the 
Buckland and Rose accounts. Apparently he was one of the really 
"silent" partners, for he never made any headlines. 
There is an interesting note in regard to customs duties. According 
to Palmer there was only one port of entry on the mainland of British 
Columbia, that being at New Westminster. A deputy collector, how-
ever, was stationed at Kamloops, and dutiable goods were assessed at 
that point. In addition to the duty the Collector was authorized to 
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charge his "expenses". Palmer commented—"Such a system laid itself 
open to extortion." 
A four-column article in the Oregon Statesman, published in 
Salem on Tuesday, February 14, 1860, written by Joel Palmer, makes 
interesting reading. In it he describes mining conditions on what he 
calls the "Upper Frazer" and at "Quenelle", and gives details of the 
various routes to the gold fields. He also refers to the "recently 
discovered Similkameen and Thompson River gold fields," where he 
states that miners were making from $5 to $50 a day "by the hand," 
an expression that appears often in his description of mining prospects. 
The most northerly point that he visited was "Fort Alexander" (Alex-
andria? ) and he states that on account of the high price of provisions 
most miners went out to the lower country to winter. "Probably but 
75 to 100 men are wintering above Fort Alexander on the Quenelle 
and Frazer Rivers," he stated. Prices for supplies laid in for winter 
were quoted as follows: Flour, beans, and rice 50c per lb.; bacon, 60c 
per lb.; tea, $1.50 to $2.00 per lb.; tobacco, $1.50 per lb.; brandy and 
whisky $4.00 a bottle. Supplies were not large and fear of possible 
starvation caused many to go* outside for the winter months, to coastal 
points. Palmer strongly advocated the inland route as more suitable and 
shorter for Oregonians who wished to seek for gold, or sought a market 
for their agricultural products. 
In his description of the river and the "big lake" he made fre-
quent references to sections where steamboats might ply the "Okina-
kane," as he spelled it. Commenting on the lake, Palmer described it 
as "A beautiful sheet of water for steam navigation, of 80 or 90 
miles, but is believed to be wholly in British Columbia." His comments 
were prophetic as to navigation, and also indicated that the International 
Boundary at that time was a nebulous thing. 
His article in the Oregon Statesmen of February, 1860 told of 
going with a pack train in 1859 by a different route, leaving the 
Okanagan River and going up the Similkameen instead, some eighty 
miles to where it forks, and taking the right hand fork and coming 
onto the Hudson Bay trail from Fort Hope to Fort Thompson, 
following this eventually as far north as Alexandria. His description 
of the journey with the wagon trains through the Okanagan in 1858 
in this newspaper article of 1860 makes no reference whatever to 
rafting the wagons across Okanagan Lake. 
Entries in Palmer's journal for 1860 indicate that he sold out to 
his partner David C. Kelly, and a W . H. Wright , that year. One report 
states that the summer of 1860 found fewer miners in the diggings, 
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and an overstocked market, and that in September he sold out at a 
terrific loss. In 1861 gold mining became active in eastern Oregon 
and Washington and Palmer shifted his activities to this area. In 1860, 
however, a fateful election had been held in the U.S.A., Abraham 
Lincoln had been elected president on an anti-slavery ticket. In politics 
Palmer was a Democrat, but broke with the party to support Stephen A. 
Douglas, with other Democrats opposed to slavery. He ardently sup-
ported the union cause and was gazetted a brigadier-general in the 
State militia. In the elections of 1862 he was elected to the state legis-
lature as a Union Democrat. In the year 1866 Palmer might have 
been elected United States Senator for Oregon but for conscientious 
scruples. When offered the nomination for Senator he called attention 
to the clause in the state constitution which prohibited a member of the 
state legislature from running for a lucrative office during his term, 
and replied firmly, "No I took an oath to support the constitution; it 
applies to my conscience, and I cannot accept the office if elected." In 
1870, at the next state elections, he was nominated as Republican 
candidate for Governor of the state of Oregon at a convention in 
Portland, by acclamation. The Democrats bitterly attacked him for his 
"pro-Indian" policies, and when the votes were counted the Democrat, 
Grover, had been elected by a margin of only 670 votes. From 1871 
to 1873 Palmer performed his last public service as an Indian Agent, 
being placed in charge of the Siletz Agency on the Coast Reservation. 
The Grant administration at Washington had adopted the so-called 
"Quaker policy" whereby the various religious denominations nomin-
ated the agents, This policy was strongly ridiculed by those who advo-
cated strong measures against the Indians. Palmer found conditions 
on the reservation deplorable and immediately set out to rectify 
matters. 
He revived agriculture, organized a tribal court and held 
periodic Indian councils to draw up rules and' regulations. Plans were 
completed to build manual training schools and day schools, and he 
supervised the return of Indians who had fled from the reservation. 
In the winter of 1872 he once more ran up against the opposition of 
the settlers. There were rumors of an Indian rising and the settlers 
demanded immediate disarming of all Indians He opposed this because 
he felt the rumor unfounded and also he felt that the guns were a 
necessity as a means of providing sustenance, with food in short supply. 
He left the Indian service somewhat disheartened and discouraged, 
but contended that the failure to civilize the Indians was not due to the 
reservation system, but to the manner in which it had been carried out. 
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T o an old friend he wrote: " I am by no means willing to admit the 
policy is a failure, but on the contrary it can be made a success, but 
those having charge of the missionary work must have an objective 
beyond the 'almighty dollar'; there must be untiring work to prepare 
these people for the change. It is useless to preach Christian conversion 
to a starving man—first feed him, but it is well to practice Christian 
virtues while preparing the meal." 
Palmer retired to his home in Dayton, and here he was active 
in organization of the Oregon Pioneers Association. He also assisted in 
promoting the Oregon State Fair, and served one term as the vice 
president. In the annual address before the Oregon Pioneer Associa-
tion in 1875 Judge M. P. Deady said of him: "Few men have labored 
harder or more disinterestedly for the public good than General Joel 
Palmer. A man of ardent temperament, strong friendships, and full of 
confidence in his fellow men, he has unreservedly given the flower 
of his life for the best interests of Oregon—and of all the early 
pioneers it may justly be said of him, 'he deserves well of his country'." 
At eleven o'clock June 9, 1881, Joel Palmer passed away at his home 
at Dayton, Yamhill County, Oregon, at the age of 70 years and 8 
months, ending an eventful life that spanned an exciting period in the 
development of North America. 
Mr. and Mrs. George Lezard of the Penticton Indian Reserve celebrated 
their Diamond wedding anniversary on June 3, 1967. They were married 
in the Sunday House on the reserve which was built by Father Pandosy 
in 1885.—Photo by Eric D. Sismey 
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Keloivna's Chinese 
B Y E T T I E A D A M 
The Chinese can lay claim 
to being among our earliest 
settlers. They were here be-
fore the turn of the century, 
therefore before there was any 
Kelowna. One of their first 
homes stood on the corner of 
Ellis St. and Bernard Ave., 
now the site of the Royal 
Bank. Another shack was on 
the lakeshore close to where the 
footbridge enters the park. 
T w o men cooked in the 
Lakeview Hotel in the 1890's. 
The older man jealously 
guarded his cooking secrets, but 
the young one was not to be 
outdone and kept his eyes open. 
When my aunt Viola Clement was married to Wil l Docking in 11 
it was this young man who made her a gift of a wedding cake beau-
tifully iced and decorated. 
His name was Sam Joey and he started the first restaurant in 
Kelowna. Unfortunately it failed and my grandmother Mrs. W . C. 
Clement took him into her home until he got a job at the Coldstream 
Ranch in Vernon. Here he worked for several years until he took 
ill quite suddenly and died. While in Kelowna he and Uncle Percy 
had become good friends and went swimming and hiking together. 
In 1903 my father Charles Clement built his home where 
the Parkview Motel now stands on Harvey Ave. Before it was finished 
the Chinese were starting to build across the street and soon had quite 
a large community. They built their homes facing the lane and their 
gardens and outbuildings lined the street. 
Harvey Ave., from Ellis St. to Abbott St. was known as Eli Ave. 
at that time. 
Chinese women were a rarity but there must have been at least 
one for about 1905 a baby girl was born and being the first Chinese 
child born in Kelowna they gave her the name of Kelowna Lee. 
The Chinese proved to be good neighbors and were yen' generous 
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to us. Christmas always brought lovely Chinese silk scarves, candies, 
nuts and other dainties, This generosity led to a rather scary adventure 
for my brother George and me. 
By now Dad had moved our home to the north side of Eli Ave. 
between Water St. and Pandosy. W e were maybe three and four 
years of age and decided to visit Chinatown in the hopes of getting 
candies or firecrackers, so when Mother was busy about her work we 
made off down the lane across Water St. to the Chinese community. 
Boldly we climbed the first steps we came to and opened the door, but 
apparently we had stumbled onto their gambling den, for suddenly 
up jumped a chinaman wielding a butcher knife. Terrified we 
turned and fled as fast as our little legs would carry us. Mother never 
needed to worry that we would stray to Chinatown again. 
T h e Chinese were honest and conscientous even to extremes as 
a man Dad had hired to plant the garden for him. Passing our yard 
on the way home from work he would jump the fence to pull any 
stray weed he saw. 
My brother George had a habit of running away when he was 
very small so a high board fence was built to keep him in. 
One day Mother heard great excitement out front and looked 
out to see a line-up of chinamen across the street laughing and gesti-
culating and there was George just disappearing under the gate. He 
had dug his way out. 
Every day the men filed along the street on the way to the 
fields at the edge of town where they put in a long day's work. As 
they went, their high sing song voices could be heard for some distance. 
The queue or pigtail was still worn by a few of them. 
T h e leader of their community was a man named Lum Lock. 
He had a store at the corner of Abbott and Eli. The City Park Cafe 
stood there for many years. Lum Lock had a wife and two small 
boys of whom he was very proud. On special occasions the boys were 
dressed in suits of Chinese red silk with red skull caps to complete 
their outfits and they were very cute. In his later years Lum Lock 
always claimed to be 105 years old. W e suspected this was because 
old age was highly venerated by the Chinese. 
About 1910 two young ladies came to town for a short time. 
One day Mother glanced out of the window and saw them walking 
along Water St. toward town. They were all decked out in western 
finery but something seemed to be wrong. One of the girls was walk-
ing behind the other closely inspecting her attire. Suddenly she grabbed 
the long skirt and threw it up over the other girl's shoulders, did some 
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adjusting to the petticoat and pulled the skirt down again, then on they 
went confident that all was well with their appearance. 
On the lot vacated when our house was moved, a three-storey 
building was erected by the Chinese. The lower floor was used as a 
store and the upstairs as living quarters. The second floor had a 
balcony which was used by the family on summer evenings and I 
remember sitting on our porch listening to their music, high and lilting, 
with a strange sad and lonely quality to it, I can never hear Chinese 
music without a nostalgic feeling for those long ago days. This store 
was the scene of a murder in the early thirties when Wong Bat the 
proprietor at that time, was struck down by a prowler and killed. The 
murder was never solved. 
Chinese New Year was a highlight of our childhood. What 
noise and excitement with popping fireworks and crashing of pots 
and pans, which, we were told, was to> scare the devils away. There 
were at least three hundred men in Chinatown at that time. The 
1926 census puts the number at 35 7 and I am sure that each and every 
one contributed to the noise. It was something to remember. 
Another of their customs which seemed strange to' us was their 
periodic visits to the cemetery on what appeared to be a picnic with 
their departed friends. My husband, who was driving for the Jenkins 
Cartage in the thirties was hired on several occasions to' take a truck-
load of men with food and beer to the cemetery. While he waited, 
they would put some food on each grave and pour a little beer on each 
one. Then they would burn joss-sticks, eat and drink till all was gone. 
A longing for their homeland was evident in the desire of each Chinese 
to have his bones returned to China and every once in awhile, in ac-
cordance with their wishes the bones were dug up and shipped home. 
Now Chinatown is no more and with its passing has gone some of the 
color and mystery of the orient. 
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William James Gillespie 
Six Horse Team Freighter—1900-1910 
B Y E R I C D. SISMEY 
Along Highway No. 97, be-
tween Kaleden Junction and 
the top of Waterman Hill a 
deserted two - storied h o u s e 
gazes forlornly across the road. 
Except for short periods the 
house has been vacant for more 
than fifty years. 
In this 60 mile an hour age 
motorists give the old house 
W. Gillespie at Penticton, scarcely a passing glance, but, 
1966. i l l 
at night, when the moon is 
full, and the old house stands bleak against fallen snow it has a 
ghostly look. 
I have photographs of the house taken from several angles; I 
had put the prints away hoping some day to learn more of its history 
and that of its builder than was written by the late H. W . Corbitt in his 
"History of Kaleden." Last summer I was fortunate in meeting 
William James Gillespie who lived in the house his father built when 
he was a boy. 
Willie, as his friends call him, Tenas man (little man) by T o m . 
Ellis, for whom they often worked, was born at Merlin, Ontario' on 
June 12, 1885. His father Dugald Gillespie of Thamesville, On-
tario, wandered with his family through the Ozarks, in Missouri, 
through Oregon and Washington before returning to Canada in 1891 
to lease land in the Fraser valley. In 1 894 the Fraser flood inundated 
their rented acres and except for the pasture round the house the stock 
and horses lived a hungry existence until the waters subsided. 
Quitting the Fraser valley the Gillespies moved to southern 
Okanagan where Dugald pre-empted the home property, built his 
house, and eventually acquired other blocks of land. These are shown 
on a frontispiece map in Harry Corbitt's booklet and comprised of 
nearly five quarter sections fronting on Skaha Lake for nearly a mile. 
A story, which Willie confirms, tells of how his father obtained 
one of the quarter sections. An old homesteader, tiring of the country, 
leaving for the United States, wanted $10.00 for the cabin, the work 
he had done and the odds and ends he was leaving behind. 
Dugald Gillespie developed the first irrigation system in the dis-
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trict. He built a five foot earth dam, in 1901, at the outlet of Marron 
Lake which had enough water for one good summer irrigation of his 
hay land. 
Willie Gillespie enjoys relating his memories. " T h e nearest post-
office was at Penticton but the Snodgrass stage from Penticton to 
Greenwood passed our place twice a week. W e hung a flour sack con-
taining our mail on our gate which the driver picked up and returned 
with our mail on the following day. 
"My three sisters and I went to school at Okanagan Falls which 
was the first school in southern Okanagan. It opened on August 10, 
1896 and since the school had to maintain a certain average attendance 
my three year old sister was enrolled and taken to school every day." 
Willie Gillespie affirms that his father was never a rancher in 
the accepted sense of the word. He was a freighter, his interest in 
land was merely a place to range his stock and to raise hay. 
T h e Gillespies, father and son, freighted out from Penticton to 
Fairview, Camp McKinney and Greenwood, but most of their work 
was to the Nickel Plate mine and to the Daly Reduction Company's 
concentrator at Hedley hauling supplies of all kinds on the outbound 
trip and returning to Penticton with concentrates and sometimes 
bullion. 
Willie claims he began driving team when he was no more than 
a big boy. By the time he was twenty he was running five four horse 
freight rigs and one six horse outfit in his own right. 
The round trip to the Nickel Plate mine took five days. T h e old 
Green Mountain road to Keremeos did not follow Shingle Creek as 
it does now, but turned just beyond the present Indian church to climb 
the "Sand Hills" and skirt the sidehill above the creek to where Shingle 
and Sheep Creek join. From there the road followed the valley, just 
as it does today, to the L. A. Clark roadhouse where meals and accom-
modation for man and beast were obtainable. Th is was the first day's 
journey and here the Green Mountain post-office was established in 
1903. 
An early start next day, in Willie's words, began at 3:00 a.m. 
Freighters followed the Keremeos road for a mile or two before turn-
ing right to climb the steep switchbacks to the Russell House, a large 
two-storied log building where accommodations, meals and stabling 
were offered to end the second day. There was a control on the 
switchbacks to the Russell House with certain hours set for up and 
downhill traffic. T h e mine was reached on the third day and the re-
turn trip to Penticton, usually light, was made in two days. T h e road 
to the mine was built in 1901. It was always rough and most of the 
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repairs were done by the freighters. Willie Gillespie maintains that 
he has done more work for nothing on British Columbia roads than 
any other man in the province. Roughness, particularly on the switch-
backs, was partly caused by braking. On steep downhills one rear 
wagon wheel was "rough-locked" with a chain or by a special shoe to 
keep it from revolving; in winter a chain was wrapped around one 
of the sleigh runners. 
The round trip to Hedley took 6 days with stops, both ways, at 
Clarks and at Keremeos. 
While freighting was hard work, especially in the winter, team-
sters were men of courage, integrity and a call for help under any 
conditions always met instant response. But they were colourful days, 
exciting and interesting. Then, too, there was that something that 
truckdrivers can never understand, and that was the personal associa-
tion and understanding that existed between the man and his team. 
At one time, Willie recalls, there were about 40 six horse and 
60 four horse outfits making their headquarters at Penticton and 
Okanagan Falls. " I shall always remember the long lines of freight 
rigs, harness bells tinkling, strung along Main Street and Fairview 
Road. 
Some outfits turned at the Sand Hills for Keremeos or the Nickel 
Plate, while others turned at the foot of Dog Lake near Billy Kruger's 
place to follow the side hill to the Kaleden flats, past our house to 
drop down Waterman hill into Okanagan Falls, Still other teams went 
only as far as the lake where their loads were transferred to Snod-
grass steamers for the water journey to the Falls, 
Yes! I knew the Bassetts and Brents. W e often met on the road 
to call a greeting and sometimes to give or receive a helping hand. 
Not all my work was freighting. In the haying season T o m Ellis 
often hired my teams to help bring the harvest home. 
By 1909, the Gillespies saw that the days of freighting in the 
Okanagan were numbered. T h e Great Northern Railway was build-
ing into the Similkameen and the Boundary while other companies 
were laying steel into the Kettle River valley. And when Jim Ritchie 
began development of Kaleden the Gillespies sold their lands and water 
rights and moved their stock to the prairies. 
In Alberta the Gillespies engaged in freighting and hauling con-
tracts and also with development work for the Canadian Pacific at 
Rose Bud Creek. In late 1910 they sold their equipment and tried 
farming in Saskatchewan. In 1919 they returned to British Columbia 
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and were soon in the freighting business again, this time at Kamloops 
and Prince George. 
William Gillespie, the last Penticton freighter, moved to Chilli-
wack in 1924 where he purchased 70 acres of land. He retired in 
1952 at the age of 67 and now lives in -quiet comfort at 49930 Pat-
terson Road, Chilliwack, where, he says, the latch string is always out 
for old friends from the Okanagan. 
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This magnificent example of coiled basketry—Yam'qua in the Okana-
gan tongue—is the work of Mrs. Peters of Summerland. 
The imbricated designs are in red, black and white. White from a 
reed I do not recognize. Red from the bark of Red-osier dogwood, Cornus 
stolonifera, common throughout the Valley. The same bark becomes black 
after treatment in one of several ways. 
This large basket is ornamental rather than functional. Except as a 
storage receptacle its shape and size would limit everyday use. 
Basket making is a dying art. Except for Mrs. Peters and her daugh-
ter, Mrs. Doris Senger, also of Summerland, there are no active basket 
makers in Southern Okanagan. 
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West Side Settlement 
T H E P E R S O N A L N A R R A T I V E O F A R T H U R M. B. S T O C K S 
T h e floating bridge over Okanagan Lake does more than bisect 
the lake, it separated two worlds. 
From Westbank a paved road turns south down the west side 
through orchard, village and city to stretch a thousand miles to end 
in California. 
North, along the western shore there is a gravel road, not a good 
one, used by logging trucks, an occasional adventurer and during the 
summer months to serve scattered lakeside cottages. But it was not al-
ways like this. 
At the turn of the century, until the outbreak of the first war, 
in 1914, many young men, and Arthur Stocks was among them, came 
from the Old Country to pre-empt along the west side of the lake, 
sometimes quite high in the hills. 
There was no road, but the sternwheel steamers Aberdeen and 
Okanagan served landings whose very names have almost been for-
gotten. Beginning at Okanagan Landing along the west side of the 
lake were; Whiteman's, Killeny, Morden's (now Ewing 's) , Bruve's, 
Short's (now Fint ry) , Caesar's, Reid's, Stukey's (a former wooding 
landing for the Aberdeen), and Bear Creek. 
With the outbreak of the war the young men left to a man, some 
are remembered on the cenotaph at Kelowna, but many who returned 
to the Old Country were never heard from again. 
Whether this influx of young men to the west side was ill ad-
vised, whether the pre-emptions high in the hills offered the remotest 
hope of being developed into producing farms is quite beside the point. 
The young men came, they took up land, built cabins and trails, fenced 
and cleared a bit of land, found odd jobs in Kelowna and Vernon 
during the summer. Winters were spent at their cabins where they 
hunted, trapped, fished and enjoyed their youth until the day their 
country called. Then they dropped everything, just walked away, most 
of them never came back. 
While everything south of the floating bridge has flourished 
the other west side settlements faded away. This chapter of Okan-
agan Valley history should be recorded, before it is too late, by one 
who lived through those days. And that is Arthur Stock's story. 
Editorial Introduction—E. D. S. 
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Arthur Stocks on the Hudson's 
Bay Fur Brigade Trail. 
PHOTO BY ERIC D. S I S M E Y 
I was born on June 27, 
1890 at Ketton Vicarage, in 
the county of Rutland, Eng-
land. My father, the Reverend 
Philip Stocks, was the vicar of 
Ketton cum Tixover church 
which dated back to 1283. 
Boyhood memories include 
watching a man carrying a red 
flag walking in front of a 
steam roller repairing the vil-
lage street; s e e i n g Shake-
speare's 'Tempest' at His Maj -
esty's Theatre, London, in 
which Sir Henry Irving play-
ed the leading part and attend-
ing a children's party, given by 
the Bishop of London, Winnington Ingram, at Fulham Palace. 
After conventional British boarding schools I attended Neuen-
heim College in Heidelberg, Germany. When schooling was done I 
was articled to a tea broker to learn the tea trade and not finding this 
to my taste I tried engineering. 
London did not agree with me, either in body or spirit. I was 
country bred, accustomed to England's countryside. I prevailed on my 
father to allow me to join my brother, Alfred, whose tales of western 
Canada excited me. There was land, he said, for the asking, 160 acres 
could be staked and after certain work and improvements had been 
done over a period of years the land could become one's own. 
It was an exciting thought, but without awareness of the real-
ities of clearing land, erecting a habitable building, fencing and put-
ting part into production. And to make these necessary improvements 
from whence did the money come? 
I sailed from Liverpool on the steamer 'Empress of Ireland' in 
December, 1908. After a rough Atlantic passage, train across Canada, 
a slow mixed train from Sicamous to Okanagan Landing where I 
arrived the day before Christmas. At the landing I boarded the stern-
wheel steamer Aberdeen for the voyage to Nahun. Leaving Okan-
agan Landing the sternwheeled Aberdeen criss-crossed the lake to dis-
embark a passenger, to leave packages, mail sacks, boxes and large stone 
jugs at nearly every wharf. And it was not long before I learned more 
about the contents of those crocks. 
There was a man and a dog in the creaky wharf at Nahun. T h e 
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sight did not impress me. I t was cold, snowing, and I began to wonder 
what I was getting into. The man greeted me, introduced himself as 
H. B. Kenard. He told me my brother would be down in the morning 
and in the meantime I was to stay with him. He, I was soon to learn, 
was storekeeper, postmaster, in fact general factotum, councillor and 
good friend to everybody. The son of an English parson he had come 
from Iowa to prospect. 
So this was the Okanagan. It was Christmas Eve, snowing and 
blowing, the lake and the sky the color of lead; the land smothered 
in white. My thoughts strayed back to England, to the merriment, to 
the carol singers in my home village. And even a dram from the stone 
jug, which contained Hudson's Bay rum, did nothing to raise my 
spirits. I was home-sick. 
I t was still snowing, still blowing, on Christmas Day, the lake 
was rough, ice was piled in windrows along the beach. At mid morning 
my brother, Alfred, with two companions, came kicking through the 
snow down from their hillside home which was nearly 2000 feet 
above the lake. My brother's arrival brightened things a bit and after 
a good bachelor Christmas dinner, spiked with buttered rums, we 
started back through the snow. It was a two hour climb. 
When I look back to that first Christmas Day in Canada, nearly 
sixty years ago, I remember it as the toughest day of my life. I was 
soft, I had never carried a pack, and even though mine was only half 
the weight the others carried, even though the trail was broken, I felt 
sure I would never reach to top. I t gets dark early in winter, earlier 
still when it is snowing, and before the cabin was reached my com-
panions were striking matches to find the blazed trees which marked 
the trail. 
But we reached shelter, after an eternity, I thought. I t was a 
haven after that killing climb, 
it was home for Alfred and 
for me and our companions-— 
Jenkins and W . R. Tozer for 
the rest of the winter. 
The cabin was not v e r y 
large; it was about 14 x 18. 
T h e furnishings, except for a 
large sheet i r o n stove, were 
tPrm'^C * primitive. My bed was a spring 
The Stocks Brothers Cabin, cot> mY mattress a folded tent. 
1910-im, about 2,000 feet Our food store, though ample, 
above Okanagan Lake at N a h m
 w a s w i t h o u t ^ v a r i e t y . s u . 
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gar, flour, rolled oats, rice, canned milk, jams, beans, of course, and 
bacon. W e baked good sourdough bread and breakfast hot cakes were 
made from sourdough batter. For meat we shot deer and grouse. 
W e had lots of wood. For exercise, amusement too, we were al-
ways cutting more. But wood in quantity was needed for even though 
the cabin was well built, as cabins go, it took lots of wood to offset 
below zero temperatures outside. On one occasion the mercury fell to 
32 below. Water was fetched from a nearby creek a bucket in one 
hand, an axe to chop a hole in the ice in the other. 
T h e old Hudson's Bay Fur Brigade trail passed close to our cabin 
and since it ran north and south it served as a guide on my hunting 
trips. I would go west and return east so as to strike the trail. But I 
did get lost once after it started to snow so I lit a fire, built a lean-to 
and when it cleared I found direction by the North star and struck 
the trail close to a friend's cabin. He cooked a good deer steak for 
me which went down well after my 24 hour fast. 
W e had a trap line, my brother and I, we followed it once a 
week, and along with weasel, skunks, we took an occasional marten 
and lynx. 
Another activity in a nearby cedar swamp was splitting cedar 
shakes and rails for the buildings we intended to erect. Our mongrel 
dog, Joe, a constant companion, was as smart a dog as I have ever 
known. When we called ' T I M B E R ' he would look to see which 
way the tree was going to fall. On one occasion Alfred left Joe at the 
cabin when he left for work at Kelowna. Joe would have none of this, 
he boarded the Aberdeen, unseen, landed at Kelowna and when A l l . 
came back from work Joe was asleep on his blankets. 
When I went down to Nahun for our mail I often called on 
Sam Lister for a bit of a visit, sometimes a cup of tea. Sam had a 
cabin about a mile north of the landing. One day when he was hunt-
ing, a sudden storm blew up, he became lost and his matches wet. I 
was among those who went to look for him. He was found after sev-
eral days about twelve miles south of the landing on his hands and 
knees. At the Kelowna hospital both feet were amputated. Another 
man, ? . ? . Starkey, lived about two miles from us was out in zero 
weather. On our way to Nahun somebody asked, "Have you seen 
Starkey?". W e began to look, we found his tracks in the snow which 
ended in a gully into which he had fallen, he had tried to claw his 
way out, he failed, we found him frozen stiff. He was buried at Kel-
owna. T h e following summer his old mother came out from Egland 
to see where her son had been laid. These tragedies brought home to us 
that winter and winter storms should never be treated lightly. 
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In 1909 I was given a letter of introduction to the Reverend 
Thomas Greene who kindly invited me to stay with them at Kelowna. 
Shortly after the Easter Anglican service in the little wooden 
church I found a job planting potatoes at the Mission, my partner was 
a Chinaman, complete with pigtails. After that job was done I went 
back to Kelowna where I met a man who offered to take me back 
up the lake to Nahun. The lake was rough the day we sailed and the 
man was very drunk, but we made it. After a few days at Nahun I 
went to Vernon where I camped beside the creek and lived for $8.00 
a month while looking for a job. On Saturday nights I listened to the 
Salvation Army band or sometimes went to a movie; they were silent 
then. I found a job at Lavington where a large barn was being built 
and from there back to Vernon where I worked in a brickyard about 
a mile from town. My job was handling wet bricks before they were 
fired in the kiln. My brother, Alfred, was working at Vernon too, he 
was a hodcarrier at the new Bank of Montreal building. One mor-
ning, on reaching town, I saw the smoking ashes of the Okanagan 
Hotel where eleven people had been burned to death the night before. 
After the brickyard job I drove team on the John Kidston ranch. 
During that summer, 1909, my teeth needed attention so I went to 
Dr. Macdonald who was later the Provincial Minister of Agriculture. 
T h e spring of 1911 came early. It was good to get down from 
the homestead even though it meant the beginning of long hard 
work days, that was after finding a job. But it was good to' get my 
feet in leather boots after winter-wear of rubbers. My first job was 
on the K .L .O . loading rocks from a young orchard to wagons. So 
through the summer from one job around Kelowna to' another and 
when winter was in the offing it was back to' the pre-emption again. 
Before the heavy snows came we improved our place by the addi-
tion of another cabin with a screened porch and a ship-lap floor which 
was easier to sweep than a floor chinked with moss then covered with 
dirt for insulation, and over all more smaller logs covered with split 
cedar shakes. Th is cabin was very snug and easy to keep warm. 
After a summer away from the cabin there was always a clean-
up job to do. Bush rats always took over during our absence, they 
chewed everything they could get at, even the leather cover of my 
christening Bible. My brother and I had bunks at one end and as we 
lay reading with a lamp between, my brother was in the habit of keep-
ing a .22 rifle beside him and once when a bush rat appeared he shot. 
The bullet glanced off one of the logs to come down on my bed. 
After that we used traps. 
W e had a team now, each about 1250 pounds and with them we 
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moved a disc harrow, two tons of baled hay, lumber and a stump 
puller up the hill. By the time deep winter came we were well pre-
pared. There was a good stock of staples in the larder, vegetables in 
the root cellar and three fat bucks hanging in the meat house. 
W e enjoyed winters at the cabin. After the chores and the 
rounds of the trap line we often just snowshoed along the old Brigade 
trail. I liked to hear the trees cracking in the extreme cold, coyotes 
yelping at the approach of a storm and the big horned owls calling to 
each other which sounded like " W h o cooks for you." 
During the early months of 1912 1 made a trip to the Old Coun-
try and visited my parents in Brussels. While I was there I was in-
troduced to Nurse Edith Cavell who was murdered when the Kai-
ser's troops occupied the city. 
1912 and 1913 summers followed the usual pattern, odd jobs 
wherever they could be found, mostly around Kelowna, and when fall 
came it was back to the pre-emption again. Among our visitors we 
especially enjoyed Major Alan Brooks, D.S.O. internationally known 
ornithologist and artist and with him J. A. Munro, Chief Migratory 
Bird Officer, usually came. W e enjoyed watching him call up Pygmy 
Owls and prepare birds for the Victoria Museum. 
There was one incident, a part of Okanagan history, in which 
I took a silent part. Hired to drive team out Black Mountain way I 
found on arrival there was no place to sleep, the bunk house was full. 
I asked a young fellow for suggestions and he invited me to share his 
tent. When my partner, Boyd James, undressed he pulled a revolver 
from his belt and tucked it under his pillow. This was a daily routine. 
Just before cold weather James quit, he held up a store at Mission. Later 
he was caught at Penticton and sentenced. On March 19, 1912, when 
Constable G. H. Aston was taking him to Kamloops aboard the S. S. 
Okanagan he drew a concealed pistol and killed the police officer. 
The shot passed unnoticed. James left the ship at Peachland. When 
the crime was discovered posses were organized and James was finally 
captured by two west-siders, Ramsey and Seeley. James was taken to 
Kamloops and was hanged after conviction. 
During the spring and summer of 1914 my brother and I found 
jobs in orchards but as summer advanced the clouds of red war threat-
ened and when war came in August 1914 my parents were forced to 
flee from Brussels. Since my father's health was failing they decided 
to come to British Columbia (see O.H.S., 27th report, page 106 et seq.) 
Soon after the outbreak of war my brother, Alfred, accepted a 
commission in the Royal Navy: he left Canada never to return. 
After my father died in 1916 I joined the forces, enlisting at 
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Vernon, and after nearly two years in France and Belgium I returned 
to Penticton to engage in fruit growing and to retirement in 1964. 
T h e war brought the end to the west side chapter of Okanagan 
history; a chapter unique in the history of Canada. And while the tale 
is my own almost any other west side name could well be substituted. 
Starry eyed youth, and some of middle age, took up land where there 
was little hope of economic success. Had the war not come they would 
have drifted away, more slowly perhaps, but would have drifted 
away nevertheless. Probably war furnished an immediate reason. It 
offered opportunity to exchange happy-go-lucky frontier life for 
regimented, harsh, cruel excitement where the stakes were life itself. 
Today the west side has changed but little from those early days. 
Cabins we built have fallen, land we cleared is overgrown and 
trees have invaded the ground where my father lies buried. 
T h e lake itself is deserted. There are no sternwheel steamer 
whistles to herald their coming and summon pre-empters down from 
their cabins in the hills. 
Since this is a part of Okanagan history in which I took a part 
it would seem fitting that the names of those who were the real west-
siders be written down. 
Possibly I am the only one who can still remember. 
These are the names of west side residents, 1908-1914, between 
Wilson's Landing and Short's Point—now called Fintry. 
At that time, among a society predominantly English, first 
names were rarely used or even known. W e called each other by our 
surnames except in the case of brother. 
Batchelor, killed in 1st war, English; Ball, small farm, English; 
Brixton, South African war, English; Browse, Postmaster, Wilson's, 
English; Critchley, pre-emption, English; Cheeseman, small farm, 
English; Concannon, English; Dundas, Short's Point, English; 
Dun waters, Short's Point, Scottish; Ellis, pre-emption, English. 
Goodacres, farm, English; Horner, pre-emption, English; 
Jenkins, mining investor, English; Kenard, H. B., postmaster, store-
keeper, prospector, English; Legge, killed 1st war, English; Lister S., 
pre-emption, English; Love, U.S. Civil W a r veteran, United States; 
Macalister, pre-emption, English; Meingis, English; MacNair, Boat 
builder, English; Millar Bros., English; O'Marney, Irish; Pernn, 
English; Powell Bros., English; Redsull Sr., P & O Steamships 40 
years, English; Rudsull E., South African War , English; Seeley, cap-
tured Boyd James, English; Starkey, English; Somerset Bros., pre-
emption (one killed in 1st wa r ) , English; Stocks Bros., pre-emption, 
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English; Sugars, Oxford scholar, English; Tozer , English; Vaughan, 
killed 1st war, English; Wilson, of Wilson's Landing, English. 
In addition to the forty Westsiders named above there were ten 
women. 
And in closing the list a Thank You and pleasant sailing is ex-
tended to Captain George Estabrooks and Captain Joe. Weeks to-
gether with the crews of the sternwheel Aberdeen and Okanagan who 
did so much to make our life on the west side pleasant and comfortable. 
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This pestle and mortar, a virtual museum piece belongs to George 
Lezard of the Penticton Indian reserve. The pestle in Okanagan is 
"Ta'min". The mortar in Okanagan is "Sn 'ta-min". This one was 
originally used particularly for grinding sunflower seeds "Smo-kak-en". 
—Photo by Eric D. Sismey. 
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T O L D T O E R I C D. SISMEY 
B Y F I N D L A Y AND V I O L E T M U N R O E 
I was born in 1881, in the village of Cullrain, Rosshire on the 
east coast of Scotland. When I was two years old my family moved 
to Dornoch in Sutherland, where a golf links, second only to St. 
Andrews, is located. 
In boyhood I was always fascinated by tales of the sea and of 
far-away lands and when I was 17, like so many Scottish lads, I left 
home for what was then the Colonies. I sailed from London on the 
British India steamship "Duke of Buckingham." I remember her black 
funnel banded with white; I remember a stormy crossing of the Bay of 
Biscay, the exciting passage through Suez and the visit by Father 
Neptune when the ship crossed the Equator. In about six weeks I 
landed in Townville, Queensland, Australia. My first job was with 
mule pack-train from Cairns to the Mount Olive mines. This was 
followed by railway construction work, a job in a copper smelter at 
Cobar in the desert interior, and other jobs on farms and sawmills. 
I never really liked Australia. It was too' hot, too dry and when 
I was recuperating from a bout of typhoid fever I read glowing reports 
of a new town, Prince Rupert, in British Columbia, which, the 
paper claimed, was to become the Pacific metropolis of Canada. 
I sailed from Australia on the well known steamer "Aorangi" 
to land at Vancouver in 1903. There I heard of the Okanagan and 
before long found myself at Summerland. 
In Canada, like most other young men, I worked where work 
was to be found. I worked on the Summerland Irrigation System, I 
cleared brush from and did grading on the main streets of Penticton, 
worked at the Bullock-Webster sawmill on the Carmi road and helped 
lay pipe for the irrigation system at Kaleden. 
On February 16, 1910, I married Miss Violet Nelson in the 
little church built by the Barclays, in 1898, on the Giant's Head Road. 
It was burned a few years later when a grass fire started on adjoining 
land. 
T h e Nelson family, well-known orchardists and contractors, came 
to the Okanagan from London, England in 1905. They built many 
fine Summerland homes but their masterpiece is the lovely stone Angli-
can church which attracts so much attention. 
By the time I married I had acquired land, had planted an orchard 
and had become interested in stock raising in Meadow Valley near 
Faulder. 
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During the first war I served with the 78th Battery, Canadian 
Artillery of Vancouver and was transferred to the 4th Division Artil-
lery in England. My outfit served in France through 1917 until the 
end of the war. W e saw action at Vimy, Amiens, Passchendaele and 
other well remembered Canadian engagements. 
By 1952 having lived and been associated with the many Summer-
land developments for half a century Violet and I decided it was time 
to retire. 
It has been our pleasure to have known many fine people, those 
pioneers who in early days carved the groove which made for the 
comfort and convenience of those who followed later. Uncomplain-
ing hard work was our cheerful lot; integrity was unquestioned; houses 
were never locked and help in any form was there for the asking. 
W e see with pleasure that Summerland is becoming more and 
more a residential town where an increasing artist colony of writers, 
scientists, potters and painters come to live free from the blight of 
tourism which infects other Okanagan towns. 
After disposing of our Summerland property we moved to 
Penticton to live in quiet retirement with our books and surrounded by 
our large garden. 
PHOTO BY ERIC D. SISMEY 
Mr. and Mrs. Findlay Munro—Photograph taken at the door of 
St. Steven's Church at Summerland, formerly West Summerland. The 
stone church was built in 1910 by Nelson and Sons, builders of many fine 
homes in the Summerland district. Mrs. Munro, nee Violet Nelson, is 
shown against the masonry of the church built by her family and which 
has become one of the beauty spots of Summerland. 
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W e enjoy visiting and the visits from long time friends. W e 
look forward eagerly to visits by our children and like all grand-
parents indulge and spoil our grandchildren. 
Before whitemen came to invade the Okanagan valley, to build 
houses and to plant fruit trees the land now called Summerland was 
included as part of a common pasturage, for Indians and whites 
alike, which extended from Trout Creek north to Deep Creek at 
Peachland. 
In 1886, the Provincial government decided to open this land 
for settlement. T h e first white settler was Alex McLellan who pre-
empted in the Summerland district. His claim No. 455 covered 320 
acres in south Prairie Valley along Prairie Creek. It was dated 
May 31 , 1886. 
Quite naturally the Indians resented this intrusion on common 
land. They tried to frighten McLellan but he rode to Vernon where 
Government Agent Dewdney confirmed the claim telling him that 
the Indians were learning the whiteman way of bluff. They also' 
learned once more that Indian land was stolen whenever the govern-
ment found it convenient. 
The first real settler in Summerland was Johnny Pierre, who 
before 1886, had staked 320 on the flat where West Summerland now 
stands. He recorded the land as an Indian reserve, built a cabin, 
arranged irrigation from Aeneas Creek to his hay meadow and large 
potato patch. 
Johnny had worked for the Haynes family at Osoyoos where he 
learned about farming and in addition the Haynes had taught him cook-
ing and housekeeping. Eventually Johnny was talked into exchanging 
his valuable land for less desirable land along the Shingle Creek road 
west of Trout Creek. But more of this later. 
In 1887, James Gartrell, Duncan Woods, David Lloyd-Jones 
and W . H. Garnett arrived to take up land. Jones Flat was named 
after Lloyd-Jones who moved later to become a Kelowna pioneer. 
James Gartrell pre-empted his land on Trout Creek Point on 
June 3, 1887. He brought his family from Ontario by way of Spo-
kane. Fred, the youngest, who still lives in the old homestead, was 
carried by his mother on horseback into the Okanagan. George, an-
other son, married Miss Elsie French of Vernon; the two daughters, 
Mary Jane married Arthur Day and Edith married David Lloyd-
Jones, Both lived at Kelowna. 
James Gartrell was the first orchardist in Summerland. The 
whole district was called Trout Creek then. He planted his land in 
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The Gartrell house at Trout Creek, built in 1890. The first substantial 
house in the Summerland district. It is occupied by James Gartrell's 
youngest son, Fred. 
1890 with apples, peaches and cherries and other fruit. T h e trees 
were shipped from the Stone and Wellington nurseries in Ontario. 
His fruit took many prizes in the early days wherever it was shown 
and this included England and the Pacific Northwest. The Gartrell 
family still prize the large collections of medals and diplomas which 
Gartrell senior won with his fruit. Fred, the youngest son, still lives 
in the old homstead. He married E. (Lizzie) English, daughter of 
R. H. English. They have two sons and a daughter, Mrs. D . Or r of 
Summerland. Bill lives in Penticton and Lloyd of Trout Creek is 
manager of Cable Television Company in Penticton. 
R. H. English was the first Justice of the Peace in Summer-
land, he built and owned the first livery stable. 
The Dunsdon brothers, Harry and James, were pioneer ranchers 
in Garnett Valley; they held adjacent claims staked in the early 
1890's. Harry married Miss Stevens of England in the George Barclay 
church on June 1, 1904. Theirs was the first child to be born in Sum-
merland and she, Mrs. George Forester, lives at Crescent Beach. Harry 
married another English girl, Miss Dolly Harvey, in 1906. Another 
respected old-timer, who never spoke of his origin, was Joe Liddell. 
He sold his orchard to the McLachlan family, moved to Garnett 
Valley to build a log house where he lived for many years. He served 
in the first war and died in Vernon a few years ago. 
In 1890, 4,000 acres of the land which included old Summerland 
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was purchased by Barclay's Bank in London for $25,000 from the 
original pre-empters. I t was their intention to establish a large ranch 
devoted to raising horses and cattle. When a younger son, George, 
arrived he built a log cabin where he lived until he built a ranch 
house on Prairie Creek. At one time James Richie lived in this house 
and it is still occupied. When Barclay senior came from England to 
examine his property and to see how son, George, was getting along 
he was shocked to find him living in a log shack with a dirt floor. 
But, perhaps, it was even a greater shock to find George drinking 
water; he had neither whiskey nor beer. 
The Barclays advertised in England for pupils to learn ranch-
ing. T h e first to come was E. R. Faulder, a Harrow man, who later 
pre-empted up Trout Creek. His name, Faulder, was given to a Kettle 
Valley railway siding when the right of way was run through his land. 
A classmate, W . R. Deans, soon followed, he took up a pre-emption 
adjoining Faulder's. Another Harrow man, Richard M. H. Turner 
bought part of Arthur Day's pre-emption near the Gartrells on Trou t 
Creek point. When he sold this he bought 320 acres in Meadow Valley 
from Thomas Ellis the Penticton cattle baron. 
Among other young men who came to settle but were not pupils 
of the Barclay project were Granville Morgan, A. J . Preston and 
W . C. W . P'osbery. They took up land on Trou t Creek, south of 
Faulder, near the irrigation headgate. They have all passed on, the last 
to go was Dick Turner who died at Vernon recently, aged 95. 
The year 1900 was a turning point in the history of Summerland. 
Tha t was the year when J . M. Robinson came to the Okanagan from 
Manitoba. Robinson was the head of a mining company interested in 
mineral claims five miles back in the hills from Peachland. One day 
while calling at the Lambly ranch on Trepanier Creek he tasted some 
peaches and it occurred to him that if the climate was good enough 
to grow peaches it had commercial possibilities as a place where prairie 
farmers could retire to grow fruit instead of moving to California. 
J . M., as he was always known, formed a company, subdivided the land 
into 5 and 10 acre blocks. He named the district Peachland; it was a 
success and many from his home town settled in the new sub-division. 
J . M. flushed with the success of his Peachland project rode 
south to Trout Creek over the benches which now comprise part of 
Summerland and finding conditions similar to those at Peachland he 
decided that only capital was necessary to buy out the land owners and 
to develop a new community. 
The capital that J . M. Robinson lacked was more than offset 
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by his ability as a super-salesman. He went to Montreal, called on 
Sir Thomas Shaughnessy, President of the Canadian Pacific, pointed 
out the revenues the railroad company had derived from his Peach-
land development and emphasized that Summerland had far greater 
potential than that of Peachland. The upshot was that Sir Thomas 
wrote a cheque for $75,000.00, assured J . M . that more money was 
available if needed and told him to go ahead. 
This was the beginning of the Summerland Development Com-
pany. 
Among early buyers of Summerland property were; Sir Edmund 
Osier, M.D. , Sir Edward Clouston, manager of the Bank of Mon-
treal, R. B. Angus, a C.P.R. director, Senator Kirkoffer, the Honour-
able William Hespeler, the German Consul, Frank Osier, brother of 
the famous doctor and many other prominent people. This gave 
Summerland the name of having only hand picked people. 
In 1902 Summerland Development Company bought the Barclay 
holdings and a townsite named Summerland was laid out along the 
lakeshore. In the same year a twenty room, two storied hotel was built. 
It was built and managed by Mr . and Mrs. J . W . Lawrence. T h e 
hotel was enlarged a few years later. 
When the Barclays sold their property to the Summerland De-
velopment they moved to Kamloops where Mrs. Barclay thought there 
were fewer rattlesnakes. She was always terrified of rattlers and it 
seemed a stroke of fate when soon after their move she was bitten 
by a rattlesnake while gathering flowers in her garden. She died 
next day. 
Supplies and passengers to Summerland were brought by the 
sternwheeler Aberdeen three times a week. There was no agent, 
everything was dumped on a small wharf built by Lloyd-Jones and left 
there until called for by their owners. Such was the spirit of the times 
when cases of beer and whiskey remained on the wharf until picked 
up by their owners. 
Absentee owners entrusted the development company to lay out 
their land, plant and care for the trees. R. H. Helmer was in charge 
of this work, he planted countless orchards and thousands of fruit 
trees for owners who intended to live in Summerland later. In 1914 
Mr. Helmer was appointed to superintend the development of the 
Summerland Experimental Station. 
Among the early arrivals, 1903-1904 were the Stuart families, 
Alex and John, and their brother-in-law T . J . Thompson with his 
family, others were J. R. Brown and family and the C. R. Cordy 
family. Houses were built and soon a school. Other families to arrive 
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were Robert and James Darke, George Graham, R. Shorts and fam-
ily and the Manuels and Abbotts. There were others too whose names 
have slipped me. Some came to stay others to look around. 
When the lower town began to grow Teddy Taylor built a har-
ness and shoe store; Fred Baker opened a cafe but after he married 
he moved to Naramata and now lives in Penticton. T h e first post-
office was opened by Mr. English and while he was official post-
master his daughter, Lizzie took care of the office. The Summerland 
Development Company built a large general store and the Bank of 
Montreal opened an office in charge of E. B. May. 
R. H. Agur, one of the early pioneers, with the help of his 
charming wife and family, did a great deal towards the development 
of Summerland. He was active in nearly everything and if he was 
not involved his wife was. 
T h e first school began in a small building on the lake front. Miss 
Smith was the first teacher, her salary $55.00 a month. Later a school 
was built near the present hospital site and its first teacher was Ken-
neth Hogg. Anita, the present Mrs. Granville Morgan attended this 
school. 
Our first doctor was Dr. Smith; he was followed by Dr . F . 
W . Andrew, our beloved country doctor who served his community 
well until his death in November 1957. At first Dr. Andrew, little 
black bag in hand, made his calls on foot, then by horse and buggy. 
His Boston bull terrier followed the doctor everywhere over the dusty 
roads even after his master had a car. Dr. Andrew wrote an amusing 
booklet, long out of print, entitled "Klinker — A country doctor's 
dog." 
As lower town grew more stores were built. A drug store owned 
by L. Logie and K. Hogg. Charlie Burch and George Gartrell owned 
the butcher shop, later Charlie Burch moved to Penticton. 
Domestic water was piped from a spring above the town and 
water from Prairie Creek powered the first electric light plant in the 
Okanagan; it was not until 1920 the district was served by the West 
Kootenay Company. When the B.C. Telephone Company offered to 
serve the community their proposal was refused as their rates were too 
high. A local company was organized with Percy Thornber as man-
ager. Percy was also the first electrician and power plant operator, he 
was a busy man. Later when the telephone company was sold to B.C. 
Telephone S. C. Stevens was installed as manager with headquarters 
in Summerland. 
Before I turn to the next chapter of Summerland I feel that J . 
M. Robinson should receive greater recognition. I t may not be many 
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years before his name is forgotten altogether. Surely the man who con-
ceived Peachand, Summerland and later Naramata should be recog-
nized in some concrete fashion, by a cairn, a plaque or some similar 
mark of recognition. I hope that my thought may take root to the 
end that the example of Penticton is followed in its recognition of 
T o m Ellis which occupies a prominent place in the new City Hall . 
When James Richie of Pilot Mound, Manitoba, landed in Sum-
merland in 1903 another chapter of Summerland history began. His 
first purchase was the Barclay home and twenty acres from the Sum-
merland Development Company. In addition he pre-empted 320 
acres of government land which included part of Giant's Head and 
land along what is now known as station road. 
But this was not enough, he coveted the 320 acres of Indian land 
on the flats which was owned and worked by Johnny Pierre, and to 
fulfil his desire he bamboozled the Indian by telling him that the 
whitemen did not want him for a neighbour and, of course, Ottawa 
helped the deal along. T h e upshot was that Johnny Pierre, owner of 
this land, was coerced to accept in trade 320 acres of range land, 
mostly inferior hillside, west of Trou t Creek along the Shingle Creek 
road and by this transaction Mr. Richie obtained, for next to nothing, 
320 acres of the finest land in the Okanagan valley. As soon as title 
was granted the land was subdivided into both city and orchard lots. 
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The Barklay house built on West Summerland townsite probably 1892 or 
1893. The Barklays of Barklay's Bank in London, England, bought land 
with the intention of establishing a large cattle ranch. 
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This was the beginning of West Summerland. T h e prefix "west" has 
been dropped now and has become Summerland. 
T h e first building on the new townsite was the company office 
occupied by Alex. Steven, the bookkeeper. T h e same building was 
used later as the office of Smith and Henry. T h e building was de-
molished in the spring of 1967. 
James Richie bought and subdivided the Dundson property in 
Garnett Valley, he also gave land and assistance towards the building 
of the Baptist College on Giant's Head. T h e college closed, an after-
math of the first war: some of the original buildings still remain. 
One of J im Richie's accomplishments for which the district will 
ever be in his debt was persuading the management of the Kettle 
Valley Railway to cross Trou t Creek and swing their road through the 
edge of the settlement. T h e original surveys followed the west bank 
of T rou t Creek and only after a great deal of persuasion did the rail-
way finally build through Summerland. 
As land was sold, as settlers came development went on apace. 
Dams were built to store water and ditches and flumes built to dis-
tribute it. 
One early interested settler was Alex. McKay: he walked over 
the Dewdney trail from Hope with his blankets on his back. He asked 
to be shown a ten acre block and after tramping its length and breadth 
and testing the soil with a shovel he reached in his pocket, pulled out a 
roll of bills and paid cash for the land which is now the site of the new 
hospital. McKay with Scottish thrift did not believe in throwing his 
money around; with the help of his wife and adopted daughter he 
planted his trees and later worked and did the cultivation by hand. A 
story is told that McKay would not keep a horse because he is reported 
to have said "Horses eat all night." 
An early settler to the Richie project was Reginald Hody who 
built above the sand hill. Hody sold his property to F . Washington 
and moved to Okanagan Falls where he pioneered an orchard and 
where in later years he became quite famous for his hard cider. Mr . 
Washington sold later to Mr . Munn who lived in Summerland for 
many years. T h e youngest son David occupies the old home. Another 
son studied medicine to become Dr. W . H. B. Munn, one of Summer-
land's pioneer doctors where he spent his working life. He is new 
retired. 
In 1905 the Summerland Supply built the first large general 
and supply store on the new townsite. Before long ownership was 
assumed by Adam Stark. T h e old building is presently operated as a 
men's clothing store by W . Laidlaw. Jack Downtown opened the first 
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butcher shop: Pares and Hookam the first livery barn until it was 
taken over by Smith and Henry about 1919. 
Soon after Summerland (west the upper town) went into high 
gear the Bank of Montreal moved up from the lower town. Mr . E. B. 
May was still its manager. Bill Johnson built the first hotel with 
lumber salvaged from Phoenix. Darkis was the first blacksmith until 
he was bought out by C. Schwash; A. J . Beer opened a shoe store 
and James Richie was appointed postmaster in a new building and 
Robina Logie was the postoffice assistant for many years. Her father 
J . L . Logie was one of the 1905 pioneers and when the municipality 
was organized he was the first municipal clerk, a position he occupied 
from 1907 until 1919. Mr. Logie's youngest daughter, Mrs. H. 
Whitaker still lives in Summerland. 
T h e first real estate agents, separate from those of the land 
companies, were Englis and Mc Williams. H. C. Cordy was the first 
in the lower town. 
Jack Logie moved his drug store to the upper town and Lloyd 
Mc Williams bought the business shortly afterwards. Dr. Lipsett, bro-
ther-in-law of J . M. Robinson was the district's first veterinarian. 
Mrs. Lipsett was the sister of Lt . Governor Bulyea of Alberta. 
When automobiles began to invade the country in fair numbers 
a garage was opened in upper town by Horace Reade and about the 
same time Ned Bentley opened another in lower town. C. N . Borton 
was our pioneer plumber. H. W . Harvey, J . A. Darke, H, Tomlin 
and the Nelson Brothers were early builders. All were fruit growers. 
The first sawmill was built in Prairie Valley. I t was operated 
by water power. Another sawmill was built by Thomas Greenhow of 
Vernon in Meadow Valley, Alf Richardson was manager. I t has been 
said that some of Bill Miner's train robber bandits worked at the mill. 
By 1905 there was need for planning to cover the packing and 
selling of fruit and the Summerland Fruit Company was formed. 
J . R. Brown was its president, other members of the board were: 
J . M . Robinson, reeve, C. J . Thompson, J . R. Brown, R. H . Agur 
and James Richie, councillors. J . S. Logie was town clerk. 
On August 8, 1908, the first edition of the Summerland Review 
was published by J . F . Watkins and from that date the day by day 
history of Summerland has been well reported and copies rest in the 
newspaper archives. 
N o history of lands bordering the south end of Okanagan Lake 
should omit reference to Ogopogo. Why, I wonder, do we persist in 
inventing silly whiteman names when there is a well recorded historic 
Indian name. It is " N ' H A W - H E T Q . " Our local Indians were sure 
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of its existence, many had seen it, strange tales were told and in the 
early days regular offerings were made to the lake monster. 
In my story, one of the Summerland pioneers, J . S. Logie, later 
clerk of the municipality, was driving along the lakeshore near Peach-
land early one summer morning. Suddenly, only two or three hun-
dred feet from the beach he saw a monster with a sheep-like head and 
a fifty foot snake-like body racing along in the same direction as he 
was driving. Mr . Logie felt his hackles rise and the cold sweat of 
fear dampen his- brow. Then the monster disappeared leaving only a 
slight ripple on the placid waters of the lake. 
Mr. Logie was not the sort of man to invent such a story. I 
knew him well and I will never doubt but that J im Logie saw the 
Okanagan monster " N ' H A W - H E T Q " many years before it became 
known as "Ogopogo." 
This, the brand of the Brent Flour Mill at Kelowna, is stenciled on the 
inside of the old mill. Doubtless, it was stencilled at the time the mill 
was in operation which began in 1871. It is not unlikely that the hand 
of the miller, Frederick Brent, held the brush.—Photo by D. Sismey. 
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B Y STELLA W E L C H 
Harry Hardy was a great story teller and nothing pleased him 
more than to have an interested audience for his fascinating stories of 
his early experiences in B.C. My late husband Ben Gummow and I 
listened for many an interesting evening, and I am glad that I took 
the time to record some of these stories when they were fresh in my 
mind. 
As a young lad in Chatham, Ontario, Harry Hardy early had the 
wanderlust. He had drifted across the Boundary Line to Detroit and 
then on to St. Paul, Minn. While there he and another young adven-
turer were discussing whether they would go to Yellowstone or cross 
back into Manitoba and work on the railroad, the C.P.R. line that was 
then being pushed across Canada coast to coast. Unable to decide, the 
pair flipped a coin, Manitoba won but they only had $2.50 between 
them. T h e fare to Winnipeg was fifteen dollars but when the official 
at the railroad station heard they were willing to work on the railroad, 
he gave them their fare for the money they had. 
Arrived at Winnipeg there was no one there to sign them on so 
they walked away and got a job on a train that brought cordwood from 
Selkirk to Winnipeg. Later they got a job working on the grade of 
the North Western Railroad, where twelve horses were hitched to the 
grader which prepared the road bed. 
In April 1883 Harry Hardy signed up at Maple Creek to go out to 
the Selkirks on a surveying party in charge of Major Rogers. There 
Red River carts took the supplies but the men all walked. There were 
about a dozen Red River carts, Mr. Hardy recalled, and there were 
also six horse teams with wagons. T h e carts were left at Padmore at 
the mouth of the Gap, and there the horses were packed by waiting 
Shuswap Indians who took the party through. T h e streams were high 
and bridges had to be built across them. One was forty feet high in 
the air and was made of one four foot log with hand rails on each 
side and the men and the pack horses went across this. One time he 
said, a pack horse straddled the log on the side of a trail and went 
down into the canyon hundreds of feet below. They thought he was 
a "goner" but they took the pack off and he was none the worse. 
T h e party camped on the summit of the Selkirks and ran the 
line down Beaver Creek to the Columbia while the other party under 
Major McMillan took the line down the Illecillewat to the Columbia 
the other way. 
In those days the supplies came from Sand Point, Idaho by mule 
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pack train, and were rafted down the Columbia to Golden which was 
the commissary department for the party. They called it a "cache" 
and it was here that Major Rogers had his headquarters. 
"One time we were going down to our camp at Beaver," Mr. 
Hardy said, "and to save walking and carrying our blankets for thirty 
miles, we thought we'd built a raft and go down the river on it. W e got 
along all right for a couple of miles, when we came to an island in the 
middle of the channel. Logs had been washed up on this for years 
and we couldn't help ourselves, we headed straight for the island. 
W e tried to work the raft around to' get started again but over she 
went. There we were two miles down the river with noi blankets and 
no supplies. W e kept hollering and hollering and Johnny Rogers (the 
Major's nephew who was his secretary) heard us. He came along with 
his canoe and took us over three at a time to the shore." 
After leaving the railroad Harry Hardy took a pack train for the 
government up in the Big Bend country. He also' packed for Hugh 
Dobson and Co. and happened to be passing Craigellachie the day 
the golden spike was driven linking the east with the west. " T h e road 
was pretty close to the railroad there," he said, "and I saw a man with 
a plug hat looking around, it might have been Lord Strathcona for all 
I know." He walked back from Enderby later and took a look at the 
spot. "Some of the ties didn't have room for another spike to be driven 
and it looked to me as though everybody wanted to be the one to drive 
the last spike," said Mr. Hardy wnth his hearty laugh. 
I t was the fall of 1884 that he came down through the Okana-
gan Valley for the first time, and on New Year's Day 1885 he got 
his first glimpse of what was later Peachland and his home for many 
years. T h e pack train that he had was loaded with flour from Lee 
Patten's mill at Spallumcheen and came down the west side of the 
lake. There were a few settlers, bachelors, in the Valley, and at T r e -
panier Creek "Wi ld Goose Bill" Bill Jenkins was the only settler on 
the ranch that was later sold to the Lambly brothers. 
Leaving the lake south of this point they took the old Allison 
Tra i l to Granite Creek, that later became Princeton. At that time 
Allison had a little store and a post office there, and the pack load of 
flour was sold for twelve dollars for each hundred pound bag. 
Leaving the pack train because of deep snow which made the 
return trip impossible, Harry Hardy walked to the T o m Ellis place 
where Penticton is now, stayed there the night and walked up the east 
side of the lake to Mission and on to Priest's Valley, now Vernon. He 
stayed there a few days and got a horse to ride to Enderby, and then 
walked back to Revelstoke from there, looking for work. Returning to 
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Enderby he worked for Herman Witcher a rancher, and then got a 
job with Bob Lambly. T h e Lambly Brothers had bought out Bill 
Jenkins, "Wild Goose Bill" at Trepanier and Harry Hardy was sent 
down to look after the stock. Peachland became his home from that 
time on and he thus became the first permanent settler. 
A few peach trees had already been planted in other parts of the 
Okanagan Valley but Mr. Hardy with trees obtained from Stone 
Wellington Nurseries planted the first orchard. Harry Hardy's water-
ing system was simple, he turned the waters of Trepanier Creek onto 
the land and flooded the trees to give them the needed moisture. 
T h e first peaches ripened on this young orchard gave the idea of 
a new venture to J. M. Robinson, energetic mine promoter. He had 
earlier induced a number of prairie farmers to invest in mining claims, 
and a little cluster of homes housed these venturing pioneers. But no 
ore was ever taken out, and Mr. Robinson's first taste of a delicious 
peach, which Mr. Hardy declared was nine inches around, opened up 
a whole new prospect. J . M. Robinson bought up the pre-emptions in 
and around Peachland, sub-divided them into ten acre plots and went 
down to Winnipeg to sell them. John Gummow with his young family 
arrived from Winnipeg in December 1899, and the first orchard 
planted on the south side of the village came into being. His first crop 
of huge potatoes grown on this new and fertile land, with the aid of a 
plowed furrow as an irrigation ditch, inspired the disgruntled miners 
to buy up land for orchards and the new settlement took form as a 
fruit growing community. 
But Harry Hardy in the meantime left the Lambly Ranch to do 
a little prospecting on his own. Gold mining was a busy occupation in 
many parts of the province and he felt that there was still gold in the 
hills. A promising lead in the old Gladstone Mine disappeared and was 
never located, and he always felt that some day this rich lead would 
be found. 
After several disappointing years spent prospecting Harry Hardy 
bought ten acres of his own pre-emption back from J . M. Robinson 
and started an orchard of his own. This was later sold and Harry 
Hardy spent the last years of his life in his little home in town, where 
his widowed sister Mrs. Jennie Lingo gave him loving care. A good 
neighbour and a kind friend to all, he served his community in many 
ways. He was Reeve and Councillor and a member of the Directors 
of the Okanagan United Growers, that first pioneer fruit co-operative. 
One of nature's gentlemen he served his country well. 
He passed on quietly March 27, 1947 at the age of 89 years. 
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At the annual meeting of the Okanagan Historical Society held, 
May 8, 1967, in the Penticton Community Arts Centre the following 
officers were re-elected: Mr. H. E. Cochrane, Vernon, president; 
Rev. Everett S. Fleming, Kelowna, secretary and Mrs. H. E. Cochrane, 
treasurer. Major Hugh Porteous agreed to serve for another year as 
editor of the annual report. 
A full list of officers and directors of the society will be found 
elsewhere in this report. 
Items worthy of comment, under the head of business, were 
deliberations concerning rehabilitation of the Father Pandosy Mission 
at Kelowna and the restoration of Old Fairview townsite. 
More will be heard of both projects during the next few years. 
At the conclusion of the business meeting the 40 attending mem-
bers retired to the United Church hall for a smorgasbord dinner 
arranged by the ladies of the United Church. 
After about 150 members and guests were seated at the long 
tables, tastefully decorated in a Centennial decor, order was called by 
Chairman H. E. Cochrane, President of the Okanagan Historical 
Society and " O Canada" was sung followed by "Grace" recited by 
Rev. Alvin Miller. 
In the absence of Mayor M. P. Finnerty, Alderman Harley 
Hatfield made the address of welcome in which he praised the efforts 
and accomplishments of the society. And Hon. Frank Richter, minister 
of agriculture, a welcome guest, added his compliments and assured 
his listeners that he was promoting governmental activities in matters 
historical and conservation. 
Mr . Don Whitham was escorted to the head table by Mr. Nigel 
Pooley where he was presented with a certificate of life membership. 
Mr . Whitham has been a member of the society since 1926. He has 
served as vice president for six years and as president for five. Mr . 
Whitham, in reply, said, that he was delighted with the honor and was 
more than gratified by the success the society has achieved over the 
years. 
A presentation was made by Mrs. Upton, president of the 
Kelowna branch, to Mrs. Gwen Lamont of Okanagan Mission for 
her design of the cover of the 30th report. Much favorable comment 
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Left to right: Mrs. W. R. Dewdney, the Hon. Frank Richter, Major J. S. 
Matthews. 
has been received about its design which depicts primitvie Okanagan 
history. 
Mrs. Gordon Herbert announced the winners of the essav 
contest, made the awards and congratulated both winners and runners 
up on the excellence of their work. 
First prize was awarded to Miss Marlene Ohlhauser of W . L. 
Seaton J r . Secondary School, Vernon, for her essay titled " T h e Laving-
ton Ranch." The second prize was taken by Miss Nancy Wiens of 
Similkameen Jr . High School, Keremeos, her subject was " T h e Old 
Hotel ." 
After the carefully planned delicious smorgasbord dinner prepared 
by the ladies of the United Church, toasts were drunk. 
T h e first to "Canada" proposed by Mrs. W . R. Dewdney, presi-
dent of the Penticton branch. This was followed by a toast to British 
Columbia proposed by Mrs. T . B. Upton, president of the Kelowna 
branch and a toast to Penticton offered by Mr . I. A. Hunter of the 
Oliver-Osoyoos branch. 
After old time songs had been sung by Mesdames Vera Christian, 
Helene Scott and Jacqui Harris the speaker of the evening, Major 
J . S. Matthews, Archivist of the City of Vancouver, was introduced 
by past president of the Penticton branch, Victor Wilson. 
Mr . Wilson said that it was a signal honor to introduce Major 
Matthews, who, single-handedly, had worked for more than four 
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decades to preserve, record and publish, after studied research, the 
history of Vancouver. 
During his fascinating address Major Matthews reached far 
into the archives of his own memory. Jokingly he referred to his first 
visit to Penticton in 1905. " I carried my own baggage up the steep 
hill from the old wharf to the Penticton Hotel. T h e bathroom was 
at the end of the hall; there were candles beside the bed but I did 
have a wonderful view along Okanagan Lake and this together with 
three hearty meals a day cost me $2.50 a day. 
"At the Incola, where I am staying now, I asked for and received 
the same room, facing Okanagan Lake, as I occupied when the hotel 
was new, half a century ago." 
Major Matthews' remarks seemed to show that the Okanagan 
was the pearl of his world-wide travel and that Penticton always had 
a place close to his heart. He told of a drive through the Indian 
Reserve and up to the west bench the day before. He marvelled at the 
jewelled beauty of the city at night. He compared early day trips to 
Okanagan, some of which took three days, to his 90 minute ride of 
yesterday. Convenient perhaps, he said, but speed could never replace 
the quiet comfort and delights of sternwheel travel on the old 
Aberdeen and Okanagan. He was delighted with Penticton orchards 
and stated that it was Lord Aberdeen who really introduced commercial 
fruit growing to the Okanagan on his Coldstream ranch. 
Major Matthews revealed that Vancouver archives included all 
but a few of the annual reports of the Okanagan Society. He was 
lavish in his praise for the accomplishments and aims of the society. 
Your annual reports are excellent, he said, in fact they are the only 
ones published with annual regularity in all British Columbia. 
Major Matthews thanked the society for the invitation to attend 
and to' address the annual meeting. " I feel honoured and this is shared 
by the City of Vancouver. And more than that," he said in closing, 
" I am enjoying myself thoroughly." 
At the conclusion of his address the major was given a standing 
ovation and when Dr . John Gibson voiced his thanks on behalf of 
everybody he observed it would be a long time before such an inspiring 
and interesting address would be heard in Penticton again. 
T h e evening closed with singing "God Save the Queen". 
Following the annual meeting of the Okanagan Historical 
Society a communication was received from Major J. S. Matthews, 
V.D,. addressed to President Mrs. W . R. Dewdney of the Penticton 
Branch requesting the names and addresses of the officers and execu-
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tive members of the parent body and the several local branch 
societies. 
T h e letter stated that Mayor Thomas J . Campbell, LL.B. , of the 
City of Vancouver and Major J . S. Matthews, V.D., City Archivist, 
desired to give concrete recognition to the work, activities and accom-
plishments of the Okanagan society. This to be in the form of copies 
of "Vancouver Historical Journal" mailed direct. 
No doubt recipients have acknowledged receipt of this invaluable 
historic booklet, but this reporter, in addition to his personal thank-you 
note, wishes to go on record to express thanks on behalf of the 
Okanagan Historical Society for the splendidly illustrated history of 
early Vancouver. 
Recipients of Centennial Medals on Penticton Indian Reserve, July 
22, 1967. Left to right: Pater Jack, Margaret Seymour, Nancy Paul, 
Matilda Gabriel and Mrs. and Mr. George Lezard. 
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O n a November day in 1892, the fledgling Shuswap and Okana-
gan Railway's tri-weekly train pulled up at Vernon station, and a 
sturdily-built, fresh-complexioned man of thirty-five alighted. He 
was George Arthur Henderson (father of this wri ter) , and he had 
arrived to establish the. first branch of a Canadian chartered bank 
in the vast territory bounded by the Kamloops country, the United 
States border, the Kootenay Valley and the Pacific coast. (Vancouver 
was then barely six years o ld) . 
During the colorful period following Confederation, which 
brought about great expansion of the new Dominion and the opening 
of the West, he had already managed to crowd into his lifetime 
more travel and adventure than many men experience throughout 
their full span of existence. He could have had no inkling that he 
was now about to enter the most important and fruitful period of a 
long career, nor that he was destined to remain in this beautiful 
valley for the rest of his active life. 
He was born on June 3rd, 1857, in Quebec City, P .Q. , where 
his Scottish parents had emigrated from their native Shetland Islands 
and settled a number of years earlier. His four elder sisters and 
younger brother, all of whom were born in Quebec, spent their entire 
lives within their native Province and became bi-lingual, but he left 
at such an early age that he retained only a smattering of colloquial 
French; even that would prove, in the future, to be of considerable 
usefulness. Although only eight years old at the time, he distinctly 
remembered the alarm and anxiety of his elders at the time of the 
Fenian threat; fifty years later he would often sing a ditty popular 
among Canada's militia soldiers of that day. 
In 1874, after completing his formal education, he joined the 
staff of the Bank of Montreal in Quebec. He was immediately 
assigned to their Montreal branch, and there began a career destined 
to cover a half-century. He was sixteen years old, and his starting 
salary was $200 per annum ($16.66 per month) . 
In those days, despite this picayune emolument, such a position 
was considered a highly desirable and promising career for a young 
man, requiring influential sponsorship, family background and a 
minimum financial guarantee from parent or guardian to ensure his 
living in a manner befitting an officer of the Bank. He agreed to 
abstain from any outside business activity, from engaging officially 
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in party politics, and from marriage before attaining a specified 
salary bracket—which almost certainly would not be before he reached 
his thirties. He would be joining an extremely clannish club, in 
which the majority of the members, however widely and remotely 
scattered, sooner or later became personally acquainted and acutely 
aware of any change in each other's seniority or financial advancement. 
The aspiring banker served in a number of branches in Quebec 
and Ontario, including Montreal, Picton, Belleville, Cobourg and 
Ottawa. 
Bank routine was much less complicated than today, but the 
total absence of mechanical aids, and sole reliance upon pen, ink and 
mathematical ability could, and did, send a teller or ledgerkeeper back 
to the office night after night for long, wearisome hours before a 
"difference" could be detected. Nevertheless, in spite of this and 
chronic shortage of personal funds, there seems to have been ample 
time and opportunity for enjoyment. 
This was especially true of Ottawa, where our budding financier 
was so fortunate as to spend two separate periods of service. T h e 
years spent there were to provide him with memories of valued friend-
ships and happy times which he would cherish through his lifetime. 
The prestige accorded to young men through their Bank connection 
opened all doors to them in whichever branch they found themselves, 
whether a metropolis or hamlet. The Canadian capital city was no 
exception in this respect. 
T h e Ottawa of the 'eighties was colorful, exciting and gay. 
Many of the surviving "Fathers of Confederation" still moved in 
Parliamentary, political and official circles, and the activity produced 
by the great project of the Canadian Pacific Railway was at its 
height. A large panorama photograph serving as a memento of those 
Ottawa days is still in possession of our family; the scene is that 
of a great ice carnival in which the subject of this sketch can be recog-
nized despite his fancy-dress costume. A portly, white-moustached 
figure can be identified as that of General Middleton, then future 
commander of the expedition which would bring about the bloodless 
suppression of the second Riel Rebellion, in 1885. Prominent in 
the foreground are the then Governor-General ( T h e Marquis of 
L o m e ) , his lady ( H . R . H . T h e Princess Louise), and members of 
their family and staff. 
My father was a keen hockey player, and played defence for 
the Bank of Montreal team in the Bankers' league which then flour-
ished in Ottawa. There were countless athletic clubs such as skating, 
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toboggan, snowshoe and canoe. In those days, the Canadian Militia 
was extremely popular with young men, and he enlisted in the Gover-
nor-General's Foot Guards, joining a company whose rank-and-file 
was composed exclusively of Ottawa bank men. 
The Governor-General entertained frequently and lavishly at 
Rideau Hall, and the unit was often called upon to furnish guards of 
honour and quarter-guards upon large State occasions. Thus, one 
of its members might find himself a sentry, standing rigidly to atten-
tion while a close friend, as an invited guest, strolled past him with 
his (the sentry's) "best girl" on his arm. The next evening their 
respective positions—and situations—would be reversed! A handsome 
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silver tankard stands on my mantlepiece today, engraved as follows: 
"Sergeant Henderson—a Memento from the Officers of No. 1 Coy. 
G.G.F .G. Oct. 1881" . 
In 1882 he was transferred to the newly-opened Winnipeg 
branch as paying teller. He arrived to -find the original office de-
troyed by fire and the Bank operating in a disused church. Canadian 
Pacific construction was in full swing, and it soon became clear that 
a teller's job was a heavy one, continuously paying out money to long 
queues of tough, husky labourers, of whom a great number were illi-
terate immigrants. I t was here that he first met Mr . Campbell Sweeney, 
the manager of the branch, a pioneer banker of sterling character 
and charming personality, with whom he would be closely associated 
for many years to come. 
Still a keen militia man, he promptly joined the Winnipeg Field 
Battery, but in 1884 was transferred back to Ottawa as paying teller 
there—then considered a highly responsible job. He remained there 
for another five years. He tried hard to obtain leave to rejoin his 
Battery during the Riel Rebellion in 1885, but as there was no 
lack of eager volunteers the Bank considered this unnecessary. 
In 1889 he received his first official "appointment" as Accoun-
tant at Lindsay, Ontario branch. Upon this occasion he was presented 
with a splendid gold watch inscribed: "Presented to G. A. Henderson 
by his fellow officers in the Bank of Montreal and a few Aylmer 
friends on his departure from Ottawa, 30th July, 1889". (It still 
keeps perfect time today! ) 
T h e next two years at Lindsay were pleasant but comparatively 
uneventful. Then, in 1891, he was again transferred, this time as one 
of two special officers for duties on the Pacific coast. This move 
brought him again under the direction of his good friend and old 
manager, Mr . Sweeney, who had established a branch at Vancouver 
in 1887. Shortly after his arrival he accompanied his chief to open 
a branch in Victoria on April 1st, 1891, remaining there in charge 
until the appointment of a permanent manager from Eastern Canada. 
This proved to be nearly two years, during which time he continued 
to administer the branch. 
He was erroneously described by the Daily Colonist, of Victoria, 
in their report of the opening of the Bank branch as " M r . G. H. 
Anderson, of Lindsay, O n t . " 
He found the political and social atmosphere in the capital city 
of British Columbia not dissimilar, although on a smaller scale, to 
what he remembered in Ottawa. A considerable proportion of its 
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senior and more influential population, together with their families, 
still implacably resented the change in form of government from col-
onial status to that of Confederation. He had been warned before he 
left for Vancouver Island: "Whatever you do, D O N ' T let it be 
known you're a Canadian! They' l l call you a 'North American China-
m a n ' ! " 
Victoria, in one respect, was much the same in the 'nineties as 
it is today; pleasant, attractive and "different", its people were 
seemingly cold and unapproachable to newcomers. His genial, hearty 
disposition seems to have enabled him to break through their outer 
crust or reserve, and he soon formed a number of lasting personal 
friendships. Many of these new friends would, in the succeeding 
years, achieve prominence and distinction in the history of British 
Columbia, and a considerable number of them, or their descendants, 
were still living in Victoria when he retired there thirty-two years 
later. In that decade of the 'nineties, Victoria was passing through 
one of the most picturesque phases of its existence, and provided him 
with many of the anecdotes which he treasured so greatly for years 
to come. 
When his relief arrived in Victoria, his next assignment was to 
survey and report on likely districts where additional branches of the 
Bank might be established. He quickly discovered that the business 
of the coal-mining areas of central Vancouver Island was almost ex-
clusively in the hands of the Bank of British Columbia (later absorbed 
by the Canadian Bank of Commerce). He returned to the mainland, 
where his attention was now directed from coal to gold. 
The Shuswap and Okanagan Railway had been completed and 
was now in operation. At the same time, a number of valuable claims 
had been discovered in the Fairview area, between the present-day 
centres of Oliver and Keremeos, near the international border, and 
resulted in a surge of mining activity. The Bank considered a sug-
gestion that a branch established at railhead would provide banking 
facilities to the lively, booming Fairview "camp". 
Upon his initial reconnaissance by lake steamer, stage and saddle-
horse, he soon discovered that agents other than those of the Bank of 
Montreal had already been engaged upon the same mission. The 
very train which brought Mr. Sweeney to Vernon, October 29, 
1892, also carried Mr. G. Alers Hankey, representing an English 
banking firm, Wulffson & Berwicke's Ltd. This institution opened 
for business in Vernon on November 1st, one month earlier than the 
Bank of Montreal, which followed suit in the Schubert Block, on Bar-
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nard Avenue, on December 1st, 1892. The private bank did not 
remain long, but Mr . Hankey did; leaving its service, he founded what 
was to become the long-established and highly-respected firm of G. 
A. Hankey and Company. 
At first, the banker's undivided attention was directed, under-
standably, to Fairview and its mining activity. He soon perceived, 
however, that the magnificent country through which he travelled 
would be a veritable "gold-mine" in itself to an enterprising institution 
such as the Bank of Montreal. Mr . Sweeney, now Superintendent 
of British Columbia Branches at Vancouver, thoroughly concurred, 
and gave him every encouragement and support. 
While production of grain predominated in the northern por-
tion of the Valley, and scattered orchards were begining to appear, 
especially along the shores of Okanagan Lake, the territory between 
Spallumcheen and the international border was still chiefly cattle 
country. From the southern end of the lake stretched the vast acreage 
of the Thomas Ellis ranch; at the northern end, and west of Swan 
Lake, cattle from the O'Keefe and from the Greenhow pioneer 
ranches roamed the extensive rangeland; the big Coldstream ranch 
had been sold only recently by the Vernon brothers to the Earl of 
Aberdeen, and F . S. Barnard (later to become Sir Frank Barnard, 
Lieutenant-Governor of British Columbia) maintained the B-X ranch 
to provide horses for the famous "Barnard's Express" of the fabulous 
old Cariboo road. 
The SS "Aberdeen", first of the C.P.R. "paddle-wheelers", had 
been launched in May of that year, but there were other privately-
owned lake steamers, and a steady rapidly-increasing volume of 
freight passed up and down the lake between Penticton and Okanagan 
Landing. Our crusading banker would arrange passage by whatever 
craft was available and continue his journey from Penticton to Fair-
view by stage. As mining activity accelerated and expanded, his 
journeys became more frequent and took him farther afield. A saddle-
horse could be hired from a livery stable as easily as a U-drive car 
today, and he covered many miles in improvising a sort of "banking 
by horseback" system. Often he rode with his saddle-bags loaded with 
cash and nuggets, and on such occasions carried the largest revolver I 
have ever seen. In the years immediately prior to his retirement, he 
used to keep this weapon on his desk, purely as a "conversation piece". 
Not without experience in the use of small-arms myself, I have 
always wondered how this heavy, outsized long-barrelled weapon 
could be employed effectively in an emergency. Happily, the test 
never arose. 
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His genial, friendly disposition was admirably fitted for the 
role to which the Bank had assigned him on its behalf. In addition 
to his regular trips between his Vernon base and the boundary country, 
he now began to explore the large, rich area to the north. He established 
many firm friendships, not only with the prominent men of the Valley, 
but with scores of small ranchers, farmers, cowhands, miners, trappers, 
prospectors and merchants, as well as with many of their pioneer wives 
and families. He never could forget his admiration for the average 
hotelkeeper of those times, and always maintained that they were, 
with very few exceptions, among the finest men in the country. They 
represented a very special breed which, sad to relate, has become ex-
tinct with the advent of modern "progress"; they were a tremendous 
asset in those pioneer days. 
In its issue of November 29, 1892, the Vernon News an-
nounced that Mr . G. A. Henderson would remain permanently in 
Vernon. Many years later, he showed me a letter from the Bank's 
Head Office, officially appointing him manager of Vernon branch— 
at a salary of $1200 a year. He lived in rooms above the rented office 
in the Schubert Block, near the railway station, until the Bank made 
arrangements to build its own office. 
Although essentially a "man's man", he was no misogynist, and 
joined enthusiastically in the social activities of the Valley communities. 
Organized skating parties were very popular in the winter months; the 
lakes, including the water to some distance from the shorelines of the 
larger ones, could always be depended upon to freeze solidly for 
weeks. At one of these events, held at the head of Kalamalka Lake 
(then known as Long Lake) , he nearly lost his life. It was customary 
to commence these jaunts with a moonlight drive, by horse and cutter, 
out to the lake, but business at the bank delayed him until he had to fol-
low later on horseback. When the party concluded, instead of return-
ing with the rest, he took a final turn on the lake, skated too far out 
and went through the ice. A powerful swimmer and possessing a strong 
constitution, it was only after a desperate struggle that he managed to 
pull himself up on to firm ice; he then had to endure a somewhat 
chilly ride back to town but, after a hot bath, brisk rub-down and hot 
drink, he awoke the next morning without even a cold. 
He became a good friend of Judge W . W . Spinks, the County 
Court and local Supreme Court judge, who suggested that he accom-
pany him when he rode his regular circuit. The invitation was accepted 
with alacrity; it was a welcome opportunity to learn more about that 
territory and the people who lived there. 
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As it proceeded from point to point, the judicial cavalcade would 
increase in numbers, picking up police, prisoners, witnesses, court of-
ficials and counsel en route. Sometimes it would be necessary to 
camp in the open. On one of the first of these excursions, there was 
a rough, seemingly-eccentric character whom the judge, as mid-day 
or evening approached, would send ahead, as a one-man advance-party, 
to set up camp. This man was a perennial horse-thief, on his way 
to face yet another such charge when the party reached Kamloops, 
where the judge would hold court! 
Upon another occasion, a dignified and impeccable English soli-
citor, representing some big Old Country interests, accompanied the 
troupe. It happened that they were able to break their journey by 
spending a night in a typical up-country hotel of the time; unforgettable 
indeed was the expression of utter bewilderment on this man's face 
when the proprietor, who also doubled as bartender and waiter, ap-
proached him at the breakfast-table and inquired "D'ye take mush?" 
Throughout these trips my father conducted a steady banking 
business, literally from his saddle-bags, without regard for any estab-
lished "banking hours"; he made some valuable business connections 
and lasting friendships, both personally and on behalf of his employers. 
Until the railroad came, the main business section of Vernon was 
concentrated at the western end of town, but the location of the tracks 
brought about increased development in the direction of the station. 
In accordance with this trend, the Bank of Montreal chose the corner 
of Barnard Avenue and Seventh Street to build its new office—the 
same site upon which the present one stands today. The upper story 
of the building served as living quarters for the manager, and in 
rear on Seventh, was a capacious stable in which he, and members of 
his staff, could keep their horses. 
In the 'nineties there occurred two events which were destined to 
be of great influence in his life. The first was in 1891, when the 
Bank sent him to British Columbia. T h e second, occurring midway in 
that colorful decade, was when he met and promptly succumbed to the 
charms of Miss Violet Vidler, a young lady originally from Victoria 
but recently returned from school in England, who was living in 
Vernon with her uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Vidler. Her 
uncle would, today, be considered eccentric, but was of a type not un-
common in those times. A man of comfortable means, he was able 
to indulge his taste for adventurous life. As a youth, he had held a 
commission for a short period in the 74th Highlanders ( 2 / H . L . I . ) at 
about the time of the Crimean W a r but, soon chafing at the restric-
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tions of garrison service, he had "sent in his papers" and emigrated to 
the colony of Vancouver Island. Owner of a small schooner which 
he sailed himself, for some years he engaged in seal-hunting out of 
Victoria, thereby becoming known as "Captain" Vidler. An impulsive 
fancy to try the role of a trapper had brought him to Vernon; he 
established a trap-line in the Lumby district, built cabins and blazed 
trails. Vidler Ridge and Vidler Creek, in the vicinity of Sugar Lake, 
are both named after him. He was also a prolific painter, especially of 
landscapes, seascapes and animals; some of his work now hangs in 
the Vernon Museum and Archives. 
G. A. Henderson lost no time in paying his addresses to the 
lady of his choice. In this, he was not without rivals, chief of whom 
was a very correct, worthy and highly eligible man who was, never-
theless, utterly lacking both in imagination and in a sense of humor. 
The girl played the mandolin, very popular among young ladies of the 
day, and the resourceful banker promptly acquired a guitar and quickly 
mastered a few basic chords. His unimaginative rival countered by 
purchasing a violin. After that, the outcome was never in doubt; 
my father had strummed his way to victory. Many years later 
before the prospective Fri tz Kreisler had learned the fingering for the 
scale he would slyly twit his old rival: 
"How about giving us a tune on your violin?" 
The wedding took place at All Saints Church, Vernon, on April 
27th, 1897, Rev. Mr. Outerbridge officiating. Still in my possession 
is a very worn and tattered copy of the April 29, 1897 issue of the 
Vernon News, which reports the event in considerable detail. Miss 
Maisie Spinks (later Mrs. G. A. Hankey) and Miss Rosie Dewdney 
(later Mrs. Keating) were the bridesmaids, and W . C. Ricardo, of the 
Coldstream Ranch, was best man. 
The Bank had granted the bridegroom a special three months 
leave, and the honeymoon was spent in California. While there (he 
wrote later) , he noted the conditions of the small fruit growers as 
well as the large, and came away convinced that, with its climate, the 
Okanagan could be turned into a second California. 
Upon their return, the newlyweds settled into the manager's 
living quarters above the bank, and here, a year later, this writer was 
ushered into the world. In December, 1900, a second son, Ivo, was 
born on the same premises. 
For some years, prominent Okanagan residents had been seeking 
authority to raise a local mounted regiment of militia. T h e whole 
country swarmed with "remittance-men", in those days often a fair 
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target for derision of the native-born inhabitants. Considerable diffi-
culty was encountered in finding a prospective commanding officer 
with the personality to attract recruits from both these groups, and the 
project lapsed for the time being. Upon the outbreak of the South 
African War , efforts were renewed, and the name of G. A. Hender-
son was suggested in the hope that his personal popularity as well as 
former militia experience might appeal to both elements of potential 
recruits. Professor R. H. Roy, in his fine history of the British Colum-
bia Dragoons, "Sinews of Steel," quotes from a letter of the late H. P. 
Hodges, written at that time to the District Officer Commanding: 
"A Roll of those who would join with the understanding that Hender-
son should be the Commanding Officer has now 56 names . . . " 
However, the policy of the Canadian Government of the day called 
only for a limited number of volunteers for service in a general 
mounted contingent, accepting only single men after a stiff, com-
petitive test in riding and shooting. T h e idea of a local regiment was 
shelved until after the war. 
T h e Boer W a r ended and its veterans returned, as did an even 
greater number of "remittance-men"; new settlers were constantly 
arriving from Eastern Canada, and "gentlemen-ranchers" brought 
their families from all parts of the Empire. Other banks began to 
appear and, to meet this competition, the Bank of Montreal moved to 
consolidate the foundation its Vernon manager had laid, and to 
enhance the prestige it already enjoyed throughout the Okanagan coun-
try. He was authorized to establish new branches at suitable locations, 
which he proceeded to do during the next few years. These remained 
under his personal supervision until they built themselves up sufficiently 
to justify their operating independently. Greenwood branch was 
opened in 1898, followed over the years by Armstrong, Kelowna, 
Enderby, Lumby, Penticton, Summerland, Naramata, Nicola and 
Merritt. 
In the spring of 1903, after a happy interlude in Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank Barnard's house on their picturesque B-X Ranch, our family 
moved into "Hochelaga", built by the Bank as its manager's residence, 
on a beautiful 14-acre estate. T o expound upon his enchanting, 
idyllic home of my childhood and early youth does not fall within 
the limits of my present task. Here, in turn, my sister Phyllis (now 
Mrs. Colin Donald) and my brother Larry were born. ( I t still was 
not customary, nor was it considered necessary, for "blessed events" to 
take place in hospital). 
G. A. Henderson, now living the life of a "country squire", was 
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still very much the "country banker." Except in winter, when sometimes 
he used the horses and cutter, he would usually hike to the office. 
Frequently, just as he had done a decade earlier in the Fairview 
area, he would conclude banking transactions from the saddle with 
customers who accosted him en route. He always had a cheery greeting 
for anyone he met, whether the mayor, the parson, the town drunk, 
the police magistrate or the president of the local W . C . T . U . 
He continued to make periodical round-trips to visit the new 
branches and to'-explore the rapidly-developing country for possibilities 
of further expansion of banking facilities. Sometimes he would take 
Ivo and me (aged 4 and 6 respectively) with him. It seems in-
credible today, not only that he would hamper himself with two small 
boys on a business trip, but that our mother ever permitted it! 
He interested himself in numerous local projects and institutions. 
Over a period of years, he served as president of the White Valley 
Irrigation Company, the Vernon Board of Trade, the Ranchers' Club, 
the Country Club, as well as on the committees of many other groups 
and organizations. Perhaps his favourite was the Vernon Jubilee 
Hospital; when its Board was established in 1907, he was its first 
secretary-treasurer; elected president the following year, he served 
continuously in that office until he left Vernon, sixteen years later. 
In 1913 he crossed the Atlantic, for the first and only time, to 
spend a three-month holiday in Europe. He visited, en route, his native 
city and province of Quebec and some of the scenes of his early youth, 
returning more than ever convinced that there was nowhere else in the 
world for him but his beautiful Okanagan Valley. 
As the years passed, and the necessity for frequent travel decreased, 
he gave up riding and purchased a car. He never learned to drive, 
however, depending entirely upon other members of the family and 
household for those duties. The easier life,, with its corresponding 
lack of exercise, brought added poundage, but he still retained his 
vigorous good health. 
When war came in 1914, he was fifty-seven and, despite several 
offers, he felt that he could serve his country better by remaining at 
home than he could have done as an over-age paymaster. In 1915 and 
1916, when the great military camp was on Mission Hill, the hospitable 
doors of "Hochelaga" were always open to army friends, particularly 
Bank of Montreal men wrho had joined the colours. He served as 
president of the local branch of the Canadian Patriotic Fund through-
out the war, among numerous other war-time services. 
In 1937, the B.C. Financial Times, commenting upon the 
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fiftieth anniversary of the Bank of Montreal in British Columbia, 
said of him: " ( M r . G. A. Henderson) had a powerful personality and 
dominated a large section of the Interior, being popularly called "King 
of the Okanagan"." In 1915, when he was presented to the Duke of 
Connaught, Governor-General of Canada, His Royal Highness 
greeted him with the remark, " I understand that today I occupy a 
secondary position." When or where this nickname originated is 
obscure; he was " G . A." to most people in the Valley and "Hendy" 
to his intimates (including, eventually, his grandchildren). 
In September, 1912, the Vancouver Sun observed: 
" I t is safe to say that, had it not been for the enterprise 
of that bank (Bank of Montreal) the Okanagan would 
today be far from its present prosperous and growing con-
dition. The personal equation of the situation is Mr . G. A. 
Henderson, manager of all the Okanagan branches. I t 
is doubtless largely to his sagacity, forethought and energy 
that the policy of the bank is due, and the business communi-
ty of the valley seems to fully appreciate that fact judging 
by the expressions heard throughout the Okanagan." 
Something should be said of his personal character, and the last 
person who should undertake this task should be his son. I can only 
describe my father as I remember him, and beg the reader's indul-
gence. 
In strict observance of his original agreement, he was care-
ful not to involve his employers in politics, and avoided any active 
participation. During his youth, in Ottawa, he had been invited one 
night to a large, semi-official function at which Sir John A. Macdonald 
was present. Some unaccountable whim prompted the great man to 
single out his young fellow-guest and hold him in a long conversation, 
the while prominent dignitaries waited in unwilling silence. T h e next 
morning at the bank the manager observed: "Mr . Henderson, it is 
dearly hoped you will be able to tear yourself away from affairs of 
state long enough to donate a portion of your valuable time to the 
Bank!" From that time onward, he was a staunch, die-hard Conser-
vative all his life, but this never seemed to affect his friendship with 
men of opposing views. 
He could be dignified when circumstances so decreed, but usually 
with a twinkle in his eye. There was one occasion, however, when he 
was genuinely distressed; he was informed that a member of his staff 
was spending late nights in a non-stop blackjack game operating in a 
hotel of raffish reputation. He himself never played cards, and did 
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not know the difference between poker and animal-grab. Reluctantly, 
he sent for the young man and read him a solemn lecture—completely 
spoiled when he said: "I t 's disgraceful that you—a respectable member 
of the Bank of Montreal—should spend whole nights at a place 
like that playing F L A P J A C K ! " Years afterwards the culprit said 
he just managed to maintain a straight face through the balance of the 
interview. 
G. A. Henderson was the absolute antithesis of the austere, 
pompous banker, prevalent enough then, who would be described to-
day as a "stuffed shirt." Although never in such a manner as to hurt 
or offend, he was an irrepressible "leg-puller"; he took an impish 
delight in the reactions of some of his contemporaries, now pillars 
of respectability, when he would make carefully veiled, but unmis-
takable allusions to some of the more pungent episodes of their care-
free youth. 
A slight hesitation in speech, tending to increase as he grew older, 
did not detract from his ability as a raconteur. He had a stupendous 
collection of anecdotes for which, regrettably, there is insufficient 
space here. My mother, like many another long-suffering wife, 
resigned herself to their constant repetition, always provided she wasn't 
expected to laugh at them as well! 
While not possessing a cultivated singing voice, he could sing well 
and on key, and loved to do so at every opportunity. In church, at 
smokers, and even in the office, he would sing happily and with 
gusto. He was in frequent demand as " M r . Interlocutor" in the 
amateur "minstrel shows" so popular before the movies appeared. 
Inevitably, but to his regret, came the day of his retirement on 
pension, November 1st, 1923. 
The Valley did him proud. It 's newspapers sang his praises, as did 
others in the Province. Hundreds of oldtimers and friends from all 
over the "upper country", and many from far-distant places wrote 
wishing him well. The Vernon Jubilee Hospital gave him a magnifi-
cent illuminated address; the Vernon Board of Trade , besides hon-
ouring him with a "purse of gold", presented a handsome travelling 
bag to my mother. Many other groups and organizations sent con-
gratulations and good wishes. 
T w o notable events were organized in his honour: a smoking-
concert at the Vernon Club by the oldtimers of the northern half of 
the Valley, and those from the southern portion gave him a memorable 
"stag" banquet at the old Lakeview Hotel in Kelowna. At that event 
they presented him with a silver-handled, suitably-engraved walking-
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stick. Among some of the requests or suggestions which came by 
letter to the organizers of these two affairs were that the guest of 
honour should recite "Jimmy Campbell's parody on 'The Village 
Blacksmith' " (whatever that may have been!) , lead the company 
in "Alouette", and render " T h e wooden-ldgged Hen." 
Sadly, but upon my mother's wise advice, he moved to Victoria 
to "spend his declining years in a charming house in Esquimalt. He 
was honoured with a life membership by the Union Club, to which 
he had belonged ever since 1891. He did some lawn bowling with old 
cronies, and was soon on jocular terms with most of the drivers of the 
tramcars between Esquimalt and Victoria. 
Upon one occasion, following one of their "game dinners" in 
the Canadian Scottish officers' mess, he led the assembled celebrants 
in "Alouette" in true Quebec style which was long remembered. 
But his time was growing short. Age began to exact its toll and he 
was obliged to take to a wheel-chair. Most of his old friends had 
passed on, and his closest and constant companion was his small grand-
son, Peter Donald. My mother's devoted nursing not only kept him 
from a nursing-home, but undoubtedly prolonged his life. 
He passed away at home, on August 14th, 1937, aged 80, and was 
buried in Colwood cemetery, near Victoria where, twenty years later, 
my mother joined him. 
No topographical feature nor civic byway commemorates his name 
in the country where he blazed a true pioneer trail as surely as did the 
axe-wielders. 
T h e Okanagan Valley, as he knew it, has long since succumbed to 
the inexorable demands of progress. 
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B Y H I L D A C O C H R A N E 
The Bank of Montreal, which was established in Vernon, B.C., 
in December 1892, was the first chartered Bank in the Okanagan 
Valley. I t served the whole of what later comprised the Okanagan, 
Similkameen and Grand Forks Electoral Districts, or practically from 
the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway to the International 
Boundary. 
A private Bank, managed by the late Mr . G. A. Hankey, had 
provided some banking services in the town before the arrival of the 
Bank of Montreal which brought the services and experience of a 
nation-wide institution to Vernon. Vernon was already a fast growing 
community seventy-five years ago, although the streets were still un-
paved and the horse and buggy provided the means of transport. The 
Shuswap and Okanagan Railway had just been completed from Sica-
mous to Okanagan Lake in 1892 and about that time Lord Aberdeen 
purchased the immense Coldstream Ranch from Forbes George Ver-
non for whom the City of Vernon was named. T h e City of Vernon 
was incorporated the same month that the Bank of Montreal opened 
for business. T h e first office of the Bank was in the Schubert Block 
on Barnard Avenue, one block west of the Railway Station. T h e 
premises were modest and were shared with a real estate office. At 
that time it was estimated there were approximately 600 people liv-
ing in Vernon. 
T h e late Mr . G. A. Henderson was the first Manager of Ver-
non Branch of the Bank of Montreal and served in that capacity for 
31 years until his retirement in 1923. In addition to Mr. Henderson 
the staff numbered two — a Mr. McClintock and a Mr . Gerry Ger-
maine. All three lived in quarters above the Bank. Today the staff 
numbers twenty-three. Mr. Henderson, a colourful figure, became 
known as the "King of the Okanagan." He was responsible for the 
opening of the Bank's office in Enderby and Kelowna, which oper-
ated originally under direction of the Manager of Vernon Branch 
before becoming self-accounting branches. 
Later the Bank moved to its present location at 3200 Barnard 
Avenue into a two storey red brick building, the Bank occupying the 
ground floor and Mr. Henderson and his family the second floor. 
In 1902 the Bank House—the manager's residence—was erected 
east of Pleasant Valley Road and soon became well known as the 
centre of the social life of the district. 
In 1908 the building which became known as the Berry Block 
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BANK OF MONTREAL STAFF, VERNON, B.C. 
Left to right: A. M. Jephson, H. March-Phillips, H. D. Williams, W. B. 
Allan, R. Remnant, H. T. Meyer, Miss B. W. Forrester, S. Tees, H. S. 
Reynolds, J. W. Burnyeat, Miss B. J. Campbell, W. Dewdney, and G. A. 
Henderson. 
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was moved intact, without damage, across the lane to the rear of the 
Bank property where it is still in use. A fine two storey building was 
erected on the site. The new building was at that time one of the fin-
est bank buildings in British Columbia. T h e exterior of the building 
is the same as when first erected but the interior has been remodelled 
several times, the most extensive renovations being undertaken in 1952 
for the 60th anniversary of the opening of the Branch. 
Mr . Henderson was succeeded as Manager by G. O . Nesbitt who 
remained in that capacity for the next nine years. He was succeeded 
by B. S. Darling who served from 1932 to 1933. His successor was 
J. E. Leslie who was Manager until he was transferred to New West-
minster as Manager of the Main Branch in 1940. He was succeeded 
in Vernon by J . N . Taylor who served throughout most of the war 
years and in May 1945 was transferred to Victoria Branch as Man-
ager. His successor was R. C. McDowell who had been Accountant at 
Vernon Branch during the late 1930's. In 1948 Mr . McDowell was 
transferred to New Westminster as Manager of the Main Branch 
there and was succeeded by H. Whitmore who had also been on the 
staff of Vernon Branch in the 1930's. Mr. Whitmore served as Man-
ager until 1951 when he was transferred to Broadway and Granville 
Branch in Vancouver and E. A. Royce was chosen as his successor. 
Mr. Royce had also been on the staff of Vernon Branch previously, 
having been a teller in the mid 1930's. He was transferred in 1953 
and served as Manager at Kingston, London, England, and Ottawa 
Branches before becoming senior executive officer of the Bank's 
Ontario Division, which post he still holds. Mr . J . B. McCallum came 
to Vernon from Vancouver in 1953 and served as Manager for ten 
years until his transfer to New Westminster as Manager of the main 
office there, thus following in the footsteps of Mr . Leslie and Mr. 
McDowell. Mr. McCallum was succeeded in Vernon by the present 
Manager, H. W . Steel. He had served as Manager of Prince Rupert 
Branch and of Prince George Branch before moving to Vernon. 
T h e only girls on the staff during the early years of the Bank 
were the stenographers. However, during the first Great W a r several 
female clerks were employed but when the war was over as they re-
signed they were replaced by male clerks, and again for many years 
the only girls on the staff of Vernon Branch were the two stenog-
raphers. With the outbreak of the second Great W a r many of the 
young clerks enlisted in the armed forces and before the war was over 
the staff consisted mostly of women, as it does at the present time. 
Mr . W . M. Cochrane was the first solicitor for the Bank in 
Vernon and served in that capacity until his death in 1900 when he 
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was succeeded by his son-in-law, Frederic Billings who served until 
his demise in 1915. He was followed by his brother-in-law Arthur 
O. Cochrane, and on his death in 1926 his partner, Mr. Gordon Lind-
say, became Solicitor for the Bank, a position he held until he was 
appointed a County Court Judge when his partner, Mr. John R. Kid-
ston was appointed as Solicitor, a position he still holds. 
Coinciding with the 75th Anniversary of the Vernon Branch 
of the Bank of Montreal is the 150th Anniversary of the Bank in 
Canada, the first office having been-opened in Montreal in 1817 
through the efforts of nine Montreal businessmen. The Bank of 
Montreal founded the branch banking system when it opened a second 
office at Quebec City two weeks after its opening in Montreal. 
Branches followed at Kingston and York (now Toronto) and at 
other outposts and trading centres across the country. Today there 
are approximately 1000 branches throughout Canada, also' offices in 
the United States, England, France, Germany, and Japan. 
The Bank of Montreal issued Canada's first native currency. 
In conjunction with the Bank of London and South America the 
Bank of Montreal in 1958 founded the Bank of London and Mont-
real Limited, now operating in Latin America and the Caribbean. 
McLean house, Okanagan Falls, built about 1880. Log construction under 
shingles.—Eric Sismey Photo. 
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H. W. Corbitt—1964 
PHOTO BY ERIC D. S ISMEY 
B Y E R I C D. SISMEY 
The Okanagan lost one of her 
pioneer fruit growers; Kaleden 
her most influential citizen and 
the Penticton b r a n c h of the 
Okanagan Historical Society one 
of its most active members when 
Henry Wellington Corbitt pass-
ed away in Penticton on January 
15, 1967, he was 79. 
Few man have contributed 
more to the development and pro-
gress of K a l e d e n which was 
Harry Corbitt's home for 58 
years. 
Your many friends will miss 
you Harry, so, until we meet 
again, Good-bye. 
Harry Corbitt was born in Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia in-
1888, and when he left home in August 1907 he left a sea-faring 
tradition behind. His father and grandfather had owned four steam 
tugs and a fleet of eleven sailing ships, schooners, brigs and brigan-
tines, which sailed to the West Indies, South America and occasion-
ally to the Old Country. 
Soon after the turn of the century, when sail was on the wane, 
Harry turned his face westward taking train to' Vancouver. After a 
few days he crossed to Victoria then back to the mainland, Kamloops, 
Revelstoke, the Arrow Lakes, West Kootenay and from there to 
Golden where he spent the winter working in a general store. During 
the winter he read a pamphlet describing opportunities in the Okan-
agan and when Harry reached Summerland in March 1908 he bought 
ten acres of land, already planted to young trees, from James Ritchie 
of Pilot Mound, Manitoba. 
Mr. Corbitt's interest in fruit growing may well have stemmed 
from another ancestral tradition. Grandfather Corbitt had always 
been interested and active in the apple business, In 1861 he shipped 
the first apples from Nova Scotia to England. His brig, 'Nova' Cap-
tain William Smith, Master, loaded 2,000 barrels brought down from 
the Annapolis Valley. And while this venture was a success later ship-
ments were not always profitable. 
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In May, 1909, Harry Corbitt was among a party which drove 
from West Summerland to see Jim Richie's proposed development on 
the west side of Skaha Lake and to enjoy a camping and fishing 
holiday. 
Actually the camping trip developed into much more than a holi-
day for what they saw induced Harry Corbitt, and others in the party, 
to. cast their lot with the new orchard and irrigation project. After 
returning to Summerland Corbitt sold his orchard. 
During the fall of 1909 Jim Richie was accepting deposits of 
fifty dollars from prospective buyers for each five acres wanted. 
Harry Corbitt was one of the first to make a deposit and was 
granted his choice of acreage. 
When work began on the irrigation system Harry Corbitt v/as 
given charge of a twenty man ditch digging crew preparatory to lay-
ing woodstave pipe following spring. 
When the cold winter 1909-1910 put a stop to ditch digging 
and other construction work Harry Corbitt, and another pioneer Jim 
Harrison, took a nine week's course in horticulture at Washington 
State College at Pullman. Returning to Kaleden in the spring Harry 
Corbitt, in partnership with Jim Harrison and the late A. S. Hatfield, 
undertook the care and planting of about 200 acres. First the land 
was cleared of scattered trees and brush, then ploughed and fenced, 
for this was still open range. Next came the job of planting, by hand, 
7,000 trees, nursing them through the first summer, irrigating them, 
one by one, for many weeks with water carried in a pail. 
By 1913, fruit trees planted in 1910, were beginning to bear 
and in early August, the first commercial crop, 67 crates of apricots, 
was picked, packed and shipped to Winnipeg. 
Harry Corbitt introduced the first horse-drawn spray machine 
to Kaleden orchards in 1914 and even though the air pressure, 125 
pounds, was maintained by strong arms the new device had many ad-
vantages together with speed and efficiency over the small tank type 
carried on wide shoulders. 
T h e first apples shipped from Kaleden were grown by Harry 
Corbitt in 1914, 129 boxes of choice Jonathans were packed at 
Kaleden for shipment to eastern markets. 
Soon after war was declared in 1914, Henry W . Corbitt joined 
the colours, he enlisted in the 214 Battalion, trained at Camp Hughes 
and went overseas with the rank of corporal. He was away from 
Canada three years. 
Henry W . Corbitt married Carolyn W . Viets of Digby, Nova 
Scotia in 1924. T h e ceremony was solemnized in the original St. 
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Saviour's Church on Fairview Road built in 1892 by pioneer settlers 
and cattleman Thomas Ellis. 
Harry is survived by two daughters, Charlotte, Mrs. Marv. Davis 
of Vancouver; Jane, Mrs. Ralph Phelps of Beaverdell and seven 
grandchildren. 
I t is not the lot of many men to serve a community so long and 
so well. Beginning in May 1909, he bossed the first ditch gang, 
planted the first fruit trees and later in 1914 shipped his apples, the 
first from Kaleden, to outside markets. 
He was one of the first trustees of the new school district in 
1912. After the war he served two years as director of the Penticton 
Co-operative Growers and when Kaleden Co-operative was organ-
ized in 1923 Harry Corbitt brought his experience to the new organ-
ization as director. He was trustee of the Water District for a 
number of years, Secretary of the School Board for seven years and 
was a Justice of the Peace. In 1958 he wrote the "History of Kale-
den" for the Centennial Committee, a booklet of historical impor-
tance. 
At the time of his death he was a director of the Penticton 
chapter of the Okanagan Historical Society where his interest and 
activity has done much towards the chapter's success. Since 1939 he 
served on the executive of the Penticton and District Red Cross. 
As a first resident of Kaleden he saw the harvests rise from his 
own crop of 129 boxes of Jonathans to nearly a quarter million 
packages of choice fruit in 1965. 
Harry Corbitt has left a mark on the Okanagan which few other 
men can match. 
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F. M. Black and the 
Committee of Direction 
B Y D O N A L D M. B L A C K 
T h e profitable marketing of 
fruit and farm produce has 
always been a problem in the 
Okanagan Valley. This article 
attempts to tell of the activities 
of the first government-spon-
sored board to control market-
ing which operated in the years 
1927 to 1931 and something 
of the man who, as Chairman, 
developed its functions and 
F. M. B L A C K , . K . 
directed its activities. 
T h e natural market for the fruit of the Okanagan Valley lies 
on the Canadian Prairies and this market was early protected by a 
dumping duty of 33c a box which was levied against imported apples 
each year as soon as local produce became available. But production in 
the Okanagan soon exceeded the needs of the Prairies and additional 
markets had to be found for the excess in Eastern Canada, in the United 
States and in Great Britain. Fruit cannot be shipped direct from the 
orchard to distant markets; it must be graded, packed, stored and 
shipped according to market demands. This work is done in packing 
houses. 
Some of the early packing houses were organized as co-operatives 
with the members sharing in the profits and losses but many were set 
up by independent private companies. When a grower sold his fruit 
through an independent packing house he was charged for the sorting, 
grading, packing and shipping of the fruit, including the freight 
charges, and the packing house undertook to sell the fruit on his behalf. 
If the market was good he would receive a fair return but if the 
market was depressed the costs of the packing house charges might leave 
him with little return—sometimes he was even billed with charges 
exceeding the selling price of the fruit. The independent packing houses 
were interested in handling as much fruit as they could and making 
as much profit as possible on the services which they supplied. They 
much preferred to sell fruit on the protected and more profitable 
Prairie market rather than on the more distant markets where higher 
shipping costs resulted in smaller returns. In a rush to sell as much 
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fruit as possible on the more profitable market many of the independent 
shippers developed a system of "selling on consignment" or "rolling 
the cars" which meant that they would ship to jobbers without definite 
orders and with instructions to sell to the best advantage. Resultant 
gluts in certain areas meant that retail prices were severely depressed 
but it was the grower and not the packing house which suffered because 
the grower received the selling price less the charges. One year, when 
the production costs of the orchardist were estimated at 40c a box, 
Grimes Golden apples were sold to the consumer on the Prairies for 
$1.25 a box but packing and freight charges came to $1.18, leaving 
the farmer with a return of 7c, or a net loss of 33c. 
I t was early realized that orderly marketing geared to the market 
requirements was the key to stable prices and that a portion of the 
crop must be sold on the export market, where returns were lower, in 
order to avoid over-supply on the domestic market. It was not satis-
factory to have a small portion of the early crop sold to good advantage 
but then to have over-supply depress the prices for the main crop. 
Orderly selling throughout the crop year with all' outlets sharing in the 
more profitable domestic market and also accepting a fair share of the 
less profitable export market. 
The growers got together in 1913 and co-operatively formed the 
Okanagan United Growers with the object of setting up a single selling 
organization which could sell the whole crop to advantage. They 
signed up 8 0 % of the growers and did very well for some years but 
there were always some growers who preferred to ship through inde-
pendent shippers in the hope of getting quicker returns than they 
received from the pooling arrangements of the co-operative. Even a 
small proportion of the crop dumped without plan on a limited market 
could upset the price structure. In the bumper crop years of 1921 and 
1922 the Okanagan United Growers shipped 1,287 cars of fruit but 
the independents had grabbed off the choice prairie market and only 
234 cars or 1 8 % were shipped there while the other 8 2 % had to go 
to the more competitive world market. 
A new effort in March, 1923, resulted in the formation of 
another co-operative under the name of T h e Associated Growers of 
British Columbia and they were able, in the first flush of enthusiasm, 
to sign up about 8 0 % of the growers while -the older O . U . G . went 
into voluntary liquidation. But the Co-operative Growers soon ran into 
difficulties and by 1926 their membership had dropped to 5 0 % . In 
her thesis, "A Study of the Okanagan Valley of British Columbia," 
Margaret Ormsby comments: 
"Instead of a proportionate sharing of the prairie market which 
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would have resulted in a fair share of profits for all, the internal 
competition resulted in the demoralization of those markets and a 
forcing down of the selling price to the level of the world price. Thus 
no benefit was realized as a result of the tariff (against dumping) and 
prices fell until it was necessary to place a check on the activities of all 
independent shippers." 
I t had become evident that there was little hope of obtaining 
adequate market control under any voluntary plan and the Government 
of British Columbia under Premier Oliver and the Honourable E . D . 
Barrow, Minister of Agriculture, passed the Produce Marketing Act 
of 1927. This act provided that producers of any primary product could 
petition for government control and that, provided that the petition was 
supported by 7 5 % of the eligible voters, a system of control would 
be set up. The growers voted almost unanimously for compulsory 
control and the government made provision for the appointment of a 
board consisting of three men, one nominated by the B. C. Fruit 
Growers Association, one nominated by the Shippers Federation and 
a chairman appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council. T h e 
board was given the rather unwieldly title of " T h e Interior Tree-frui t 
and Vegetable Committee of Direction" but in practice it was usually 
referred to as " T h e Committee of Direction." T h e Committee had 
power to determine whether or not, and at what time, products could 
be marketed or delivered; and, from time to time, to set minimum and 
maximum prices. It had power to demand regular reports from fruit 
shippers and to inspect their books. Under these powers the Committee 
set up a system of "selling over one desk" and was able to regulate the 
flow of products to various markets, avoiding gluts and depression of 
prices. 
T h e growers nominated A. J . Finch, the shippers nominated 
O . W . Hembling and the government appointed F . M . Black as Chair-
man. 
T h e man thus selected, Francis Molison Black, had had a wide 
experience before coming to the Okanagan at the age of 57. He was 
born in Scotland and graduated from Perth Academy at the age of 16. 
He went immediately to London where he was first employed in the 
Post Office Savings Bank and later, in a minor capacity, in a financial 
firm. Though his formal education had stopped at the conclusion of 
High School he was very diligent in furthering it through night school 
study during his five years in London. In fact, he was a born student 
and all through his life he read widely and frequently studied through 
correspondence courses to better fit himself for the varied responsi-
bilities which he assumed. Many persons were surprised to learn that 
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he was not a university graduate for he was a very cultured man. 
When he was 2 1 , in 1891, he came to Vancouver as a clerk in 
the Bank of British Columbia, which was later absorbed into the 
Canadian Bank of Commerce. He left the bank in 1896 to become 
a partner in a firm dealing in wholesale groceries and produce and in 
1901 he moved to Nelson where he became the district manager for 
the Kootenays for P. Burns & Co. In 1909 that firm moved him to 
Calgary and appointed him Treasurer of the company. In 1916, leaving 
P. Burns & Co., he served for a short time on the Public Utilities Com-
mission of Alberta and was a member of the federal W a r Time Food 
Control Committee which operated from Ottawa. He then accepted 
the position of Treasurer of the United Grain Growers, a very large 
co-operatives dealing in grain, livestock and other commodities, in 
Winnipeg. 
In 1922 the United Farmers of Manitoba won a majority of the 
seats in the Manitoba Legislature and had the task of forming the 
government. They went outside the already elected representatives to 
ask John Bracken to serve as Premier and F . M. Black to serve as 
Provincial Treasurer. These two men were elected in deferred elec-
tions, Mr . Bracken in The Pas and Mr. Black in Rupert's Land. As 
Provincial Treausurer of Manitoba Mr. Black found many problems 
on his hands. T h e provincial finances were not in good shape and 
there had been scandals connected with the erection of the new parlia-
ment buildings. At the end of 1924 Mr. Black resigned as Provincial 
Treasurer on a matter of principle. He felt that the then Lieutenant-
Governor, Sir J . A. M. Aikins, was attempting to exercise undue 
control over the finances of the province and was interfering with 
the drafting of the budget. T h e other members of the Cabinet did not 
fully support him in these contentions and he felt that his only honor-
able course was to resign from the post of Provincial Treasurer though 
he continued to hold his seat as a private member until 1926. 
It would have been difficult to find a man better fitted by his 
background to assume the heavy duties of Chairman of the new Com-
mittee of Direction than Mr. Black. He had experience in the marketing 
of agricultural products, meat and grain, both under private manage-
ment and under co-operative auspices. He was a skilled accountant and 
manager, was a fluent public speaker and, from his experience as a 
cabinet minister, could deal with government officials on their own 
ground. He faced a difficult task for policies of marketing and 
control had to be established and a large selling organization set up 
to handle a crop which was already coming on the market. Feelings 
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were running high and there were diametrically opposed points of view 
between the other two members of the Committee. A comment made 
at the time reads: 
"Between the Chairman of the Committee and the other two 
members there was always the closest harmony; between these other 
two members, however, the situation demanded and received a differ-
ent attitude and one requiring a great deal of tact. For each of these 
members sits upon that Committee as the representative of opposing 
interests, the co-operators on the one hand and the independents on the 
other. How, then, under these circumstances should they agree on all 
points with one another? How should they honestly represent the men 
who sent them there if they came to a supine and flaccid agreement 
at all points upon matters which concerned so divergent interests? But 
in view of the arrangements which have been reached, I venture to say 
that there has been a general harmony in the Committee so far as those 
interests would allow." 
Tha t such a committee functioned at all was a high tribute to Mr . 
Black's self-control and powers of conciliation. He kept in very close 
contact with the Directors of the B.C. Fruit Growers Association and 
with those of the Shippers Federation as well as with the Minister of 
Agriculture. Each spring, while the Legislature was sitting, he spent 
several weeks in Victoria giving information and advice to the Minister 
and to the staff of the Department of Agriculture as they met attacks 
on the Produce Marketing Act and as they sought to improve and 
strengthen it through the passage of amendments. He travelled widely 
through the province meeting and speaking to both growers and 
shippers and he made trips to the States of Washington and California 
to gain knowledge of the various co-operative marketing schemes 
operating there. He also went periodically to the Prairies to check on the 
activities of the wholesalers and jobbers who marketed the crop. 
The Committee of Direction was financed by a levy of one and 
three-quarters of a cent on each box of apples or pears, one cent on 
other fruits and 50c a ton on vegetables. It was perhaps fortunate that 
the Committee was not faced with the marketing of a bumper crop in 
its first year while it was completing its organization. The 1927 crop 
was only 7 8 % of that of the preceding year but 2,108,970 boxes of 
apples, 1,074,000 packages of other fruits and 18,000 tons of vege-
tables were succesfully marketed. The Produce Marketing Act was 
considered to be a very controversial piece of legislation and was almost 
immediately challenged in the courts. I t was declared unconstitutional 
in the lower courts but was upheld by the B.C. Court of Appeals in 
January, 1929. 
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In the fall of 1930 Mr. Sanford Evans was appointed a Com-
misioner to investigate all aspects of the fruit marketing problem. 
During the years that Mr. Black had been a member of the Manitoba 
Government Sanford Evans had been the leader of the Conservative 
Party which was the main opposition. Perhaps some attitude of conflict 
between the two men still persisted but, in any case, Mr . Evans brought 
in a report which was very critical of the Committee of Direction and 
of the legislation under which it operated and which recommended, 
more or less, a return to open selling. This report was rejected by the 
B.C. Fruit Growers Association at their convention in January, 1931. 
All this litigation imposed a heavy load on the Chairman of the Com-
mittee and, in addition, it was necessary to prosecute offenders against 
the regulations of the Committee in the courts. The control of the 
marketing of potatoes was especially troublesome and resulted in 
numerous prosecutions. Legal counsel for the Committee was Mr. 
T o m G. Norris who was then practising in Kelowna and who is now 
a Justice of the B.C. Supreme Court. 
On February 16, 1931, the Supreme Court of Canada handed 
down its judgement declaring that, because the Act attempted to exert 
control over products which were shipped outside the province, it 
exceeded the powers of the Legislature of British Columbia and was 
unconstitutional. With the Act under which they operated declared 
ultra vires the Committe of Direction had no legal standing and it 
terminated its functions on March 6, 1931. At this time Mr. Black 
was still the Chairman but the other two members had changed and 
Mr. G. A. Barret and Mr . W . J. McDowell were the representatives. 
In the opinion of the great majority of the growers the Committee had 
done a good job, had established orderly marketing and had, even in 
the face of the developing depression, brought reasonable returns to the 
producers. 
Though Mr. Black lived in the Okanagan for only four years 
he left a large impress on its life. The success of the Committee must 
be largely credited to his skill and energy in organizing and directing 
its affairs. He was a man of the highest honor and integrity and there 
was always the assurance that he was working in the best interests of 
the growers and of the province as a whole and that personal animosi-
ties could never influence his actions. His opponents might disagree 
with the policies which he was called upon to enforce but they could 
never point to any unfairness or prejudice on his part. In addition to 
his official duties Mr . Black took a prominent part in the life of 
Kelowna. He took a leading part in the formation of a Canadian Club 
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and was a charter member of the Kelowna Rotary Club. He was an 
active member of First United Church and made a wide circle of 
friends throughout the whole Valley. 
T h e Committee of Direction set the pattern for all subsequent 
co-ordinated marketing organizations in the Okanagan and has 
therefore had an influence far beyond its own short life of four years. 
When its activities were suddenly terminated in 1931 chaos returned 
to the marketing system and this was intensified by the drop in buying 
power on the Prairies due to crop failures and the depression. In 1933 
the growers rose up under the slogan, "A Cent a Pound or on the 
Ground" and on the night of September 29, 1933, 500 men, women 
and children spent the night sitting on the railroad tracks to prevent 
a shipment of seven cars of bulk apples going to the Prairies on con-
signment. It was several years before reasonable marketing procedures 
were again established under special war-time powers. 
Mr. Black left Kelowna in the fall of 1931 and took up residence 
in Vancouver where he organized a successful venture in gold mining. 
He died in February, 1941, in his seventieth year. 
Acknowledgement—Much of the information on the operations 
of the Committee of Direction has been taken from the report on the 
Fruit Industry in the Okanagan, published in the 1964 Report of the 
Okanagan Historical Society. 
The James Gartrell barn at Trout Creek Point Summerland. Built of 
hand hewn logs about 1887. The first building to be erected by a white-
man in the Summerland district.—Photo by Eric D. Sismey. 
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The Lavington Ranch 
EDITOR'S NOTE: That research into the history of the area 
they call home be encouraged and stimulated, the Okanagan 
Historical Society for the past number of years has conducted an 
essay contest in the schools of the area the society serves. Annu-
ally the society awards a plaque to the student who submits the 
essay judged best by the High School Essay Contest Committee 
headed by Mrs. G. D. Herbert of Kelowna. Marlene Ohlhauser 
is a student in the W. L. Seaton Junior-Secondary School of 
Vernon. 
B Y M A R L E N E O H L H A U S E R 
In the year 1883, Nelson Duteau came to the Okanagan Valley 
and bought nine hundred forty acres ten miles east of Vernon. This 
he called the Duteau Ranch! He then married a native woman and 
they had a daughter, whom they named Rose. Rose wanted to marry 
a white man, but since she was a half-breed, none would wed her. 
Her father then offered his ranch to any white man who would con-
sent to marry his only daughter. An Englishman, Reuben Swift, mar-
ried her, and thus inherited the ranch. T h e couple had two children, 
but unfortunately they and their mother, died very young. These three 
graves can still be found not far from the original farm house. 
In 1905, Rube Swift sold to James Buchanan and went to live 
in Vernon. 
James Buchanan, who became Sir James Buchanan and later 
was named Lord Woolavington, was a distiller of White and Black 
whiskey. He renamed the Duteau Ranch and called it the Lavington 
Ranch. 
T h e manager of the ranch, the step-son of Lord Woolavington, 
was James T . Bardolph. Bardolph had a great deal of experience in 
cattle ranching as he had lived in the Argentine Republic for several 
years before coming to the valley. Due to his experience and good 
management the land was developed into a prosperous investment. 
T h e ranch had six hundred fifty acres under cultivation, and one 
hundred thirty more acres could be cleared easily. Four hundred of 
these acres were under irrigation and were seeded to hay and clover. 
There were also ninety acres of meadow land. Some two hundred 
fifty to three hundred acres were used for wheat, and these had a 
yearly yield of two hundred fifty to three hundred tons. A young 
orchard of one thousand apple trees from Ontario—Spy, Red-cheeked 
Pippin, Jonathan and King varieties were imported. T w o hundred 
fifty plum and cherry trees were planted also. 
T h e Nelson River ran through the ranch and was used for 
irrigation as Buchanan had rights to five hundred inches of it. As the 
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land held moisture so well, not so much irrigation water was needed 
here as on land nearer Vernon. 
For stock, the ranch had sixty head of Shorthorns and a small 
herd of pure-bred Jerseys. Besides these, there were one hundred fifty 
pigs of a cross between Yorkshire sows and Berkshire boars, Also there 
were fifty pure-bred Shropshire sheep and eighteen horses. It was 
said, too, that the Lavington Ranch owned the best matched four-horse 
team in the whole valley. 
In 1905 the first most modern barn of its kind was built. It 
accommodated eighteen horses, fifteen dairy cows and had a loft 
capacity of fifty tons. A new piggery to hold two hundred pigs, a 
cattle-shed and an implement shed were built also. The timber used for 
these buildings was taken off the ranch. During this year, a turbine 
was put on Coldstream Creek to grind and chop the feed. 
Then , unfortunately in 1908 the new barn burned down and it 
was never rebuilt. 
In 1910, Bardolph moved to Lumby and went into the real estate 
business, so Lord Woolavington, being without a manager, sub-
divided part of his land into five, ten, seventeen and twenty acre 
lots. T h e remaining land was sold to Mr . Berkly, a retired Indian 
Civil Service agent and a bio-chemist. Later he left for Vancouver 
to become a member of the Dominion Biological Station in Departure 
Bay, Nanaimo. 
Eventually, in 1922, W . G. Bunting bought the ranch of which 
Mrs. Bunting still owns fifty acres. The rest of the land was sold in 
various-sized acreages and building lots. Mrs. Bunting still lives in the 
original farm house with its stone fireplace, approximately two miles 
east of Lavington. 
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John Chinaman 
R E C O L L E C T I O N S O F A. H. ( G I N T ) C A W S T O N 
Who, and what kind of men were those we met upon the trail, or 
road so many moons away, walking single file with clothes too long, 
with hats belonging to another clime. 
These men with darkened skin and almond eyes, whose faces 
showed no sign until some act or word broke through their reserve 
to bring a smile. 
Some walked with a shuffling slide, as if their feet know no 
other way; while others lifted high their feet, still remembering paddy 
fields; but all walked with no outward sign of what they sought or 
why. 
From a crowded land they came on ships to find a more pros-
perous land. Opportunity both for themselves, and for the relatives 
they left at home. 
Where did they settle to make much needed dollars? At the 
sea shore, in cities, along creeks and rivers, in valleys or anywhere that 
needed labor, or where produce was grown. From San Francisco to 
British Columbia, they came to search this new land of hidden wealth. 
Those quiet, unobtrusive men who kept much to themselves were, after 
some years, found to have other talents besides laundry men, cooks, or 
field men. Prospectors sometimes found that they were not first upon 
a likely creek or gravel bar. Yes! the man I call "John Chinaman" 
had panned, sluiced and worked that area, and moved on, leaving only 
doubtful pickings. 
Years later some returned to old diggings and cabins to collect 
platinum and other minerals which in the heyday of gold was not 
known to be of value, and had been cast aside. 
I f you found them busy along a stream, the question generally 
was "John, you make um money", the answer, vaguely, was "two 
bittee - six bittee." I t will never be known how much gold or mineral 
left B.C. Jade, was plentiful in China, and this country was quite 
similar to parts of China, so we may be sure these men passed up noth-
ing of value. I have at home a reminder of those early gold rush 
days,—_t large nugget from Granite Creek given to my folks by an 
old Chinese in gratitude for kindness shown. 
This being our Centennial Year we should show, at least in part, 
how they shared in the development of our Province. When they 
first came to B.C. is open to conjecture, but we read of them in Walter 
Moberly's road and railway engineering; he mentions how loyal and 
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hard-working they were. In spite of the many hardships of camp 
life and lack of payroll, these men, the foremen found, never walked 
off the job as long as they had their staple foods of rice, some pork 
and fowl, plus a supply of their native beverages to celebrate a festive 
date and to ward off chills. They played their part in the building 
of our roads and railroads, and when our Province was linked with 
the other provinces to make our Confederate Fathers realize their dream 
of Canada, you may be sure a great many of the faithful helpers 
were Chinese. Still evident in places are the rail and road bed con-
struction of which these men were a part; why not? their ancestors 
had built the Great Wal l of China! 
Some of the earlier Chinese ran pack trains, and either packed 
their animals or drove on foot pigs and other stock. One such a man 
nemed Lew, packed in the Cariboo and later as an old man, died at 
Keremeos, B.C. Yib Poy packed at Lillooet, another who packed in 
many places was Lee M u n ; a butcher at Granite Creek who also drove 
to Grand Forks and back. In later years he called the Similkameen 
Valley home, and while at the old Barcelo cabin on the bench land at 
Cawston ate some raisins left for rodents, but luckily noticed the 
taste of them, and spat out the poisoned stuff before harm came. 
My father, who knew many of these men throughout B.C., 
vouched for their worth and honesty, and their ability as poker players, 
especially one in the Boundary country. In nearby Washington State 
the old town of Chee Saw was named after a Chinese who settled 
there, but I know of no such place names in our district other than 
China Creek in the upper Similkameen. Early history of the valley 
mentions a feud there between the Quong Yuens and Lee Munn's , 
popular opinion was that the whites who mixed in it would have been 
smarter to have left the settlement to the Chinese—it would have 
been cheaper. 
Princeton and Tulameen saw many who only stayed as long as 
"diggin's" lasted ,and where jobs were advantageous for them, but like 
other places some still have a few hardy perennials. T h e Richter 
boys used to tell of two who worked at the Richter Pass ranch, who 
settled a quarrel they had in old Country style with long poles or staffs. 
T h e one administering the best blows settled the argument. Working 
as cooks, experts in ground crops, in great demand as irrigators; as an 
old rancher remarked "they are the only men who can run water 
uphill." 
T o have a place to themselves to smoke and dream, they built 
small log cabins, well chinked, banked and with a sod or dirt roof, 
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generally one small window and a door that you had to stoop to enter. 
The stove, in many cases, was made from coal oil tins set on a sand 
base, holes for pipes and door were cut and fitted, and when com-
pleted it warmed the room with very little fuel. W a r m and snug, 
several of these huts could be found close together. On many ranches 
it was here that youngsters learned the use of chopsticks, heard the 
strange songs of these men, saw their coins with the square hole in the 
middle, watched them use the abacus, and their special ink used on thin 
Chinese paper to write those strange characters. This writing was done 
with a fine paint-brush, groups of strokes and curlicues up and down: 
we watched in awe as they wrote those odd characters, accounts and 
letters home. 
In towns where these men congregated they stayed in rooming 
houses, generally run by a Chinese boss, store keeper or laundry man, 
who also found jobs for which he took a cut, as well as his gains from 
room and board. This part of town was always known as "Chinatown" 
and here customers could only buy silks and Chinese goods, have their 
laundry work done with a private mark for each customer, no risk of 
mix-up or loss. This was done in day time—night was another matter; 
here, after work, they gathered, talked, read Chinese papers, played 
games, although often rudely interrupted by townsmen and cowboys, 
looking for a feed of Chinese food, excitement or a game of cards, 
maybe fan tan. Here they lived as they had in a homeland far away, 
dressed in loose blouses with long sleeves, brocaded buttonholes, hair 
in queue or loose pig tail, light, comfortable pantaloons and what 
always amazed me, a pair of flat slippers which never seemed to 
fall off. Small wooden bunks without springs or mattresses gave rest 
to these hard workers, who pound for pound, proved they had few 
equals in back breaking labour. 
In such places of business China New Year festivals were held, 
which occur in their calendar a month or more later than ours. Special 
foods, articles of ware, toys, fireworks had been brought in. A special 
treat were the China lily bulbs for most of their homes, and some 
given to old friends in time to bloom for the festive date. Simple to 
grow, all that was needed was a container bowl part filled with pebbles 
or small rocks and water. With heat and change of water the bulbs 
soon shot out long shoots and - a bud which soon opened to white 
flowers with yellow centres, giving off a delightful scent. These 
lilies are legendary, the story of reward to a young son whose in-
heritance was a rocky gravelly piece of land, where to his amazement 
these bulbs thrived, is a proverb only an old Chinese philosopher would 
understand. 
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PHOTO ONE 
Letter dated October 28, 1914. 
from Mak Sing. 
Addressed to Mr. R. L. Cawston 
from Mak Sing. The letter was 
written by a professional letter 
writer in Victoria. At the left 
hand bottom corner the English 
message is written in Chinese 
characters in order that Mak 
Sing could satisfy himself as to 
the contents of the letter. 
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This scroll on Chinese paper 
was prepared especially for Mr. 
A. H. Cawston. It was executed 
in Hong Kong at the direction 
of Mr. Cawston's friend "Ike" 
Sing. The scroll in authentic 
Chinese characters is a Centen-
nial tribute to all the Chinese 
people who in y e a r s past 
contributed so much to the de-
velopment of British Columbia 
by their loyalty to their em-
ployer and their uncomplaining 
attention to their jobs where-
ever they might be. 
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It was at this time of year that our Chinese help asked for 
time off, our cook would warn my mother that he might be away 
for a week or so, but he left all the work done up, and he certainly 
had a holiday coming. 
It was open house in all of their establishments, but some sent spe-
cial invitations to old friends and employers. They and their wives were 
served on silken table- cloths the special foods of China, cakes of 
many kinds, fruits, ginger and of course special China tea. Many 
went to celebrate, for they were gracious hosts, but it was a very hardy 
soul who could keep up to their hosts with "sam suey" and the many 
drinks which seemed endless. 
Who in Keremeos will forget some of those celebrations; one 
in particular, who having wandered into a back room where an 
aged Chinese watched over a large pot of chicken for their evening's 
repast, knocking the lid off, wrenched leg and thigh from the large 
fowl and waving it on high made off, followed by the irate old 
one, who with uplifted butcher knife, was calling Chinese blessing on 
him. 
In the old town of Keremeos Jin Kee, (or Low Jin, his proper 
name) , had made money in gold rush days, had the last laundry there, 
put on a celebration that was unique. Besides the usual New Year 
visiting he put on a full course turkey dinner with free drinks at the 
bar of the hotel at the Centre. Later in the evening at the old Richter 
Hall his boys brought in a hamper and between dances distributed a 
silk handkerchief to every lady present. An aristocratic, erect old 
gentleman, kind and benevolent, he never lost face, though in later 
years at Princeton I met him when hard times had left him almost 
penniless. 
In the lower Town T o m Sing, Sing Lee and others put on 
many an eventful evening, besides the numerous forays of the local 
blades out for a time on Chinatown. One event occurred at Sing's 
laundry when an administrator from the Coast was getting his laundry. 
He noticed a young girl amongst the people waiting and started to 
kid Sing whether she was his wife, getting the answer, "no, not wife" 
he still persisted, until Sing, with sarcastic reparte said "my cousin, 
Mr. C , all same you your boarding house". This caused a lot of 
laughs directed at Mr. C. and he changed his plans for a long stay 
in Keremeos. 
W e boys at home during early celebrations were not left out 
in these men's plans, they bought fire crackers, fireworks, toys, silk 
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goods, candy, litchi nuts, cigars for my dad, and beautiful silk table 
cloths for my mother, all this costing them more than a month's 
wages. 
Boys, of course were greatly appreciated by these men, especially 
the first born. My son wears a solid gold ring given to my dad by 
an old cook, who said it was inscribed as being handed from father to 
son. It is known as the "man maker." W e remember their little 
medicine vials, their herbs and home cures, their faith in a rooster 
to find a dead body, and many what we call superstitions, but above 
all, their honesty and servitude and lasting friendship. 
Rice and frugal living sustained them. They used the conical 
cigarette to economize on tobacco, and they grew much of their living 
off the land. Skunk and bear gall and bear paws were eagerly sought 
by the Chinese. One old fellow persuaded my brother to bring a live 
skunk in a sack so the gall would not be broken, as they were some-
times by too freely use of a club. On opening the sack the skunk 
scored a bulls eye on the Chinese, and my brother lost a sale. 
One who periodically returned to China was the first cook I 
remember, Sam Hing. He often wanted to take me back with him 
after I was older, but there was much unrest there and my parents 
did not wish me to be so far away even in so good a hand. He cared 
for me in the flood of '94 when the water came up to the fire box 
in the kitchen stove, and all around was dirty water. 
Ah, Sing was a colorful man of many acquirements. He had 
helped in the dairy for Barcelo before coming to us as cook. He was 
quite a doctor with herbs; he knew many cures, plants, roots, etc. His 
uncle had been a doctor. He could talk in Chinook, and knew some 
native Indian words; besides, he rode horseback and did the milking 
as well as helping to break in the fresh milk cows off the range. He 
was known as "dirty Sing" but was husky for his size and once 
won a bet toting some seven hundred pounds some fifty yards. His 
dog, "Jack" was a wonderful dog to hunt with if given permission 
by Sing; this dog could find anything hidden from him, could go 
behind the bar and pick out Sing's special brand of whiskey for which 
Sing won many bets off drummers. 
But the dog excelled himself when Sing, to show him off, 
sent him for his bucksaw, twice came back without it (what Sing 
didn't know, the hay hands had borrowed i t ) . Finally the dog who 
understood Chinese as well as English, went to the work shop, got 
the door unbuttoned, and getting on the bench table got down a six 
foot cross-cut saw, and dragging it out balanced it by the middle 
and proudly brought it to his master. 
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Coming home one evening from a trip to town on a cow 
pony we kept for short rides, Sing came through the gate as any rider 
would (you didn't get off a horse to open or close a gate) and 
in closing it was hampered by having in front of him a gunny sack 
full of Chinese delicacies, plus a supply of whiskey, G. & W . being 
one of his favorite brands. Now the cow pony was only a short 
distance from his home, and was anxious to join his mates, so when 
Sing kicked him he quickly crowded the post, as he was trained, but 
unfortunately the contact was too much for the bottles, and they 
smashed in many pieces. The outcome of all this was three-fold, 
first, a spirited horse from the outside, a dejected cook as to his 
insides, and last, a gate post that never rotted. 
One son of these early pioneers was a lad we called "Jock" 
and after leaving us he furthered his education, became owner of a 
chain of restaurants and other ventures, and on hearing of my mother's 
return to the Valley, took time off to come and see her and talk over 
a cup of tea. 
Pidgin English was a method of speech in early days, and 
like Chinook you had to get the hang of it, besides being good at 
mind reading and signs. One who never mastered much English 
was Puoy, who had worked for Bob Armstrong's dairy in the 
Fraser. T o order him to pick apples you said, "milkum apple"— 
then he understood. Hammill was an auctioneer, but Puoy couldn't 
say his name so he said, "him one dollar, two dollar" and W . D . 
Lang's hired man was another he could never name, but as this 
man was quite a talker Puoy referred to him as "gobble-gobble-
gobble." Men who cooked, baked, did washing and scrubbing, milked 
cows, bucked the wood, fed pigs and in leisure hours went into the 
garden, got from forty-five to fifty dollars a month. They fed and 
clothed themselves, sent money home and paid to bring out relatives 
to this new land. 
Before the advent of wells and pumps our cook used to bring 
water some distance from a spring fed slough. He used four coal-oil 
tins with wire bails and wire hooks on a pole some six or more feet 
long. With lots of spring to these poles, or "joy sticks" as we 
called them, they could, with a shuffling jog trot, tote all four 
cans full of water. Our cowboys, at China New Year's time, put 
these poles over their shoulders, but found to their disgust, that 
two cans were all they could successfully lug without spilling most 
of the water. 
Many cattle ranches such as Richter, Barcelo, Daly, Tweddle 
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had cooks and field hands and irrigators with names such as Leong 
Sun, Soo Ping, Lin Loy, Lin Kee, Billy Gee, Ho Chew, Mark 
Joy, while later many orchardists and vegetable growers had Joy 
Chew, Quong Yee, Yowng Sing, Leong Duck; this last laborer, 
and a friend, were shot bv Moy Wing, who went to the police station 
and told the man in charge that he had killed two China boy. I t 
took several tellings before the police (who were in the midst of 
getting out license plates) finally realized he had to do something 
about two China boys that had been shot. Wing was later sent out 
as a mental case, and supposed to have died later. This tragedy was 
one of the few cases to mar a clean record these men had in the Valley, 
and the constable of that time, who is a fruit inspector now, told 
me of the queer circumstances of this fatal shooting. 
T h e Great Northern Railway's section crew had Wong Tie , 
Lim Fong and this last man, with some others, were great baseball 
and hockey fans, and will remember "Charl ie" as he was called, 
for he was a devoted fan of the youngsters. Billy Gee, who worked 
for several outfits, once walked from Fairview to Princeton in one 
day. He passed Garney Willis ' place when the first smoke of morn-
ing showed, with a jog trot he must have refreshed his spirit at Kere-
meos and Hedley for Garney remarked his smile and trot got him 
to Princeton that night. 
Business places in the Old T o w n and Lower T o w n were Low 
Jin, Sing Lee (or Hong O n ) both laundry men. T o m Sing (or 
Joy Sow) had worked at Nickel Plate but later ran a store and room-
ing house, did contracting. Ho Chew had a store at Keremeos after 
working out many years. Charlie Hong had a restaurant where 
Thompson's Hardware now is. At my home were many such as 
Jock, Sam Hing, Ah Sing, Big Jim, Mak Sing, Gee, Jong Puoy, and 
Lee Lim. Many names I have forgotten who worked at the old 
" R " Ranch. For many of these names and proper ancestral names I 
am grateful to an old friend, Lim York, a Canadian well known as 
"Yorky", a former contractor, grower, cowboy at times, but later 
known as a cold storage and packing house man; also to " I k e " Sing 
and his wife for sending to Hong Kong for the authentic Chinese 
scroll to accompany this story. I am sure others will remember many 
more of these early settlers; space does not allow me to mention 
all of them. 
I am sure it is with a certain nostalgia that we say farewell 
to this period in the growth of our country. 
After many years these men were known by their proper names, 
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and they or their relatives had business interest and professional posi-
tions; all this, of course, by the hard work and savings of those early 
Chinese pioneers. 
Many of our Canadian Chinese, although respectful to their 
elders as old country courtesy demands, sometimes, I am afraid, 
look on them as old fashioned and out of date in this fast moving 
world. 
Some went back to China, and are no more; others lie buried in 
places where they worked. Only a few remain here and there. Look-
ing back we salute them from Coast to Valley; the Boundary Country, 
the Cariboo, or anywhere they left their mark. Securely they have 
earned a place in the history of our land. 
Even if there are none to receive a Centennial medallion we 
must remember with respect the unique people we once called "John 
Chinaman." 
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P. B. Willits 
Pioneer Kelowna Druggist 
P. B. Willits—1874-1938 
B Y R E B A W I L L I T S 
On April 15, 1902 Palmer 
Brooks Willits wrote a letter to 
his only sister in Ontario. He had 
just arrived in Vancouver with 
another young man from Ontario 
and both of them were desirous 
of trying out life in the West. 
He described this new country to 
her as a wonderful place, and 
Vancouver as a beautiful city 
where it rained a lot but always 
seemed to clear during the day. 
For the rest of his life my father 
was a B.C. booster and took an 
active part in helping to develop 
a corner of the province. 
Born in Norwich, Ontario, on June 29, 1874, he was the first 
son of Philip and Deborah Willits, both of whom were second genera-
tion Canadians. His boyhood was spent around Norwich( where he 
received his elementary and secondary school education. After this he 
became apprenticed to Mr. Fleming, a druggist in St. George, Ont . 
In those days it was possible to take one's whole training by apprentic-
ship and in due time " P a l m " passed the qualifying examination of the 
Ontario College of Pharmacy and received his diploma. Shortly after 
this he and four of his friends started out for "the West" . On his 
arrival in Vancouver the spell of British Columbia fell upon him and 
the province became his own. 
When he was unable to find a position as a druggist he worked 
as a dry goods salesman in Gordon Drysdale's Vancouver store. How-
ever city life did not appeal to him and he asked a commercial 
traveller to be on the watch for a likely place for him. About the 
same time the late Mr. E . Weddell , manager of Lequimes Store in 
Kelowna had asked a traveller to find him a suitable clerk. Thus in 
1903 father came to Kelowna to clerk in a general store once again, 
as he had done in his father's store as a boy. He travelled in on the 
S.S. York and had the good fortune to board with Mrs. Shayler, mother 
of Mrs. J . M. Paret and Charles Shayler. 
One day Dr. B. F . Boyce was in Lequimes making inquiries about 
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a patent medicine. When Dad was able to give him the details the 
Doctor found out that the new clerk was really a druggist—or a 
pharmacist according to modern terminology. From that time he made 
every effort to help Father establish himself in a business of his own. 
In 1904 with Mary Eliza Boyce, the Doctor's wife as a partner, 
Boyce and Willits opened for business in the Pooley Building at the 
foot of Bernard Avenue opposite the old C.P.R. wharf. This building 
was torn down in 1965. For purposes of registration the name of the 
firm was later changed to P. B. Willits and Company Limited. 
In May, 1905 Palmer Willits and Ellen Carrie Bailey were 
married at a quiet family wedding. The ceremony, held at the house 
of the bride, was performed by the Reverend Joseph Ball. In August 
of that year the company bought out the drug business of H. E. Wallis 
and the building in which it was housed on the corner of Pendozi 
Street and Bernard Avenue. Mother and Father once again lived over 
their store. This is where I was born. Dr. Boyce had his office in an 
attached wing, and later this was occupied by Dr. A. H. Huycke. This 
remained the site of the business until the present block was built in 
1913. It was business as usual while the old building was moved across 
the street to the corner where Fumerton's store is presently situated. 
When the old store was finally vacated it was moved to the 
property on Ellis Street where it became the home of " T h e Great 
W a r Veterans Association" and later "Holmwood"—a boarding house. 
It was torn down early in 1966. 
In 1907 Mr. G. A. McKay came from Manitoba and bought 
out Mr . Boyce's interest in the firm. From that time until the busi-
ness was sold in 1935 to Edgar Abbott of Armstrong, these two men, 
with such different personalities carried on a most amicable partner-
ship. Since Mr. McKay did not take out his B.C. registration, the 
name of the firm remained unchanged. Their aim was always to serve 
their customers to the best of their ability, and they built up an envi-
able clientele. 
" P . B . " as he was called by his friends, had a deep feeling of 
responsibility towards his community—although a shy man and plagued 
by ill health, he worked arduously for many organizations in the town. 
T h e Kelowna Hospital was probably his earliest and greatest interest 
This interest was shared by my mother who worked for many years on 
the Ladies Hospital Aid and was its president for a time. Father 
served in several voluntary positions as a member of the board, as the 
government representative for fourteen years, as a lecturer in Materia 
Medica to the student nurses from 1921 to 1933. When the X-ray 
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machine was installed he developed the x-ray plates for several years. 
When he retired the members of the Kelowna Hospital Society pre-
sented him with a silver cigarette box for "loyal unsparing service". 
T h e presentation was made at an annual meeting and I can remember 
so clearly how the surprise, his shyness, and the touching situation com-
bined to overwhelm him, so that he could only say "Thank you" even 
though he would have liked to say more. 
Father was also active with a group of local business men in 
the organization of the Kelowna Community Hotel. This was not 
undertaken as a money making project for themselves, but because 
they believed it would be an asset to the town. The Royal Anne Hotel 
lived up to their expectations due in no small way to the hospitality 
of the first manager, Mr. J . H. Broad and his wife. Father was the 
first chairman of the Board of Directors. 
In addition he served on the City Council, took an active part in 
the affairs of the First United Church where he was on the Board of 
Stewards. He was also President of the Kelowna Creamery. He served 
for several years on the School Board and was the chairman when plans 
were made to build the present Junior High School on Richter Street. 
The Masonic Lodge played an important part in Father's life 
and its ideals, and loyalty to his lodge brothers influenced him 
throughout his business life. Along with his close friend, Dr. B. F . 
Boyce—Uncle Ben to my sister Mary and me, and my grandfather, 
E. R. Bailey, Father helped to establish the first chapter of the Maso-
nic Lodge in Kelowna and named it St. George after his mother 
lodge. He became a charter member and later Master of the Lodge, 
and still later became the District Deputy Grand Master. Before this 
local chapter was formed, these men drove to Vernon to attend lodge 
—by horse and buggy! 
He was a charter member of the Rotary Club, but did not feel 
equal to accepting his turn as president in spite of the urging of his 
fellow members. One of my mother's treasures is a clock presented 
to him by the club for "twenty five years of ideal business service." 
Mother and Father were both keen on golf and in the "early 
days" used to play on the flats at the foot of Knox Mountain, so it 
was only natural that he was one of the organizers of the Kelowna 
Golf Club now the Kelowna Golf and Country Club. He was its 
first president and won the first Club handicap competition on June 
21st, 1921. Father opened the Club on that date and Dr. Gordon 
Campbell, the Vice-president, drove off the first ball. 
Father's pleasures were simple—to have his family around h im— 
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to spend his holidays with Mother at the family cabin "Dunwurk in" 
in Joe Rich Valley and to entertain his friends there; among them 
Dr. R. E. McKechnie, Dr. W . J. Knox and George McKenzie. 
He loved to spend a day in the hills with Mother when they would 
drive, (with the horse and buggy) hunting grouse, taking pictures and 
cooking their meals over an open fire. 
As long as his health permitted he was an enthusiastic gardener 
and the family place on Christelton Avenue was a small farm before it 
was subdivided as residential property. 
In the time of Father and Alex McKay, drug stores sold the 
bulk of school supplies, and although most of the staff dreaded the 
onslaught of hordes of children armed with long lists, Father thor-
oughly enjoyed being in the midst of this crowd. For many years the 
school children were treated to a free picture show at the invitation of 
P. B. Willits and Company and the first of these was Daddy Long 
Legs, starring Mary Pickford shown in the then new Empress Theatre. 
In September 1935 P. B. Willits and Company was sold to Edgar 
Abbott of Armstrong, who carried on the business under the Willits 
name. Ill health had prompted Father's decision to sell and his illness 
prevented him from enjoying the retirement he so richly deserved. 
It was very difficult for him to give up the business and I remember 
how patient the new owners were when he would come into the shop 
every day for a bit to stand and visit with the customers and sit at 
his old desk. 
His health failed rapidly and he died just before his sixty-fifth 
birthday in June, 1938. He was survived by his widow Ellen Carrie, 
his two daughters Reba and Mary (Mrs. E. P. Smith) and his brother 
Harman of the Belgo, 
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Centennial Supper and Musicale 
B Y K A T H L E E N S. D E W D N E Y 
The Centenary of Canadian Confederation was celebrated by 
the Penticton Branch of the Okanagan Historical Society with an 
old-time supper and musicale held in the Peach Bowl on February 3, 
1967. 
In an atmosphere of gaiety and colour, about a third of the 300 
who attended—historians, pioneers and guests—were in Centennial 
costumes. Some of these had been inherited, others borrowed, rented 
or made for the occasion. 
This was a pageant of Victorian fashion in many colours and 
styles: voluminous full-length hoop skirts and bustle skirts with 
flounces or paniers, and crinolines; basque bodices having leg-o'-
mutton, bell or puff sleeves; silk and satin gowns and small capes 
elaborately adorned with jet beads, lace trimmed silk gowns, distinctive 
velvet costumes, and pretty gingham dresses. 
Accessories were dainty lace mittens and gloves, matching muffs, 
parasols, hand embroidered or beaded reticules, lace trimmed hand-
kerchiefs, a feather boa, small feather fans, tippets and heirloom 
shawls. Hair ornaments included flowers, amber and tortoise shell 
jewelled combs and hair brooches; hairpieces were switches and 
century-old ringlets. Heirloom jewellery of the period consisted of 
lockets, , cameos, antique necklaces, pendants and earrings. Quaint 
•
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Centennial supper in the Peach Bowl, Penticton, February 3, 1967. 
P H O T O BY ERIC D. SISMEY 
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M R . AND M R S . VICTOR W I L S O N 
bonnets and hats were trimmed with flowers, ribbons, net, and ostrich 
plumes. 
And among the men were seen sideburns and mustaches; top 
hats, bowler hats and boaters; an early-day buckskin jacket, a uniform 
worn in the Spanish-American war, an early-day cricketer's blazer, 
a peacock array of fancy weskits worn with morning coats, Prince 
Albert suits with white shirts, high collars and black cravats, and 
tuxedos. 
Enhancing the atmosphere were articles used during the past 
century, but now museum pieces. 
Mr . Reg Atkinson, curator of the Penticton museum, provided 
a display of tools used by pioneers: a broadaxe, a froe for cutting 
shakes, an adze, a picaroon (pickaxe), wooden planes, a barking chisel; 
an ornate walnut library table and chair, a hand-painted screen, a 
hand-painted coal-oil lamp; a timber from the Ellis home. 
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Wilson had on display a family album of 
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100 years ago containing photographs of English country life; an old 
clock; an oak rum-tub on which, in large brass letters, is this toast: 
T H E K I N G G O D BLESS H I M 
Also, on the rum-tub is a brass plaque with this inscription: 
H.M.S. Ganges built in Bombay, 1812. T h e last sailing ship to serve 
as a sea-going flag ship. 
Mr. Frank Eraut had a display of bowls and trays he had made 
from native juniper and local fruit wood such as cherry, apple, apricot, 
and peach, in their charming natural colours. 
Dioramas, on a centennial theme, made by Kaleden school 
students, together with flags flanked the stage. 
Table-cloths were of red and white checked material and table 
centres were conversation pieces of historical interest—Victorian 
bric-a-bac, old pictures, albums, books, clocks, lamps, candlesticks and 
family heirlooms. 
T h e President of the Penticton Branch, Okanagan Historical 
Society, Mr . Victor Wilson, sartorial in top hat and morning coat, 
made a dynamic Master of Ceremonies. 
After the singing of " O Canada" Rev. Alvin Miller, vice-
president of the Penticton Branch, led the assembly in this Centennial 
prayer: 
"Almighty and merciful God, we give our hearty thanks to 
Thee for your loving kindness in appointing this good land of Canada 
to be our dwelling place among the children of men, and that we have 
been blessed with 100 years of internal peace through Confederation. 
" W e pray for the people of British Columbia, gateway to the 
Pacific and to half the world; with natural resources scarcely to be 
reckoned. 
" W e remember those who have gone before us, those who carved 
out our land, the Indian, the Eskimo, the immigrant pioneer, and 
we pray that we may all learn to live and work together as one great 
Canadian family." 
Chairman of the local Centennial committee, Mr. Joe Harris, 
gave the address of welcome. He said Canada had made wonderful 
strides forward during the past 100 years, and that the Centennial 
committee in each town was doing something to make the citizens 
aware of their heritage. This evening's event was co-sponsored by 
the Penticton Centennial Committee. 
Representing the youth of our young country just stepping into 
its second century of nationhood, Miss Brenda Boothe, in attractive-
Centennial costume, gave this toast: 
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'When asked to give the Toast to Canada, I was extremely 
honored and I feel very proud as I speak to you this evening. Canada 
means many things to many people—a land of beauty. 
"Nowhere will you find a greater diversity in the beauties, from 
the Maritime Provinces, the St. Lawrence River, the Great Lakes, 
Niagara Falls, the vast Prairies, the Rocky Mountains, the lush green 
valleys, the islands and coastal waters of the Pacific, to' the magnificent 
northland. 
"Canada is a land of freedom where no great poverty exists 
and where there are endless opportunities for our youth in education 
and employment. 
"Canada is a mosaic composed of the original natives, the Indian 
and Eskimo, and the ethnic groups from far away lands, Canada's 
natural resources are abundant and almost untapped, and in the first 
one hundred years, the development has been spectacular. 
"Let us, in this Centennial year, take more time to appreciate 
our heritage, using the knowledge gained through past failures that 
we may benefit from the understanding of these, to build a strong 
future and a strong Canada, with a firm foundation. 
"Please rise and drink a toast to our l a n d — C A N A D A ! " 
In proposing a toast to British Columbia, Mr. Harold Cochrane 
of Vernon, president of the Okanagan Historical Society, spoke of the 
heritage with which this province has been so richly endowed, and he 
gave highlights of the progress and development that had taken place 
during the past 100 years. 
He praised the pioneers who, with vision, courage and industry, 
conquered the wilderness and made our beautiful province one of 
the most prosperous in Canada. 
He said, " W e owe a great debt to our pioneers, let us carry on 
the work they have so nobly begun. I am proud to be a Canadian and 
very proud to be a British Columbia Canadian." 
T h e toast to Penticton was given by Dr. John Gibson who has 
spent most of his life in the city. He recounted events and humorous 
tales of the early days. He noted the tremendous progress and develop-
ment that had taken place during his lifetime, and paid tribute to the 
pioneers who had helped to build our city. 
Pointing to one seated at a table he said, "There is my former 
school teacher, Mr . Dan O'Connell . I was a pupil in the first class 
he taught in Penticton. . . . I am proud and happy to have my home 
in Penticton." 
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Mrs. Maggie Victor, in traditional buckskin costume, conveyed 
greetings from her people in the Okanagan tongue, which Mrs. Louise 
Gabriel, in red brocade, translated. Mrs. Victor was born on the 
Penticton Indian Reserve 80 years ago. 
A parade of all the women in Centennial costumes followed 
with Miss Brenda Boothe as commentator. 
The buffet supper with special old-time menu was served from 
authentic old china and pioneer cast-iron cooking pots, while other 
items such as lanterns and small butter churns decorated the serving 
tables. 
Mrs. Steve Cannings played a portable harmonium which 
originally belonged to her uncle, Rev. Colter White. The harmonium 
was used in the first Baptist Church in Summerland and later at 
religious services in the railway construction camps. 
Also providing dinner music was an old Edison phonograph 
owned and operated by Mr. Fred Waterman of Westbank. 
T h e remainder of the musicale consisted of solos and group 
selections by some members of the Light Opera of Penticton. Those 
taking part were: Carole McGibney, Jacqui Harris, Virginia Riley, 
Jane Sloan, Millard Foster, Rod Campbell and Garry Barnhardt, with 
Loretta Basso at the piano. 
Selections ranged from the gay nineties with, "She Was Only 
a Bird in a Gilded Cage," through the era of Lillian Russell to the 
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'60s, with selections such as "Hello Dolly" and present day folk songs. 
The singing of "God Save the Queen" ended a memorable 
evening which stirred feelings of thanks for the rich heritage bestowed 
upon Canada, pride in her past accomplishments and faith in her 
future. 
Postscriptum—A vote of thanks is extended to members of the 
committee who worked so hard to make the evening a success. They 
were Victor Wilson, Rev. Alvin Miller, Eric Sismey, Doug Gawne, 
and Mrs. W. R. Dewdney. — K . S . D . 
Section of a stone wall built at Guisachan near Kelowna, by Wm. 
Haug in 1892. This farm, which has for many years been the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. G. D. "Paddy" Cameron, was originally owned by Lord Aber-
deen, who had this wall built. It is 100 feet long and four feet high, and 
as there are no suitable stones in the vicinity they had to be hauled by 
Wagon from Dillworth Mountain, more than a mile away across Mill 
Creek. 
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B Y P H Y L L I S A. L A L O N D E 
In 1881 the lease on the "Church F a r m " in Frampton, Glouces-
tershire, which the family had held for 200 years expired and Samuel 
Phelps French decided to come to Canada. He arrived in New Orleans 
and came up the Mississippi to Winnipeg where he bought a large 
ranch. Mrs. French came later bringing with her five small children, 
Sam, Tom, Frank, Jack and Elsie; and a maid, Polly, to help look 
after the children. They were a month on the water and landed at 
either New York or Halifax. Grandmother French had booked passage 
on an earlier ship but due to the fact that several of the children came 
down with measles, had to cancel that reservation. T h a t ship went 
down with all its passengers and was never heard of again, so we 
thank the measles for her safe journey. The journey into Winnipeg 
was made on the first through passenger train which ran into that city. 
T h e French famiy stayed in Winnipeg for ten years. George, 
Percy, Daisy and Stanley were born there. T h e maid Polly did not re-
main with the family long as she soon found herself a husband in 
this new Canada. Mrs. French later employed an Indian woman who 
was her only attendant when son George was born. 
In Winnipeg they suffered many hardships. They had a number 
of acres in wheat. One year the crop was destroyed by hail stones and 
the next by frost, so Mr. French decided to try British Columbia, a 
province of which he had heard a great deal. In the spring of 1891, 
he, along with his sons, T o m and Frank, came to Sicamous by C.P.R. 
and from there walked through to Cherryville in search of a place 
to settle. They returned to Vernon and purchased the property on 
which the new Salvation Army Citadel is now being erected and built 
there that year. The rest of the family arrived the same year and 
camped where the Pioneer Sash and Door Company now stands while 
their home was being erected. They made the journey from Sicamous 
to Enderby by boat and from Enderby to Vernon by stage, as the Shu-
swap & Okanagan Railway into Vernon was not completed until 
September 1891. 
Among those attending the opening exercises of the Vernon 
School in the fall of 1891, we find the names of Fred and George 
Gartrell, Elsie, Percy and George French. J . Sivewright was the 
school teacher. Fred and George Gartrell came from Summerland 
to go to school, there being no school in Summerland. At that time 
school was held in the small building next to the Park School (the 
present Industrial Arts Building) which was later bought by Price 
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Ellison and turned into a dwelling. Aunt Daisy Crawshaw lived in 
this cottage for some time. T h e Park School was built in 1893. Sam 
and T o m worked on this building. 
Elsie French married George Gartrell, the boy friend of her 
school days of 1891. He belonged to another old pioneer family of 
Summerland who owned a large acreage in the Trout Creek area. 
George Gartrell was employed by the Fisheries Department of the 
Provincial Government for many years and spent most of his spare 
time prospecting right up until the time of his death. 
Sam French was a member of Vernon's City Council in 1903. 
T h e French family were always ardent church supporters. Samuel 
P. French, Jr . , and Jack G. French were elders in the Presbyterian 
Church, and after the amalgamation of the Presbyterian and Method-
ist Churches in 1925, the United Church. Jack French was Clerk of 
Session for many years. Thomas R. French was a member of the 
Board of Stewards and a Trustee of the Presbyterian Church in the 
early years in Vernon. Percy French was also a Trustee of the United 
Church at the time of his death. 
In the first class in the "new" high school on Mason Street, built 
in 1905 appears the name of Daisy French. Clarence Fulton was the 
school teacher. 
Among five students who completed their matriculation in 1903 
in a year and a half instead of the customary three years, appears the 
name of Percy French. This group of students were probably the hard-
est working in Vernon's history and quoting from an article in the 
report of the Okanagan Historical Society ( 1 9 5 1 ) : "They had fun 
too . . . During the winter of 1903 Kalamalka Lake had a long spell 
of skating. For about two weeks Mr . Ellison sent his team to take the 
whole school skating every afternoon. George and Percy French also 
brought their team to give the school many a gay sleighing party." 
Both Percy and Stanley were very active in sports in Vernon's 
early days and members of Vernon's Hockey Team. 
Percy French graduated from the Ontario College of Agricul-
ture in 1911 and went on to become the Okanagan's first Master 
Farmer and served on the B.C. Fruit Board, the Economic Council of 
B.C., the B.C. Federation of Agriculture and in various other 
capacities. 
Stanley French served Overseas with the 55 th Battalion in the 
First World War . When he returned he took up farming in the Bella 
Vista area but later was a horticulturist with the Provincial Govern-
ment and served in this capacity at various places until his death in 
Penticton in 1942. 
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F R A N K AND A N N A F R E N C H — 1 9 0 8 
When the French family came to the Okanagan, they engaged 
in market gardening. Frank French used to sell vegetables in Trail 
and Rossland where they were shipped via C.P.R. to Revelstoke and 
down the Arrow Lakes by boat. Then Frank went to work for Mr . 
Alcock in a fruit and confectionery store in Vernon, later buying him 
out. He used to sell buttermilk from his Father's farm at five cents a 
glass. This was considered quite a treat. Frank French was a member 
of Vernon's first Fire Brigade. In 1897 he moved to Fairview, two 
miles east of Oliver, then a bustling mining town and administrative 
centre of the entire Southern Interior, where he worked for L. W . 
Shatford who had a general store. This town gradually disintegrated 
until today only a single small building remains. In 1903 Frank went 
to Hedley and opened a store for L. W . Shatford, buying him out in 
1913. When in Hedley he met his bride to be, Anna Brown, who was 
visiting her sister there, and married her in 1908. He moved to Van-
couver in December 1918 and operated a grocery store for a couple of 
years but returned to Vernon and took up farming at Lavington. 
Frank's second son, Arthur, was killed in Sicily in July 1943 while 
serving his country during the last war. 
George French started the first newspaper in the Similkameen in 
Hedley in 1905. He was in the employ of The Vernon News for a 
number of years, later he worked with the Oliver Chronicle and was 
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with the Vancouver Province for eight years. He married Eff ie Forbes 
in Vernon in 1907 and the bride and groom travelled to Penticton by 
boat, the "Aberdeen," spent the night there and then by stage coach to 
Hedley — a day's journey. As the stage coach neared Hedley, it was 
customary for the bride and groom to sit up on the seat with the driver 
and for the bride to drive the four horse team into town. Little Effie 
French's feet would not reach the floor of the coach so the mail bags 
were piled under her feet. Just before they reached the town, a rattle-
snake reared its ugly head in the middle of the road. T h e groom and 
the driver jumped off the coach to kill the snake, leaving the little 
bride to hold the horses which reared up on their hind legs. It was a 
terrifying moment for Effie French, not knowing whether the horses 
would bolt or what might happen. However the snake was killed and 
Effie still has the rattles. 
Thomas R. French, assisted by his brother Samuel, laid the first 
sidewalk in Vernon in 1893. This was on the south side of Barnard 
Avenue according to reports. T o m French worked with the contrac-
tors who built the Kalamalka Hotel and the Catholic Church. Frank 
worked with T o m on many of the early buildings in Vernon. T o m 
was very interested in the Vernon Irrigation District and served on the 
Board of Trustees for many years, being elected to the first Board of 
Trustees on the 24th December, 1920, when the Company took over 
the White Valley Irrigation & Power Co. T h e first irrigation project 
in the District had been started by the Coldstream Ranch, owned by 
Lord Aberdeen, in 1906 under the supervision of W . Crawley Ricar-
do, then manager of the Ranch. 
In 1898 Mr. French, Sr., bought the old Walker place consisting 
of some 900 acres for his sons Sam and T o m . In 1898 T o m married 
Maud Kay and remained on this property until 1902 when he and his 
wife bought the adjoining Luc Girouard place. Luc Girouard was Ver-
non's first postmaster. Daughter Gladys, Mrs. Syd Collins, and her 
husband still live in the big house and daughter Phyllis and her hus-
band, Lloyd LaLonde, are engaged in the dairy business on the re-
mainder of the property. Lloyd and Phyllis live in the cottage which 
was built in 1912 for Sandy Rankine, who was employed on the ranch, 
when he brought his bride from Scotland. In the early 1900's T o m 
sold carloads of hay from this property to the Coalmont Collieries at 
$35.00 per ton. 
After Sam and T o m separated their farming operations, Jack 
went into partnership with his brother Sam. Parts of the original 
Walker place were sold and the remainder of the property split up 
about 1907 between Mr. French, Sr., and Sam and Jack. Sam's son, 
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Philip, and his son Dale, are still engaged in the cattle business on 
Sam and Jack's portion of the property. 
In 1911, Mr . French Sr., built the house on that part of the 
property which is known as the Broadview Ranch where he lived with 
his son Percy until his death in 1926, Mrs. French having predeceased 
him in 1912. The first apple crop on this property was harvested in 
1913. Mr. Percy French's son, Dick, now farms this property. 
On April 1st, 1905, Mr . Samuel P. French, Sr., bought the 
property where the Recreation Centre now stands from the Estate of 
the late Luc Girouard and built the family home which was recently 
torn down to make room for the Centre. T h e property of which this 
was a part was originally Crown granted to Luc Girouard and Thomas 
Greenhow on August 5th, 1884, and Mr. French acquired approxi-
mately 65 acres of this property. Some lots were sold off this and in 
1912 Mr . French sold the balance of 34 acres to MacKenzie, Mann 
& Co. Ltd., the contractors who were engaged in building the railway 
for the Canadian Northern Pacific Railway (later C.N.R.) and who 
sold it to the Railway in 1914. Douglas French is presently engaged in 
constructing the new Slumber Lodge and an addition to the Health 
Centre on this property. 
In closing I might add that some of the present generation are 
still carrying on in the old family means of livelihood. In farming 
we have Philip, son of Sam, and his sons Ira and Dale; Dick, son of 
Percy, and Phyllis, daughter of Tom, and her husband, and all except 
Ira are on the original French farms. In the building and construction 
end we have Eric, son of Tom, and his son, Eric, Jr . , in Calgary; 
Reg, son of Frank; Douglas, son of Sam, and Philip's son, Barry. 
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T h e Okanagan Word is " S ' K L A M " — F e a s t 
B Y E R I C D. SISMEY 
Nearly 2,000 people gathered to enjoy Chinook salmon toasted 
Indian style at the third annual salmon barbeque held on the Pen-
ticton Indian Reserve, July 22-23, 1967. 
Since 1967 is the Centennial year the local Indian band decided 
that S'klam - barbeque if you prefer, should be an all Indian affair 
and that Centennial medallions for Indians born before January 1, 
1892, should be presented on the Reserve by a high ranking Indian 
rather than inclusion as a part of the Centennial Pioneers party held in 
the Penticton Peach Bowl on May 14. 
Arrangements were made early with the Nahanee family of 
North Vancouver to prepare and cook nearly a ton of salmon and 
Chief Dan George of the Tsa-lall-watte of North Vancouver, O l ' 
Antoine of C.B.C. consented to present the medals. 
Saturday, July 22, dawned fair. The hot spell earlier in the 
week had been broken by showers the day before and the weekend 
temperatures were in the comfortable 80s. 
T h e barbeque was held in a grove of poplars along the banks 
of Shingle Creek. Tables and chairs had been thoughtfully arranged, 
the ground thoroughly wetted down and a suitable platform decorated 
with cedar boughs built for the ceremonials. 
T h e sun had not risen far above the mountains before Lome 
Nahanee kindled a fire among the man-size alder logs lying in the 
pit. By mid-morning the fire had burned down to a bed of glowing 
coals to become a perfect cooking fire. 
As in the past the filleting table was a center of interest. Lome 
Nahanee and son-in-law, Bruce, sliced the fillets away with one 
slash of their razor sharp, sword-like knives. T h e n each was cut into 
dinner size pieces, threaded on long hardwood sticks, and leaned 
against a metal rod, flesh side towards the fire. 
T h e back bones with the thin slice of red meat between the bones 
did not stay long on the cutting table. Narcise Gabriel smiled while 
he filled a pail to say "This is the best part of the fish, white men throw 
it away". 
Toasting must be done slowly. T h e rich red fillets cook in their 
own juice and by no other way is salmon more delicious. 
I t was a long lunch hour on both days. Beginning about noon 
until around two the line was never ending. As fast as one plate was 
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Chief Dan George (O'Antoine), of C.B.C. fame, at the Salmon Barbeque 
at Penticton, July 22, 1967. At left in ceremonial attire. 
PHOTO BY ERIC D. SISMEY 
filled with a generous chunk of sizzling fish, potato salad, roll, butter 
and a golden ear of corn, there was another waiting plate. This 
was repeated many, many times only to start afresh at supper time. 
It was the original intention that Chief Dan George, O l ' An-
toine of C.B.C. fame, would present the Centennial medals. But he 
was unavoidably delayed and rather than set back the whole pro-
gramme, Chief Louie Miranda of North Vancouver consented to 
make the presentation. 
Chief Miranda was introduced by Mrs. Louise Gabriel, (lak-
met-tque), Chairman of the Indian Ladies' Club, organizers of 
the S'klam. As Chief Louie Miranda presented the medals each 
recipient was introduced to the spectators. They were: Peter Jack, 
Margaret Seymour, Nancy Paul, Matilda Gabriel, Mr . and Mrs. 
Lezard. Unavoidably absent were Christine Joseph and Charlie Arm-
strong. Maggie Victor's medal was awarded posthumously. 
Others introduced by Louise Gabriel were: Chief Barney Alli-
son of Lower Similkameen; Mayor Maurice Finnerty of Penticton, 
David Pugh, M.P . for Okanagan-Boundary, and Frank Richter, 
Provincial Minister of Agriculture. 
By the time short addresses had been given by the distinguished 
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white guests Chief Dan George arrived and before he, daughter Irene, 
and son-in-law, Joe, changed into ceremonial attire preparatory to 
presenting native dances, which included Chief Dan's proprietary Wol f 
dance, the speech he delivered at Empire Stadium in Vancouver, July 
1, was repeated. 
"As Canada celebrates her hundred years," he declared, " I am 
sad for all Indian people throughout the land. I have known when 
your forests were mine; they gave me meat and my clothing. But 
in the last hundred years since the whiteman came, I have seen 
my freedom disappear like the salmon going mysteriously out to sea. 
The whiteman's strange customs which I could not understand pressed 
me down until I could no longer breathe. 
When I fought to protect my land and home I was called a 
savage; when I neither understood nor welcomed this way of life I 
was called lazy. When I tried to rule my people I was stripped of my 
authority. 
" O h God in Heaven!" he continued, "Give me back the cour-
age of the olden chiefs. Let me wrestle with my surroundings. Let 
me again, as in the days of old, dominate my environment. Let me 
humbly accept this new culture and through it rise up and go on". 
Chief Dan concluded: " I shall see our young braves and our 
chiefs sitting in the house of law and government, ruling and ruled 
by the freedoms of our great land. So shall we shatter the barriers 
of our isolation. So shall the next hundred years be the greatest in the 
proud history of our tribes and nations". 
When Chief Dan's stirring words, his powerful voice, died 
away there was a momentary hushed silence before the burst of ap-
plause. 
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The final trumpet has sounded and they have been called to the 
great beyond, but in their passing they have thrown the torch. We 
must not fail. 
Mrs. Dorothy Vernon Simms 
A truly authentic pioneer, Mrs. Dorothy Vernon Simms, died on 
April 21 at the age of 76 years. 
She was born on December 11, 1890 in Vernon and was the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John P. Burnyeat. Mr . Burnyeat was one 
of the pioneer civil engineers in the Okanagan. 
Mrs. Simms attended school in Vernon and at All Hallows, Yale. 
She married James Gray Simms on June 8, 1912 in Vernon. Mr. 
Simms was provincial assessor in Vernon for many years. 
A former member of the Chrysler Chapter of I O D E she was 
also active in the Parochial Guild of All Saints Anglican Church. 
She was predeceased by an infant son in 1915 and by her hus-
band in 1964. 
Among the survivors are one daughter, Frances, Mrs. George 
Leng; three sons, Keith and Will iam of Vernon and Eric of Vancou-
ver and seven grandchildren. 
Pallbearers for the funeral April 24 in the All Saints Anglican 
Church were Neil Davidson, Thomas Drew, J . G. Garrett, Douglas 
Kermode, W . L. Seaton, Sr., and A. C. Wilde. Canon C. E . Reeve 
officiated, interment following in Pleasant Valley Cemetery. 
Mr. George Lewis Ormsby 
Ormsby, George Lewis, died at his residence, Garafine, on 
Kalamalka Lake on August 14, 1967 at the age of 88. T h e late Mr . 
Ormsby was born into an eminent Anglo-Irish family at Ballycastle, 
County Mayo in Ireland, and at the age of 18 sought adventure by 
coming to Canada and engaged in many occupations until arriving 
in the Okanagan in 1902. 
He enlisted in the 2nd C M R s in August, 1914 and was wounded 
by exploding shrapnel during the battle of the Somme. After de-
mobilization he returned to the Coldstream Valley to become a fruit 
grower where he served as a director of the Vernon Irrigation District. 
In 1946 he retired to live quietly on the shore of Kalamalka Lake. 
Surviving are his wife Margaret, a son, Dr. Hugh Ormsby of 
Toronto, two daughters, Dr. Margaret Ormsby of Vancouver and 
Mrs. James a Marcellus of Mission City. A sister Mrs. N . Judd of 
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Newton Square, Pa., seven grandchildren and one great-grand child 
also survive. 
Mrs. Marguerite Smith 
Marguerite Smith, 60, wife of Walter Smith of Kelowna, 
died January, 1967. She was a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. A. 
Berard who came to Kelowna by wagon from Kamloops in 1888. Her 
brother Louis Daniel Berard of Nakusp predeceased her by two days. 
He was a veteran of two world wars. 
Surviving Mrs. Smith are three sisters, Mrs. Will iam Spear and 
Mrs. R. E. Holland of Kelowna and Mrs. L. Gillard; and three bro-
thers Joe, Andres and Alfie. Also surviving Mrs. Smith is a daughter 
Mrs. R. J . Christie of Prince George. 
Surviving Mr . Louis Daniel Berard are his wife and son John of 
Nakusp and two daughters Mrs. Vivian Ryden of Burns Lake and 
Mrs. R. Kerr of Vancouver. 
Mrs. Alice Estelle Elliott 
Miss Alice Estelle Elliott born Alburgh, Vermont, March 1868, 
died in Kelowna January, 1967. Obtained her B.A. at McMaster's 
University, Hamilton, Ont . Taught school in Chilliwack, Cobble 
Hill, Summerland, Westbank, Okanagan Mission, and finally at 
Peachland and Trepanier. Retired from teaching in 1927 and made 
her home in Peachland. 
Survived by five nephews and two nieces: Franklin of Nelson, 
Gerald A. of Kelowna, J . Douglas of McBride, Arthur of Terrace 
and J . Donald of Deep Cove; (Wi l l a ) Mrs. J . de la Mare of Van-
couver and (Dorothy) Mrs. D. E. Foucar of Pennsylvania. 
Mrs. Ethel Gardner 
Mrs. Ethel Gardner, 88, a 56 year resident of Kelowna. Her 
husband H. G. M. Gardner predeceased her fn 1963. T h e Gardners 
were among the founders of both the Kelowna Tennis Club and the 
Kelowna Badminton Club and were active supporters throughout their 
lives. 
Mrs. Grace M. Conway 
Grace M. Conway, long time resident of Kelowna died in Vic-
toria Oct. 26, 1966. She came to the Okanagan as a girl and re-
sided in Summerland marrying Jack R. Conway in 1910 when she 
moved to the Kelowna District. She was active in the Pandosy Circle 
of the United Church and the Mothers' Auxiliary of the Boy Scouts. 
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Mr. James David Pettigrew 
James David Pettigrew, 81 , passed away at Kelowna in June 
of this year. He came to Kelowna in 1907 and established a whole-
sale jewellery business. He was well known for his work with the 
Kelowna Volunteer Fire Brigade of which he was a founding member 
(1909) and Fire Chief (1920 to 1945) . In his younger days he was 
active in war canoeing, baseball and lacrosse. He was a Kelowna City 
Alderman from 1936 to 1944 and Mayor in 1945 and 1946. He was 
a former President of the Kelowna Gyro Club. 
He is survived by his second wife the former Marie de Pfyffer 
and his daughter Margaret (Mrs. W . M. Stiell), Deep River, Ont. , 
and two grandchildren Ian and Jennifer. 
George Gilbert Batstone 
George Gilbert Batstone, a resident of the Similkameen and 
Okanagan since 1898, passed away in Penticton on September 24, 
1967, just six months short of reaching 90 years. A native of Boston, 
Mass., he came to Granite Creek in the spring of '98 with the 
Boston-British Columbia Placer Gold Company. Later he worked 
at freighting and hauled the first load of ore that was shipped out of 
Princeton—one ton in small sacks. 
In 1911 he married Ethel Thynne, daughter of John Granville 
Thynne of Nicola (now Merr i t t ) , owner of the first stopping house 
which still stands in the Otter Valley. After 28 years of cattle ranch-
ing in the Similkameen Mr . Batstone moved to Penticton. 
He is survived by one son, Jack, and one daughter, Mrs. George 
P. Broderick, both of Penticton; eight grandchildren and five great 
grandchildren. 
Mr. H. W. Corbitt 
Henry Wellington Corbitt, 79, died in Penticton Hospital. 
He had been a resident of Kaleden since 1907 when he came to 
British Columbia from Nova Scotia. 
A well-known orchardist he was active in many areas of public 
service and for years was a school trustee in the district. 
In 1958 he wrote a history of Kaleden as part of the observ-
ance of the B.C. Centennial. 
He is survived by two daughters, Charlotte (Mrs . Merv Davis, 
Vancouver), and Jane (Mrs . Ralph Phelps, Beaverdell); and seven 
grandchildren. 
His wife predeceased him in 1963. 
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Mr. Martin J. Conroy 
Martin J . Conroy, 72, died at Vernon December 1966. He was 
born in the Rutland district of Kelowna in 1894 and had the distinc-
tion of being the first child delivered by Dr. B. F . Boyce (Kelowna's 
first doctor). He served 46 years with the Okanagan Telephone Com-
pany starting as a cable splicer in Vernon in 1920 and became super-
intendent in 1951. He was a member of the Vernon Rotary Club and 
a charter member of the Knights of Columbus. He was a past Presi-
dent of the Vernon Chamber of Commerce and a former director of 
the Canadian Chamber of Commerce. 
He is survived by his wife Evelyn, one son Thomas of Nanaimo 
and five daughters (Eileen) Mrs. John Dedora of Vernon, (Mildred) 
Mrs. Arthur Clease of North Kamloops, (Bernice) Mrs. John Arm-
strong of Williams Lake, (Mary) Mrs. Ralph Evans of Williams 
Lake and June in Monterey, Calif. Also surviving are 21 grand-
children and a brother Joseph in Kelowna and four sisters Mary and 
Mrs. E. A. Moss in Kelowna, Sister Agnes Dolores of High Prairie, 
Alta. and Agnes in Vernon. 
Mr. Benjamin Hoy 
Benjamin Hoy, 78, died at Kelowna January 1, 1967. Born in 
Fall River, Massachussetts he took his degree in Agriculture at O n -
tario Agriculture College. He was appointed Assistant Agriculturist in 
the B.C. department of Agriculture in Vernon in 1909 and then on 
for the rest of his life became one of the most trusted and respected 
advisers of Okanagan fruit growers. He became Provincial Horticul-
turist in Victoria and retired in 1961. After his retirement he was 
an active member of the Okanagan Historical Society. He is survived 
by one son Benjamin in Florida and two daughters ( Jane t ) Mrs. 
Lome C. Hume of Vancouver and (Poppy) Mrs. Alvon Percy of 
Port Moody, B.C. 
Percy Earl Agnew 
Percy Earl Agnew passed away in Penticton on August 3 1 , 1967, 
at the age of 67. Born in Ontario Mr . Agnew came with his family 
to Penticton in 1907. He married Annie Finlay of Didsbury, Al-
berta in 1924. Mr . Agnew was engaged in the grocery business in 
Penticton until his retirement in 1959. He was an active supporter of 
the First Baptist Church for many years, and was a member of the 
Okanagan Historical Society. 
He is survived by his wife, Annie; two daughters, Mrs. Scott 
Williams of Penticton, and Mrs. E. J . Wigglesworth of Dundas, O n -
tario; and five grandchildren. 
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Mrs. Harry Robert Lawrence 
Mrs. Harry Robert Lawrence, nee Mary Louise Knudson, born 
Dec. 10, 1885 in Rosedale Municipality, Manitoba. Moved to Nelson 
with her parents in 1897, then to Keremeos in 1907 where her father 
did carpenter work. 
Married Mr. Lawrence in 1910 and moved back to Nelson for 
five years. Mr. Lawrence owned a shoe store and made custom boots. 
In 1915 the family moved to Brushy Bottom Ranch (seven miles 
south of Hedley) where they started a mixed farming operation, and 
supplied Hedley and Nickel Plate Mine residents with fresh milk, 
cream and eggs. 
There were four children, Mabel Crowther and John, deceased. 
(Iris) Mrs. Doug Smithers of Smithers and George, living at the 
ranch. 
Mr. Barnett Ford 
On Oct. 22, 1966, the Kelowna area lost another- of its old-
timers, when G. B. Ford died in the Kelowna General Hospital at 
the age of 84 years. Funeral services were held at St. Andrew's 
Church, Okanagan Mission. Surviving are one sister in England, his 
wife Alice in Okanagan Mission, and two children G. R. W. (Dick) 
Ford in Okanagan Mission, and Joyce, Mrs. Max Cleugh in Van-
couver. His first wife Harriet (Hattie) daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G. 
R. Thomas, predeceased him in 1937. 
Mr. Ford, born in England, was a veteran of the Boer War. He 
came out to British Columbia in 1906, going first to Victoria. In 
August 1907 he came to the Okanagan. In 1909 he bought 20 acres 
in Okanagan Mission, and here he raised fruit for many years. 
Mrs. Maggie Victor (Wha-hul-kim-malks) 
Maggie Victor, Wha-hul-kin-malks, in her native tongue, died 
on the Penticton Indian Reserve on February 22, 1967. She was 80 
years old. Maggie was the daughter of Chief Edwards, grand daughter 
of Chief Francois. 
Maggie was baptised by Father Charles Pandosy, O.M.I, in the 
Mission House on the reserve which he built in 1885 and which is 
now falling in ruin. 
Maggie was well known on both sides of the river and while 
she had no children of her own she was grandmother, Kuk-na, to 
all the children on the reserve. We will miss you Maggie. 
E. D. S. 
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Mrs. Jessie Maude Chapman 
Jessie Maude Chapman, 87, died at Kelowna Dec. 31 , 1966. 
Her husband D. Chapman was a well known Kelowna business man 
and founder of D. Chapman and Co. Ltd. Mrs. Chapman is survived 
by two sons David and Eric and one daughter (Joyce) Mrs. W . Hous-
ton of Kelowna. 
Mr. Walter Charles Renfrew 
Walter Charles Renfrew, 97, died in Kelowna Oct. 1, 1966. 
He came to Kelowna in 1910 and is survived by his daughter (Mar -
garet) Mrs. E. Barton. 
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Vernon Girls" Trumpet Band 
B Y R. W . HODGSON 
The Vernon Girls' Trumpet Band was formed the winter of 
1948 and 1949 by Robert W . Hodgson, Canadian Postal Letter Car-
rier Supervisor and retired regimental sergeant-major of the British 
Columbia Dragoons. Mrs. Marguerite Hodgson assists her husband 
and is the official chaperone. 
The band has grown in size from the original twenty members 
to the present strength of fifty-five. I t is an all-girl band and their 
ages range from twelve to sixteen years, and all are residents of Ver-
non, B.C. 
They have six uniforms in their wardrobe. Thei r standard uni-
forms are gold satin pleated skirts, brown tunics with gold and purple 
trim, and gold pill box hats. For Vernon's Annual Winter Carnival 
they wear green and red felt uniforms with white silver star motif and 
matching toques. These convert to western dress with white satin 
blouses and white cowboy hats worn at rodeos. They also have a 
casual uniform of black slacks, red and green campus shirts with white 
crests on them. For travelling they have gold skirts and brown blazers 
with band crests. 
Over the period of nineteen years the band has not only grown 
in size but in fame. They have played in competitions and parades 
throughout Canada and the State of Washington. They have received 
invitations to take part in parades and functions all over the United 
States and Canada. They have had numerous radio and television ap* 
pearances and interviews as well as press photographs in numerous 
papers. 
The trumpet band specializes in precision marching and fancy 
drills. Their instruments are composed of drums, trumpets, horns, 
glockenspiels and cymbals. They hold twenty-nine major trophies, most 
of which they keep permanently. Also they have fifty-seven award 
certificates that they have won in various competitions. 
T h e band has won top awards at the Moose Jaw International 
Band Festival in Saskatchewan, Abbotsford International Band Fes-
tival, Victoria, B.C., May Day Celebrations, Pacific National Exhibi-
tion at Vancouver, B.C., Wenatchee Washington State Blossom 
Festival, Seattle Seafair, Kelowna International Regatta, Penticton 
Peach Festival, Nanaimo May Day Celebrations, Calgary Stampede, 
World's Fair at Seattle, Kamloops Overlander Days, Oliver Cherry 
Festival, Osoyoos Festival, Omak Washington Rodeo. They were 
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the guest band at the Edmonton Exhibition and at the Simon Fraser 
Days at Prince George, B.C. They have played at Dorval Airport at 
Montreal and received an invitation to Expo '67 . 
The band is self-sponsored and the girls work very hard to raise 
their travelling expenses by delivering circulars for business firms, wait-
ress work, rummage sales, teas and various other money making en-
terprises. Contributions from the City of Vernon, Board of Trade 
and other organizations all help toward their many successful trips. 
T h e leader of the band is Miss Judy Valair and lead drummer 
Miss Maryln Nuyens. T h e majorettes are Lori Stark, Sherrie Kaneda, 
Karen Slesinger, Cathy Rigby. 
Nineteen hundred and sixty-six was the band's most memorable 
year. Besides winning first place awards around the country they did 
a five weeks overseas tour of Switzerland, France and Holland. While 
over there they received a tremendous welcome in every country with 
receptions and radio, T V and press coverage everywhere. They were 
the only Canadian band to ever take part in the Geneva Festival, they 
played up in the Swiss Alps at Montana. Also they were showered with 
flowers at the Festival in Aix-les-Bains in France, played on the famous 
Champs-Elysees and by the Eiffel Tower in Paris, paraded in Versail-
les and Fontainebleu in France. They toured Holland by bus stopping 
in various towns and villages and billetting with the local people. For 
this trip they travelled across Canada by train and flew by jet to Am-
sterdam and then on to Switzerland for the first part of their tour. They 
were interviewed by a BBC correspondent and this was put on a cross 
North America and Great Britain radio hook-up. 
The year 1967 is a busy year for the Trumpet Band. They have 
already won two firsts in Vernon's 1967 Winter Carnival. First for 
the best overall band and first in their own section. They took first at 
the Nanaimo May Day Celebrations. 
T h e band's Centennial project was to make new uniforms for 
Centennial year. T h e drummers are in Centennial blue corduroy velvet 
swallow tail coats, black pants and high hats; the trumpeters are wear-
ing lace trimmed satin blouses, blue corduroy velvet semi-long skirts 
with a lace flounce and straw boater hats. They create a "guys and gals" 
effect in Centennial theme. 
Trips for the band this year are as follows: Guest Band at Simon 
Fraser Days at Prince George, B.C.; Calgary Stampede; Seattle Sea-
fair Grand Parade; Kamloops Overlander Days; Kelowna Regatta; 
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Penticton Peach Festival; Kelowna Centennial Celebrations Parade, 
and the Pacific National Exhibition at Vancouver. 
Earlier this spring the band played for the Blue Water Press Tour 
at Adventure Bay, and as a result of a picture taken by one of the press 
members, they will receive across Canada and United States press cover-
age. 
The normal way for the fruit grower's wife to go to town in 1910. 
Occupants of the "buggie" are Mrs. W. R. Pooley and her sister, Mrs. R. 
H. Hill. Picture taken at East Kelowna. 
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Monsignor W. B. McKenzie 
With the passing of Monsignor Wilbert Basil McKenzie in 
Victoria, B.C., on May 16th of this year British Columbia lost one 
of the pastors who had spent many years as missionary and parish 
priest in the province. 
Born in Vernon River, Prince 
Edward Island, on December 6, 
1887, he attended St. Dunstan's 
College, Charlottetown, from 
1907 to 1910, Holy Heart Semin-
ary in Halifax from 1914 to 
1915, and again from 1916 to 
1919. 
He was ordained by Bishop 
H. J. O'Leary of Charlottetown 
on July 6, 1919, for the Diocese 
of Vancouver, which at that time 
included the present Nelson Dio-
cese. His early years in the diocese were spent in Revelstoke, Rossland 
and Nelson, and as a missionary with headquarters at Salmon Arm for 
five years. 
In 1926 he was appointed pastor at Revelstoke where he remained 
for three years, leaving there for the Parish of the Holy Rosary 
Cathedral in Vancouver where he was rector. 
In November, 1931, he was appointed pastor at Kelowna, B.C., 
where he remained until 1959 when he obtained leave of absence due 
to ill health. In 1961 he asked to be relieved of his duties as his health 
had not improved. 
During his stay in Kelowna he was responsible for many 
changes in a fast-growing parish. Under his direction the old 
church, built in 1912, was enlarged, St. Joseph's Hall was built to 
be followed by the building of St. Joseph's School. 
Monsignor McKenzie was responsible for bringing the Sisters 
of Charity to Kelowna in 1938. He also turned the sod for the new 
Immaculate Conception Church. It was during his tenure that Imma-
culate Conception Parish was divided and the new Parish of St. Pius 
X was established July 15th, 1959. 
In 1949 he was named as a Domestic Prelate by Pope Pius X I I 
with the title of Monsignor. He served the Diocese of Nelson as 
Dean of the Okanagan from the creation of the Diocese in 1936 until 
his retirement when he took up residence in Victoria. 
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Monsignor had two brothers who were priests and also appointed 
to the office of Domestic Prelate. Monsignor J. C. McKenzie died 
while pastor of Cranbrook and Monsignor R. McKenzie died in 
Charlottetown after serving for many years as rector of St. Dunstan's 
University. The only surviving relative is his niece, Mrs. Dorothy 
McKenzie of Charlottetown. 
H E R I T A G E 
By Janet Anderson 
Far-travelled, they had seen the Pyramids 
And trod the hallowed road to Bethlehem; 
They knew the ancient Greek Acropolis; 
The Coliseum; all these famous monuments 
To times beyond the memory of man. 
So when we spoke of our Centennial 
These hundred years we celebrate today, 
They barely hid their faint amusement: 
One hundred years! Shorter than was that watch 
A thousand ages like an evening gone! 
Fool! Pedants! Let them keep their tombs; 
Worship their crumbling piles of ruined stone 
Dry as the dust on all their Dead Sea Scrolls! 
What then have these to match our memories, 
This drama pulsing since the birth of Canada! 
Our country lives! We make a nation's history! 
Say rather, Canada has raised a nation! 
Our sires who landed on these alien shores 
And braved the perils of the vast unknown 
Have conquered more than mountain, flood and fire. 
In song and story they have been immortalised. 
They cleared the land; they tamed the wilderness; 
Built solid homesteads from the trees they felled; 
Their brides were helpmeets proven sterling worth. 
Their children are their living monuments. 
Yet even this, all this, is not our apogee: 
This people we have made, our Canada 
That learned in time to smoke the pipe of peace 
And win the trust of native Indian bands, 
Has shown the world the brotherhood of man! 
From all the quarters of the globe they come, 
Men seeking freedom that our fathers found 
In this dominion where all men escape 
The ingrown shackles of those older lands 
Where custom rules or caste predominates. 
Our country here has built a nation, Canada, 
Out of the brave, the boldest and the best 
Of many countries. Read the record well. 
We live in peace, united by one bond, 
Freedom for each to shape his destiny. 
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Richard Wellington (Dick) Neil 
An Okanagan Pioneer 
B Y H A Z E L M C C R E E R Y 
The area known as Priest's Valley was not much of a community 
when R. W . Neil arrived on July 29th, 1886 at the age of 18. 
Wha t later became the City of Vernon, then consisted of but 
four log buildings—a Hudson's Bay Store, Gold Commissioner's 
Office and two hotels. There was no organized town, no railway, 
and there were no police. Modern facilities as we know them did 
not exist. There were no large settlements in the Okanagan Valley 
but there were a number of large ranches, and cattle roamed the hills 
amid knee-high bunch grass. Otherwise the area was inhabited 
only by Indians, and as yet mainly unspoiled by encroaching civilization. 
At first glance, young Dick Neil decided that the Okanagan 
Valley fulfilled all his expectations—a decision which was never 
reversed. 
Richard Wellington Neil was born at Arnprior, near Ottawa, 
in 1868, one of ten children born to Scottish Duncan Neil and his 
Irish wife. Schools were few in remote areas at that time, and his 
formal education was sketchy. Being one of the oldest members of 
the family, he was working at a tender age to help support the family. 
While still a youth, he helped his father in the Gillis Brothers log-
ging camps, and accompanied the log drive down the Ottawa River 
in the spring. Logging camps in those days, were "rough, tough 
and nasty," and provided liberal education in the seamier side of life. 
In 1883 Duncan Neil decided to move his family west, and 
travelled by C.P.R. to the "end of steel"—then Medicine Hat. Here 
he built a river boat and floated family and possessions down the 
North Saskatchewan River to Prince Albert, where the family 
settled. They were there during the Riel Rebellion and young Dick 
Neil, already expert rifleman, served as a volunteer. He was stationed 
at Batoche, Sask., and was very proud of being the youngest sharp-
shooter in the Company. 
Nor have the earlier loyalties prevailed 
When Britain's need in troubles intervened. 
Our native-born have heard the call to arms, 
Defending liberties our fathers gained 
And guarded for us here in days gone by. 
Our heritage is freedom. It remains 
Our birthright, the most sacred trust we hold! 
Salute the storied past! Each hour of life 
Crowded with noble risks is worth an age! 
With this high pride we mark one hundred years. 
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Four generations, 1952: R. W. (Dick) Neil, on coach; Russell Neil, son; 
Russell's daughter, Mrs. Don Nolan, granddaughter; Barbara Neil, great 
granddaughter. 
In 1886 Mr. Neil decided to fulfill an ambition to move to 
British Columbia, despite the wishes of his father to the contrary. 
So it was, that in July of that year, at the age of eighteen, he detrained 
from the C.P.R. at Sicamous and took the famous little boat "Red 
Star" down to Enderby. The journey from Enderby to Vernon, 
was accomplished by stagecoach driven by Gus Schubert, who drove his 
six-horse hitch with as much flourish as the rough terrain would permit. 
His first job was at the Lequime Ranch at Okanagan Mission, 
and subsequently he worked at the Coldstream Ranch and the B.X. 
Ranch. It was at this time that he earned a reputation of note as a 
successful horse-breaker. And it was at this time that he learned 
to know and love horses. In this "old wild west" atmosphere, it was 
not uncommon to see men ride their horses right into a bar. Mr. 
Neil remembered only four men who carried guns while working. 
All of these met with violent deaths—two in the Okanagan and two 
who were shot to death across the border. 
When Mr. Neil first went to the Okanagan, he was much in-
terested in the tales of the Indians about the monster which inhabited 
Okanagan Lake. The Indians greatly feared this creature and fre-
quently offered as a sacrifice, animals which they slaughtered and 
threw into the lake. Over the years, there were strange tales of this 
creature, including that of the old Scotsman who visited his son at 
Ewing's Landing. He was in the habit of going for a morning 
row in a boat each day, but one day on his return, he quietly pulled 
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the boat up on the beach and never again ventured out on the lake. 
When questioned, he asked "Wha t kind of beasties do ye hae in this 
lake, l ad?" He was not satisfied with the reply that there were none. 
It seems that he decided to row as far as a large log—but for some 
reason the log kept well ahead of him and finally it vanished, leaving 
a large wake. There were many similar tales told by people whose 
veracity and sobriety were above reproach. Although he was never to 
see Ogopogo himself, Mr. Neil maintained a firm belief in the exis-
tence of this monster. 
With his love of horses, it was not too surprising that when Dick 
Neil went into business in 1896, he chose the livery business. T h e 
original firm was Neil & Godwin, which through the years changed 
to Neil & Wilson, Neil & Cryderman, Neil, Cryderman & Kennedy, 
and finally became Neil & Neil in 1929 when his son Russell, joined 
the firm! The advent of the automobile changed the firm's line of 
business to fuel, trucking and contracting. 
In the early part of the century Dick Neil was a keen hunter 
and led many big-game hunting expeditions in to the Sugar Lake, 
Monashee, Revelstoke and Golden areas. He secured many excellent 
trophies, some of which he donated to the B.P.O.E. , and they hang 
in the Elks Hall. His favorite deer head was a 32 point buck. In 
later years, an old leg injury kept him from continuing his big game 
hunting over rugged territory, but well into his seventies he was still 
out with his gun and dog, shooting pheasants and ducks in the Vernon 
area. An excellent marksman, he won many trophies on the rifle range, 
and in 1912, was one of a team of the Civilian Rifle Association 
which represented British Columbia at Ottawa. 
Firmly convinced that the surrounding hills contained gold, Mr. 
Neil never refused to grub-stake a prospector. On several occasions, 
with various interested friends, he went so far as to develop some of 
the claims, but nothing lucrative ever came of these ventures. 
He was a charter member of the Coldstream Lodge, Knights of 
Pythias in Vernon from 1894, a charter member of the Fish & 
Game Club, and also one of the founding members of the old Jockey 
Club which developed the Kinsmen track to the north of Vernon and 
for many years held both the flat and sulky races there. 
Among his most cherished possessions were a couple of oils done 
by A. Vidler, an English artist who spent a few years in this district, 
and who packed into the wilderness with Indian guides, to paint. The 
two paintings, now in the possession of his son, W . Russell Neil, 
depict scenes on the Harris Creek plateau, scene of some of Mr. Neil's 
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most successful big game hunting expeditions. 
In 1925 a disastrous midnight fire completely destroyed the 
firm buildings of Neil & Kennedy, and Mr . Neil saw the labours of 
a lifetime go up in smoke. No longer a young man, it was a bitter 
blow to him, but he wasted no time bemoaning his loss. T h e next 
morning he had rented a small office, and was carrying on business— 
not quite as usual, but with courage and resourcefulness. The de-
pression struck shortly thereafter, and it was many weary years 
before he finally found himself out of debt again. 
When Russell Neil joined the business, he brought to it a youth-
ful enthusiasm which gave it the necessary impetus to become a 
successful enterprise, and they remained in partnership until the 
business was sold in 1945. 
So it was at the age of 77, Mr . Neil retired from active business 
but not from active living. He maintained his interest in fishing 
and until his death in his 87th year, summer weekends would find 
him throwing his sleeping bag and fishing gear into the back of his 
car and driving 45 miles to Mabel Lake, his favorite fishing spot. 
At this time, he also took up woodwork as a hobby and did an 
excellent job of making small articles of furniture, complete with in-
lay work and carving. 
In 1952, Vernon celebrated its Diamond Jubilee and he was 
honoured during the festivities as a foremost pioneer. Highlight of the 
occasion for him was the pleasure of crowning his granddaughter, Sue, 
as Jubilee Queen. The accompanying four-generation photograph 
shows Dick Neil, his son, Russell Neil, grand-daughter Miss Sue Neil 
(Russell's daughter) and great-granddaughter Barbara Neil (daughter 
of Russell Neil's son, Robert) . 
Mr. Neil was a gregarious person, always enjoying the company 
of others. Despite serious illnesses, he was extraordinarily vigorous 
surviving accidents and mishaps attendant upon his fondness for sports, 
horses and hard work. 
With his passing in 1955, at the age of 87, Vernon lost one of 
its most staunch supporters, and a very colorful figure in its history. 
Mr. Neil was married twice—his first marriage took place in 
1898 to Lina Mohr, who passed away in 1902—Russell Neil was a 
child of this union. His second wife was Catherine McGillis and 
they were married in 1905 and had three daughters. Mrs. Catherine 
Neil passed away on November 17th, 1963. 
Survivors—his son Russell, three daughters, Mrs. Geraldine 
Garven of Vernon, Mrs. Hazel McCreery and Mrs. Viola Wales of 
Vancouver, 6 grandchildren and 7 great grandchildren. 
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E L I Z A B E T H P E N D L E T O N 
B Y M R S . GEORGE L A W R E N C E 
Elizabeth Pendleton, nee Bessie Richter, eldest daughter of the 
well known pioneer rancher Frank X. Richter was born in Loomis, 
Washington in the home of her grandparents, Mr, and Mrs. G. W . 
Loudon, November 2 1 , 1895. 
Educated by the Sisters of St. Ann in Victoria and the Sisters ot 
Holy Names, Spokane and in Pasadena, California. 
Miss Richter married Archibald F . Pendleton in New York 
during the First Wor ld War , January 28, 1918 and lived in Texas 
and in Mississippi where Mr. Pendleton was an instructor in aviation 
during the war. 
In 1957 Mr . and Mrs. Pedleton came back to the Similkameen to 
help her mother Mrs. Tweddle run the ranch in Keremeos until 
Mrs. Tweedle 's death in 1959. T h e same year Mr. Pendleton passed 
away suddenly while in San Fransisco on a holiday, but Mrs. Pend-
leton continued to manage the old Richter Ranch until it was sold 
in 1961. 
There are four children; Betty, Mrs. Everett Yuhas of Helena, 
Montana; Jane, Mrs. Norman Canney, Seattle; Barbara, Mrs. George 
Lawrence, Keremeos and Forbes in Seattle. 
At present Mrs. Pendleton lives in Seattle but frequently comes 
back to the Similkameen. 
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Charles A. Vernon and Forbes G. Vernon 
B Y H I L D A C O C H R A N E 
Charles A. Vernon was born in Bedfordshire, England, 17th. 
January, 1840, the second son of J . E. Venables Vernon of Clontarf 
Castle, Ireland. They were of Norman ancestry, the first Vernon 
taking his name from the town of Vernon in Normandy, moving to 
England with William the Conqueror at the time of the conquest. 
One branch of the family remained in England, however the branch 
from which Charles A. Vernon descended went to Ireland and settled 
near Dublin. Several large estates near Dublin have remained in 
the family name for centuries. 
Charles A. Vernon was educated at the Royal Military College, 
Sandhurst, England, and for some time was a Lieutenant in the 
Twentieth Regiment Lancaster Fusiliers. He later resigned his 
commission and in June, 1963 sailed from Liverpool for New York, 
then through the Panama Canal to San Francisco and up to Esqui-
malt, British Columbia. From there he came to the vicinity of Priest 
Valley (later the City of Vernon) and engaged in ranching, mining, 
and merchandising. After several years Charles Vernon moved to 
Victoria, British Columbia, to reside and had a very fine residence 
built. He was the originator of the British Columbia Pottery Com-
pany, manufacturers of tile and all kinds of pottery, and was manager 
until his death. 
Charles Vernon never sought or desired public office, however, 
he served for a number of years as gold commissioner and land com-
missioner for the Province and was also a Justice of the Peace. 
Charles A. Vernon acquired the first water record for power and 
irrigation purposes in the Okanagan on 15th September, 1871, the 
second such licence to be issued in British Columbia. 
He was married in 1879 in New York to Miss Mary McTavish, 
a native of Argyleshire, Scotland. She was the daughter of Duncan 
A. McTavish, first agent of the Bank of British North America in 
New York City. T w o sons and a daughter were born to the Vernons, 
Albert Archibald, Charles Henry, and Violet Mary. 
Charles Vernon died in Victoria, B.C., 8th October, 1906. Mrs. 
Vernon continued to live in the large home there until 1909 when the 
two and a half acres of land and house were sold to Mr . F . Mitchener. 
Forbes George Vernon was born near Dublin at Clontarf Castle 
on 21st August, 1843, the third son of Mr . and Mrs. J . E. Venables 
Vernon. He was brought up on the ancestral estate and educated 
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Forbes George Vernon as Agent-General for B.C., in Court Dress. 
later in England. He received a Lieutenant's commission in the 
Twenty-first Fusiliers in. 1863 but resigned it the same year to travel 
with his brother, Charles A. Vernon and Colonel Houghton to New 
York, through the Panama Canal to San Francisco, and up to Esqui-
malt, B.C. T h e same year they came to the Priest Valley area and 
took up pre-emptions on 30th October, 1863 between Okanagan 
Landing and Priest Valley. Some time later Forbes George Vernon 
exchanged properties with Colonel Houghton who had been given a 
military grant of 1,450 acres and on 3rd October, 1871 the Vernon 
brothers pre-empted further land which with the land received from 
Colonel Houghton became the Coldstream Ranch consisting of over 
13,000 acres on which they raised huge herds of cattle and horses. 
Forbes George Vernon became sole owner of the Ranch in 1882 which 
he operated until 1891 when he sold to Lord Aberdeen. He then in-
vested his money largely in real estate and buildings on the mainland 
and in Victoria. 
I t was on the 11th September, 1877 at St. John's Church, Vic-
toria, Reverend Percival Jenns officiating, that F . G. Vernon was 
married to Miss Kate Branks. The ceremony was private, besides 
the principals and the officiating clergyman only Lieutenant-Colonel 
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I. W . Powell, M.D. , who gave the bride away, and Mrs. Powell, 
sister of the bride, being present. After the ceremony the bride and 
groom received hearty congratulations from about 300 ladies and 
gentlemen at the Pavilion Rink. Mrs. Vernon died in March, 1885. 
F . G. Vernon began his public career in 1875 when he was 
elected as a Member of the Provincial Legislature by the voters of 
Yale constituency by a large majority. In February of the following 
year he became Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works in Elliot 
cabinet, and on seeking confirmation in this office by the votes of the 
people he was re-elected by an overwhelming majority. He retained 
this position in the cabinet until the general election of 1878 when he 
was again elected by his constituency, but, as the Elliot ministry was 
defeated during the remainder of this term he sat among the opposi-
tion. In the election of 1882 he was not a candidate, but in 1886 he 
was again elected, and in 1887 on the death of Hon. Mr . Smythe, he 
again accepted the portfolio of Chief Commissioner of Lands and 
Works, this time in the Davie cabinet. He continued to hold the office 
during the premiership of Hon. John Robson and Hon. Theodore 
Davie until 1894. During his long official career the Hon. F . G. 
Vernon proved to be one of the most capable and public-spirited men 
ever chosen for office by the people of British Columbia and the 
affairs of his department prospered greatly throughout his terms. 
From 1895 to 1898 F . G. Vernon resided in London, England 
as agent general for the Province of British Columbia and then re-
tired from political life. He died in London, England, in 1911 at the 
age of 68 years. A daughter, Beatrice, is still living in Vancouver, 
B.C. Another daughter died in infancy. 
It was during F . G. Vernon's term of office as Chief Com-
missioner of Lands and Works for the Province of British Columbia 
that the name of Vernon was chosen when the City was incorporated 
in December, 1892, thus commemorating the name of two of the 
earliest white settlers in that part of the Okanagan Valley. 
Members of the Penticton Branch, Okanagan Historical Society, 
who received Centennial Medals were: John Ashton, Mrs. Vera Ben-
nett, Mrs. Hattie Brown, E. J . Chambers, Mrs. Laliah A. Cooper, 
Mrs. Kathleen S. Dewdney, Mrs. Mona East, Mrs. Mary Estabrooks, 
Otto Estabrooks, G. B. Latimer, F . P . McPherson, Mrs. Mary Mel-
drum, Mrs. Gertrude South, Mrs. May Swift, A. A. Swift, Mrs. Jessie 
Van der Burg, G. B. Watson. 
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Okanagan Historical Society 
Nearly 130 people crowded the Community Hall on the Pen-
ticton Indian Reserve on Friday, April 7, 1967, where Chief Alec 
Jack and members of the Indian band were host to the annual meeting 
of the Penticton branch of the Okanagan Historical Society. 
Among the members attending from out of town were: Mr . H. 
Cochrane of Vernon, president of the parent society; Mrs. H. Coch-
rane, treasurer of the parent society; Mr . G. D . Cameron of Kelowna, 
past president of the parent society and Mrs. Cameron, and Mr . A. H. 
Cawston of Cawston. 
T h e following officers were elected to serve the Penticton branch 
during the coming year; Mrs. W . R. Dewdney, president; Mrs. G. 
P. Broderick, secretary and Mr. Doug H. Gawne, treasurer. 
Awards for the essay contest were made by past president of the 
Penticton branch, Victor Wilson. Grace Bradburn was awarded the 
first prize, her subject was Penticton. Second prize went to Judy 
Cameron who wrote the history of the Kettle Valley Railway. The 
competition was keen and several runners-up made worthwhile con-
tributions. 
When Mayor M. P. Finnerty of Penticton addressed the meet-
ing he spoke of the importance and the valuable contributions made by 
the historical society. He expressed appreciation that the site chosen for 
Everybody enjoyed the goodies the Indian ladies served. 
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Mrs. Louise Gabriel, Councillor, Penticton Indian band, member of the 
executive Penticton branch, explaining the handiwork of Penticton 
Indians. 
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the meeting was on the Indian Reserve. " O u r history began with the 
native Indians," he said. "Let them have a fair share of the benefits of 
progress." 
On conclusion of Mayor Finnerty's address the meeting was 
turned over to Mrs. Louise Gabriel, who moments before had been 
elected to the executive of the local branch. Mrs. Gabriel described the 
display of artifacts, Indian arts and crafts, and the paintings arranged 
around the wall. Mrs. Frank Richardson was presented with a pair 
of beaded moccasins in appreciation of the work she has done, and 
is still doing, to teach and encourage the young people of the reserve 
to develop their latent artistic talents. The display of pictures spoke 
well of her success. 
After a thank you from retiring president Victor Wilson 
tasty refreshments were served by the Indian ladies to bring a success-
ful and enjoyable evening to a close. 
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Lest We Forget 
B Y G R A C E W O R T H 
My husband and I settled in Trinity Valley, in the mountains 
north-east of Vernon, B.C. on June 29th, 1901. I remember that the 
rain poured down on that day and for six weeks thereafter we got no 
more, and it was a very hot summer. Being accustomed to the English 
climate, the extreme heat and the mosquitoes gave me a miserable time. 
After becoming acclimatized, I became interested in the names 
of the physical features of our Valley. I had heard different versions 
of the names, but most old-timers agreed that they had been given by 
Jim Christie who discovered the Valley. Different people had given 
me different explanations. 
Mrs. Deschamps of Lumby, B.C. told me that when the road 
was being first put in, several French Canadian men worked on it, 
and it seemed to take such a long time to reach the end of the sur-
veyors' layout, they named it Eternity Valley. But of course it had 
been named before the road began. 
Although Mr. Christie and I were contemporary inhabitants of 
the Okanagan for over forty years, I did not meet or correspond with 
him until he was an old man. He told me that he entered Trinity 
Valley by following up a creek from the south end of Mabel Lake. 
He stood on a high mound of land somewhere near the place that 
afterwards became the home of the Saunders family. 
From there he could see three mountain ranges, and as the dis-
coverers were a man, his dog and his pony, he decided to name it 
Trinity Valley. Being the son of a clergyman, he apparently knew 
something about Hell, for the creek that ran into' Mabel Lake he 
called the Styx, " . . . as I had a hell of a time making my way up" . 
Being a true Scot, the mountain on his left he called Bobbie Burns; 
further west he found several lakes which were called Christie Lakes. 
Lossie Creek ran by our house, and many people thought it was 
called Lossie because part of its course went underground in summer. 
Others thought it was called after his dog Lassie, but Mr. Christie said, 
" I called it after the River Lossie in Scotland. W e lived on one side 
of the Lossie, and Ramsay MacDonald's family lived on the other 
side in one of the cottages on the Christie estate". Ramsay MacDonald 
having been born in 1866 must have been a very small boy when J im 
Christie, who was related to the Christie Biscuit people, left Scot-
land for Canada in 1871. 
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In answering my letter about place names, he did not give 
me the information I asked for, but his letter reveals that he was 
far from satisfied with his personal 
circumstances in his old age, and 
anxious to bring about socialism 
in Canada. He says, "Dear 
Friend: I received your letter of 
enquiry months ago. I should 
have been delighted at the time 
to reply, but under living condi-
tions with me here at the Refuge, 
I have found it impossible to carry 
on correspondence. For several 
weeks I was really under a cloud, 
you may call it flu, general weak-
ness, or town contamination, or 
what you may wish to call it, in 
fact severe colds, one on top of 
the other, but this last ten days 
practically crawling from under 
the effects. With the exception of 
my eyes which trouble me some-
what, I am really getting into 
shape again. 
" I am engaged at present 
with going to war against the 
town and war really on account 
of the manner of abuse which I have suffered this last winter. There is 
one old veteran in the country who will give them a run for their 
money on present conditions imposed. 
I will appreciate it very much should you be-in town, if you 
would drop in and see me. There is much to be talked over and ab-
solutely r*ecessary to do something towards giving the common people 
in line with the C.C.F. that would carry the people forward to a 
new fighting front for a new Earth. Whilst arranging for the new 
Earth, we may as well incorporate a portion of a new heaven that can 
be enjoyed here quite oblivious to the time when we are expected to 
sprout wings. 
"There is no use fighting locally for changed conditions until 
we have some means in the way of a publication to maintain the 
public's interest in any movement for the betterment of the race. 
And I am personally determined to become a local Isaiah or a John 
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the Baptist. Get out on the high-ways and by-ways and trust to the 
ravens and crows to provide me a modicum of sustenance. I would 
dearly like to put in a night with the people of Trinity, could I over-
come tKe'lack of transport. Until I have the pleasure of meeting you 
somewhere, wishing you all luck and good wishes. Respectfully, J . H. 
Christie". 
J im Christie is worthy of more than Canada ever gave him. T h e 
best years of his life were given to weaving the warp and woof of that 
canvas which illustrates our territory, and of helping to mix the 
"cement" which joined together the country we know as Canada. 
The first time I visited him at " T h e Refuge" he asked me if I 
would write of his life in Canada. I promised to do so and in honor 
of his memory I will try to tell his story as he told it to me, enhanced 
by other reliable sources. 
He promised to prepare material for me which would help me do 
the job, and he kept his promise. But the authorities who should have 
reserved such material were either simple-minded and lacking in their 
sense of value of historical facts for a growing country, or they were 
afraid of the revelations contained therein, for it was destroyed. 
At the time of Mr. Christie's death, Mr. C. W . Morrow (now 
Judge Morrow) was the Official Administrator. I wrote Judge 
Morrow to ask if it was possible for me to obtain any of this material, 
and the significant part of his answer was " I have had no luck with my 
search re the estate of Jim Christie; there have been two changes in 
the Office of the Official Administrator, and such things as scrap books, 
etc., seem to have been destroyed long since. Jim had a particularly 
interesting set of old clippings, which I went through very carefully, 
and they told a tremendously interesting story of the early days here, 
and would have been of supreme value to you in your endeavours." 
This destruction has given me a lot of work in the way of 
research and taken much of my time, which is getting short. But 
perhaps this loss is for the best, as in the course of searching I have 
been made aware of the fact, that unlike the Okanagan, the State 
of Washington, and indeed the North West States of the American 
Continent treasure the memory of Jim Christie. Mount Christie in 
Washington is named after him, and much has been written of his 
achievements, some of which I shall include later. 
Although I had corresponded with Mr. Christie for some time, 
I did not meet him until 1937. He must have been about 85 years of 
age at that time. He was in what appeared to be an empty store on 
Barnard Avenue in Vernon. There was a provincial election on and 
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This is MOUNT CHRISTIE, Washington State, which honours the 
name of our Canadian explorer. Our thanks for this picture goes to 
Washington State Historical Society. 
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the window was plastered with cuttings from newspapers; they were 
mostly articles criticizing the government. I t could have been a party 
committee room. 
As he had asked me to call when in town, I went into the store. 
I t was a very hot afternoon and as there was no one in the front, I 
timidly approached the opening into the back room. There was a bed, 
and a rug on the floor by the side of the bed. An old Indian lady lay 
asleep on the bed, and Mr. Christie lay asleep on the rug. As I was in 
a hurry to return to our farm 32 miles away, of necessity I awakened 
him. He apologized for being asleep, and introduced me to his 
friend, saying that she was very tired after having walked from the 
reservation. " . . . so I gave her my bed to rest on, and took my nap on 
the rug ." - -
From old-timers of the neighborhood I have learned that in 
previous years Mr . Christie had had an Indian common-law wife. 
Mr . Cecil Johnson of Vernon tells me that he knew both J im 
Christie and his wife. He remembers visiting them when they lived in 
a two-roomed cabin above the irrigation ditch in the B.X. District. 
Mr . Johnson said, "She was an attractive woman, a good housekeeper, 
most hospitable, and her home was exceptionally clean. Although at 
that time, their financial circumstances were meagre, they disdained 
charity, and would accept nothing for which they could not pay." 
They had a son whom they named Lloyd Christie. His wife had 
died in the Vernon Hospital before I met him, and since Mr . Christie 
died the son was accidentally drowned in the Kamloops district. I asked 
one local lady who knew him when she was a girl, if she could tell me 
anything about him. She said, " U g h ! He had an Indian woman." I 
reminded her that in the days when he came to Canada, and in the 
circumstances in which he lived, he had little choice. I also reminded 
her that Donald Smith who was born a few miles from Christie's 
birthplace had an Indian woman whom he married, and later she 
became Lady Strathcona. I f the Brotherhood of Man is the goal 
of Christianity, these two were about a hundred years ahead of the 
majority of us. 
SQUAW MAN 
Yet ever in the far forlorn, by trails of lone desire; 
Yet ever in the dawn's white leer of hate; 
Yet ever by the dripping kill, beside the drowsy fire, 
There comes the fierce heart-hunger for a mate. 
The man must have the woman, and we're all brutes 
more or less, 
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Since first the male-ape shinned the family tree, 
And yet I think I love her with a husband's tenderness, 
And yet I know that she would die for me." 
—Robert Service 
Both Donald Smith and Jim Christie were born in Moray, 
Scotland. Smith was born of poor parents, and Christie's parents were 
well-to-do by comparison. As at that time there were no schools for the 
poor as we know schools today, Smith could not have got much educa-
tion as a youth, but Christie's father was able to send him to school near 
Edinburgh, which in those days of extreme social snobbery, in all 
probability would have been open to the upper class only. 
The Hudson's Bay Company brought Smith to Canada to work 
for them. He worked so diligently in the interests of his masters, that 
he rose to be Hudson's Bay factor. He eventually became a millionaire, 
and was awarded the title of Lord Strathcona by the "Great White 
Mother" Queen Victoria. 
Both men had a great deal to do with Indians. Smith made his 
fortune through trading with the Indians, and Christie spent most of 
his life trying to obtain a better deal for them. 
When I visited Mr. Christie early in 1942 he was living in the 
back of an old abandoned packing shed, by the railway, at the corner 
of what is now 32nd Street and 43rd Avenue. He called it the Refuge. 
It was not a fit habitation for a human being. He was there by 
permission of the owner, Mr. George Heggie who had been a Con-
servative M.L.A. for the North Okanagan. 
He must have lived in this ramshackle place for a long time, as 
I recently interviewed some people who were neighbors of his. Mrs. 
K. told me that by his request she had made him a Russian flag, which 
he erected outside his shack alongside the Canadian flag, so that 
soldiers marching by would have to salute both flags. This gave him 
great pleasure. One night someone took away the Russian flag, so 
she made him another, which he took into his shack at night and put 
up again each morning. 
At the time I called he was ill in bed and very depressed, saying 
" I miss Mrs. Helen Slack, my interpreter, very much. She died in 
February at the age of 85 and is buried at the Head of the Lake." 
This could have been the old lady he introduced me to in 1937. 
He complained that the old age pension he received was not 
enough to live on, and said, " I have been nearer the pearly gates than 
ever before in my life, and if it had not been for the kindness of a 
German woman who lives across the street, who is not a nationalized 
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citizen, I would have died." This German lady brought him a hot 
lunch every day. He was also concerned about the doctor who had 
called. His dog Pat, thinking his master needed protection, had 
bitten the doctor. I heard nothing more of it so I presume it was not 
serious. 
Perhaps his illness forewarned him that he had not much longer 
to live, for it was during this visit that he asked me if I would write 
something about his life. This I promised him and before I left took 
some rather hasty notes. He said he had much material that would be 
useful to me and that he would assemble it in preparation for my next 
visit. This material, as previously stated, was destroyed. 
When I returned the shack was empty and making enquiries from 
his German friend across the way I could get little information. She 
was not very conversant with the English language, but she made me 
understand that the people who took Mr. Christie's things away, 
refused to return her white bed-linen which she had lent him. Such 
dishonesty is a poor reward to a Good Samaritan. 
This is the story of a part of his life which I got directly from 
him: " I was born at Speyside in Scotland. T h e River Lossie was ten 
miles away. Ramsay MacDonald (who later became the first Socialist 
Prime Minister of Great Britain), lived in a cottage on the Christie 
estate. I was sent to school near Edinburgh. I came to Canada in the 
spring of 1871 on the Corinthian when she was new, and the captain 
was a relative of mine. I landed in Quebec at the age of nineteen. I 
joined the Canadian Artillery, B Battery, in Quebec in the spring of 
1872. In the fall I was put in charge of a gun crew travelling from 
Quebec to Manitoba. W e went by rail to Sarnia, and after that there 
were no roads or railways. I brought the gun crew over the old Shue-
bandian Route, and through the rivers by boat. The boat was built of 
wood and called the Maid of the Mist. W e built roads through the 
forest, and travelled through a series of lakes, one by the name of 
Isle of Cross. Through these lakes to the north west angle of Lake 
of the Woods, and we marched from there to Fort Garry which is 
now Winnipeg. 
" I left the military in 1876 and joined the Mounted Police for 
special service. This at the request of Colonel James Walker, late of 
Calgary. I carried dispatches to Swan River to the police headquarters. 
I went to Swan River Barracks and found the Government was re-
lieving Colonel French of command and putting in Commissioner 
McLeod. I was sent from Swan Lake, Manitoba, to Battleford, 
Northwest Territories, and I left instructions there with Inspector 
Frechette who had just arrived, and was opening up Battleford for a 
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police post. I went to Fort Carleton, a Hudson's Bay fort, with 
instructions regarding the first Indian Treaty at Fort Pitt. I returned 
to wait for instructions at Battleford. I remained at Battleford until 
the arrival of North West Police troops from Fort Pitt, when we were 
ordered immediately to Fort Walsh, as Sitting Bull had arrived after 
the Battle of the Big Horn in Montana. In the Custer Massacre, 
Indians had destroyed the Seventh Cavalry under Custer's command, 
700 strong; only two men got away. The Indians then moved to 
Woody Mountain and I joined with the police at Fort Walsh and 
moved down to meet them there. I travelled entirely alone from 
Calgary to north of the Mackenzie River. At the last Riel Rebellion 
I was made foreman of the Military Colonization Ranch between 
Blackfoot Indian Reserves and Calgary." 
Commenting on the last paragraph, C. B. Stacey of the Defence 
Department has this to say: "Major General Strange, owner of the 
Colonization Ranch, commanded one of the military columns par-
ticipating in the campaign against the rebel Riel. Mr . Christie who was 
his foreman, no doubt took charge of the ranch during its owner's 
absence." He also quotes General Strange, who in his book says of 
Christie, " I had secured as foreman an ex-Canadian gunner, sub-
sequently in the N W M P ; when his term of service had expired he 
had lived with the Indians. An adventurous fellow was Jim Christie, 
a well-educated Scotsman, a good shot and horse-breaker, and a kind-
hearted cheerful chap, who had no enemy but himself." 
"THE REFUGE" 
This is a picture of "The Refuge," Vernon, B.C., taken by the author, 
a few weeks before our adventurist humanitarian passed on. 
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Mr. W . E. Ireland, Provincial Archivist at Victoria, says Steel 
mentions him twice in his book Forty Years (page 131 ) : " In June 
1878 a strong party of recruits arrived. Mr. James Christie came from 
Idaho with a large hand of broncos . . ." Referring to a brutal murder 
committed during the winter of 1883 he says, "Mr . James Christie, 
an ex-member of the force, arrested the negro . . .". (page 131) . 
At the time our friend joined up in 1872 the Canadian West was 
peopled almost entirely by Indians who resented the coming of the 
white man to steal their land. And the trouble was intensified by wars 
between the Indian tribes themselves. Add to this the obstacles of 
nature which these few redcoats had to overcome, such as intense cold 
and blizzards in winter, intense heat in summer, swarming insects, 
floods, prairie fires, starving Indians when the buffalo were killed 
off, and one senses the debt the Canadian people owe those pioneer 
men of the Mounted Police, for their hard work and devotion to law 
and order. All for 75 cents a day which was later reduced to 40 cents. 
And when their officers pleaded with the government for paliasses 
for the force to sleep on, the authorities forced them to sleep on boards, 
and considered a bed of any kind a luxury. However, in those days 
they were young, their terms were for a few years only, and their 
future lay before them. With liberty in view, and health and hope 
abounding, they looked forward to a life of their own choice. How the 
majority of those veterans spent their old age I do not know. But I do 
know about one adventurous old veteran, and how he was treated in 
his "golden age." 
As nearly as possible we have followed our wanderer from 1871 
to 1883. And following from there, a short article in the Seattle Press 
of July 16, 1890 says in part, "He fought the Indians, hunted and 
prospected 'as far north as water will run', and a bare record of the 
thrilling incidents in his life would make a most wonderful story. He 
returned last spring from three years' trip into the Arctic region, taking 
in the Peace and Mackenzie rivers and Great Slave Lake." 
And so, before searching the Olympics, his roving spirit had 
beckoned him northward. He would have been about 33 years of age 
when starting for his journey into the Arctic region. With his rather 
handsome features which nature had bestowed on him, plus his 
physical fitness through training, he must have been a splendid speci-
men of manhood. 
I remember that he talked to me about his trip, but am sorry 
that only one story is salient, and that is the story of the husky dogs 
at Great Slave Lake, which story he enjoyed immensely. The food for 
the dogs consisted of fish which they caught for themselves from the 
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shallow water at the edge of the lake. When they were released from 
their burdens, the older, experienced dogs would rest by the side of 
the trail. T h e younger dogs would hurry to' the lake-side to catch 
the fish which they carried up the trail to eat. But here the older dogs 
pounced on them and snatched away the fish for themselves, so that 
the younger dogs were forced to return to the lake and catch more 
fish. ". . . and that, Mrs. Worth, is Capitalism in action." 
The next date I have is 1889 when we find him in the State of 
Washington exploring the Olympic Peninsula. 
For this information I am indebted to Robert Hitchman of 
Seattle, who kindly sent me a booklet which he wrote captioned 
Name Calling. 
Mr. Hitchman also sent me a book by Ruby El Hult which is a 
detailed, authentic and stirring history of that part of Washington 
State known as the Olympic Peninsula. It is called Untamed Olympics. 
In 1889 the newly-elected governor of that state, Elisha Ferry, 
said, "Washington has her great unknown land like the interior of 
Africa, and a fine opportunity awaits some of Washington's explorers 
to acquire fame by unveiling the mystery which wraps the land 
encircled by the snow-capped Olympic Range." Consequently the 
Seattle Press took the matter up and published an article headed A 
Chance for an Explorer. A section of Washington 2,500 miles in 
the Olympic Mountains which has never been trodden by a white man. 
This created a sensational interest and the Press received many 
offers from men who wished to accompany an expedition, if one 
were sent out. "One letter was exceptional. Its writer had already made 
up his mind to make an expedition into the Olympics he said, both 
because of 'an inherent love of adventure' and 'an ambition to 
accomplish what others had failed in ' ." 
He also foretold how millmen, miners, and others would benefit 
by the opening up of this area. The commercial progress of this 
district which came later, proves how true Christie's foresight was. 
T h e letter was sent from North Yakima and dated November 6, 1889. 
Christie's offer was accepted and he became the leader of the expedi-
tion. Those who wish to get a deeper insight into the character of our 
hero, than this article can give, should study this book, which has an 
excellent map. 
Mr. Hitchman's booklet takes us back to 1892 and makes me 
ashamed for not knowing more about our nearest neighbor's estate. 
And this is what Hitchman says of our J im: " T h e Editor of the 
Seattle Press probably thought of the way in which James Bennett 
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made newspaper history when he sent Stanley in search of Livingston. 
In any event, when tall, tough James Halbold Christie offered his 
services to lead an expedition into the Olympics, his offer was accepted 
by the Press. Christie seemed well qualified for the task, he was a 
soldier of fortune, a prospector, an Indian fighter, and an explorer. 
As he put it, he was "no ambitious untried youth . . . but a man tried 
in all the vicissitudes of mountain, forest and plain life, schooled in 
the great plain of the North West Territories." 
There were seven men selected for the Press exploring party, 
Christie, Captain Charles Adams Barnes, Harry Boyle Runnals, M.D. , 
who after two months was called home by the illness of his wife; John 
Henry Crumback, John William Sims, and Christopher O'Connell 
Hayes. 
This group left Port Angeles equipped for six months on 
December 8. By December 31 they had built a barge which they 
christened Gerty, and planned to barge up the Elwha River. On 
January 23, 1890, after fighting for days to move the craft upstream 
through rapids, Gerty was abandoned. " W e were in the water for 
two hours (on the last day she was used) at one time up to our 
armpits. As we would emerge from the water in the more shallow 
places our clothes would freeze . . . we suffered terribly." 
"This was a prelude to further discomfort and suffering. Shoes 
and clothing gave out, game was scarce; snow was deep; weather 
was miserable and going was tough. But the party kept at it, fighting 
through the forests and snow up the Elwha, circling through the 
mountains, moving on until the headwaters of the Quinault were 
reached. Following down stream, the group reached Lake Quinault 
on May 19, 1890. T h e explorers received a hero's welcome at Aber-
deen. The Seattle Press issued a special edition on the expedition. The 
great challenge of the peninsula had been met. The party left many 
names on the map as reminders of its work; Mount Christie honors 
the leader. Except for Christie, nothing is known of the later life or 
death of the others." 
After Mr . Christie completed the Press trip, he joined a party 
headed by Professor I. C. Russell for the ascent of Mount St. Elias, 
Alaska. This was sponsored jointly by the United States Geological 
Survey and National Geographic Society. Because of adverse weather 
conditions, no member of the group reached the top of St. Elias. 
Having finished his work in the Olympics in May 1890 and 
then having gone to Alaska with the United States Geological Survey, 
we find him next in the North Okanagan, British Columbia, and here 
he spent the next 50 years of his life. Yet he never settled and 
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seemingly never had a contented mind. Although in his youth he 
fought against the Indians, during his life in the Okanagan he fought 
for them almost to the day of his death. O f this I know. 
Mr. W . E. Ireland, Provincial Archivist, in his report to me says, 
" W e have not been able to find any proof of when exactly he came 
to British Columbia but it could not have been later than 1892, for 
the records in the Lands Office show that on July 19, 1892, James 
H. Christie pre-empted the north half of the south east quarter of 
Section 32, Township 43 , Osoyoos, amounting to 80 acres." In 1893 
he pre-empted a fraction of the south half of the same quarter. Both 
these pre-emptions were crown-granted to him in August, 1894. Th is 
property is at the south end of Mabel Lake, and on the other side of 
Bobbie Burns Mountain from Trinity Valley, and the lake forms one 
of its boundaries. 
O u r wanderer was now about 42 years of age and would appear 
to be making an effort to settle down and make a home. In his survey-
ing report J . P. Burnyeat says "At Mr. Christie's, the next point camped 
at, we found a numerous collection of vegetables and small fruits had 
been planted . . . In addition to this garden Mr . Christie had sown, 
between his meadow land and higher pastures, some 450 pounds of 
tame grasses and clover." 
As I read the names of the other old-timers mentioned by Mr . 
Burnyeat, it is difficult for me to keep on my course, for I knew them 
so well. Some of these gentlemen were pre-empting, staying the 
necessary two years and improving their places to comply with regu-
lations in order to sell to the first sucker who came along—generally 
a green Englishman who had no practical experience of farming. I 
did not know Jim Christie when I first went to Trinity Valley in 
June, 1901, but often met the other settlers mentioned in this report— 
H. P. Nelson and the Cartwrights. They sold their places to V. L . E . 
Miller, who was my neighbor for over 30 years. Mr . Miller was an 
Englishman, educated at Oxford and was a barrister. His British 
financial interests were in the Durham coal mines. His ambition was 
to obtain 10,000 acres of land in British Columbia; he would buy 
cheaply, sell for a hundred dollars an acre, and thereby become a 
millionaire. Many men did do this, and although Mr . Miller nearly 
attained the quantity, the cashing in plan went agley. As I supplied 
him with farm produce I received business notes occasionally, which 
were very difficult to read. He explained this by saying that when he 
couldn't spell a word, he wrote the first letter and finished the word 
with a line. So much for Oxford! But I digress. 
From Mabel Lake, Mr. Ireland has* traced our J im through the 
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voters' lists. In the 1894 list he is a farmer at Mabel Lake* In 1898 
he is a rancher at Burton City. Still at Burton City in 1900 he is a 
miner. By 1905 he was back in the Okanagan for the Vernon News 
of July 20, 1905 records the discovery of a seam of coal at Shorts 
Creek on Okanagan Lake. " T h e discovery was made by the well-
known old-timer J im Christie, who appears to be familiar with the 
mountains from the North Pole to California." From 1907 to 1910 
he is listed in Vernon as prospector and timberman. By 1911 he had 
moved to two miles east of Armstrong. T h e mining Report for 1913 
records as follows: " O n Shorts Creek, on the west side of Okanagan 
Lake, 17 miles from Vernon, S. E. Smith, J . H. Christie, E. J . F . 
Ewings, and C. E . Smyth hold four coal leases of 640 acres each, . . . 
on which they have expended $10,000 in development work and 
surveys . . . " 
In 1916 Christie published Indian Affairs in British Columbia, 
a commentary on an Order-inCouncil, and later The Ulcer Enlarges. 
On August 9, 1917 Mr. Christie wrote a letter of over two 
columns to the Vernon News in which he took issue with a former 
report on Indian affairs in the same paper. I will try to give the gist 
of this letter as it shows his attitude toward the Indians, and his 
struggle to help them. And as one studies Jim Christie's life in Canada, 
one realizes that few white men had had the opportunity of knowing 
their circumstances and problems better than he did, for he had 
fraternized with them from early manhood. 
The letter in the Vernon News to which he refers endeavoured 
to prove him wrong in his accusations that the Indians were not getting 
justice from those in authority. Mr . Christie was living near Armstrong 
and received five delegations of Indians from the Indian band at 
Penticton, 'representing to me the serious state in which their people 
were placed by the conduct of their affairs, and the influence of 
intruders on their reserves." Mr. Christie journeyed to Penticton and 
met the Indians—25 to 30 males—and ". . . every statement 
previously made to me was verified by every man present." He finally 
agreed to lay their complaints before the superintendent of Indian 
Affairs. 
After much correspondence between Mr. Christie and Ottawa 
and 18 months of hard work a commission enquiry took place in 
Penticton on July 9, 1917. Both the Indians and Christie objected to 
the interpreter selected by the authorities, but eventually submitted to 
same. 
Between the time of their visits to Armstrong and when the 
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official enquiry was held in Penticton—18 months—Mr. Christie 
claimed that the Indians through the Government interpreter had been 
influenced to the point of confusion, so that many of them refuted 
the claims they had originally made. "Previous to the Commission an 
afternoon meeting between the interpreter and the Chief had 
completely changed the status of affairs on the Reserve." All evidence 
points to the fact that the untrained mind of the Indians was easily 
swayed, and Mr. Christie's attempts to reveal the truth were rebuffed. 
One reference here is noteworthy. A vote was taken on whether 
they agreed to surrender land for the Government Experimental 
Farm. Mr . Christie commented as follows, " I found it impossible to 
find reason for a vote being taken for the surrender of land which 
had been expropriated by the Government some three years previous." 
After the enquiry was over, " In my interview with fifteen 
Indians before leaving the Reserve, the opinions of those were freely 
expressed to me as follows. 'There is no hope for an Indian to get 
justice from any white man; the commissioner was crooked, the 
Indian agents were liars, and Christie had sold them to the com-
missioner. Yet they still wanted to fight for their land.' My reply was 
that fighting talk was fool talk; that if they could make no better show 
in fighting, than they could in telling a straight story, they would be 
damned foolish to fight, and they could be sure of one thing, they 
could count me out from any further connection with their affairs." 
Yet in a later conversation between Christie and the Indians at 
Coyote Creek on July 18, 1917, he advised them to get a lawyer to 
handle their affairs. This they agreed to do and the agreement was 
signed by Chief Gaston, Louis Tonasket, Narcisse Jack, Pierre Jack, 
Symore Paul, and Stead Powers and the signatures witnessed by H. B. 
Armstrong. 
And this is how his letter ends, "Wi l l you, Mr. Inspector who so 
carelessly handles the truth and other men's character and good name, 
meet me on the public platform in your own home town of Vernon, 
and dare to submit my rendering of actual facts in connection with 
the affairs of the Okanagan Indians, and secure from a public audience 
their verdict upon the charges as laid for and in behalf of the people 
by me? Do not overlook the fact that a fair and just settlement of these 
Indian claims should be, and from my standpoint, is of the greatest 
interest of every individual within the Okanagan district. T h e 
immense significance of the future of these Indian lands and their 
improvement, the personnel of their inhabitants, the commercial possi-
bilities, are all matters that deeply affect the future of the district as 
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a whole, and every individual whose interests are wrapped up in the 
Okanagan's future. 
" T h e honour of the flag under which we live, the good name of 
the Dominion, whilst every life sacrificed on our battle front demands 
British fair play, to the humblest of our citizens, even to our native 
Indian, it is but human and we find that the fair-minded man is 
desirous of seeing but fair-play to the homeless dog in his struggle for 
existence. Yours truly, J . H. Christie, Armstrong, B.C. 
This last paragraph of his letter I have quoted in full. I t is most 
significant that after 50 years Canada is just awakening to the truth 
of everything told therein, and one wonders if at last we shall do some-
thing about it worth doing. 
W e destroyed their traditional way of living, fenced them in and 
handicapped them. While the Indian suffers, Canada suffers. T o Chris-
tie and his supporters we owe much for their agitation on this question. 
Mr. Harold Beairsto, one of Vernon's revered citizens, has sent 
me a short sketch which reveals certain traits of Jim Christie's charac-
ter, and it is told in such a way that it makes us feel that we were 
there and saw it: "He was quite a familiar figure in Vernon when I 
came here forty years ago and for some reason, which is hard to explain, 
one would invariably look back over his shoulder to watch the tall, 
ramrod-straight character stride down the street throwing his right arm 
in wide sweeps as he walked along, and pausing here and there to' speak 
with some old-timer like James Vallance or Arthur Cochrane or Joe 
Harwood, or with some other who is no longer with us. There was a 
certain dignity about his carriage, reminding one of the dignified old 
Indians one had known, but there was a distinct swagger about his 
manner, too, which was not typical of the Indian. You will understand 
I know, that these are only impressions I received from observation and 
are not based on any knowledge of the man's parentage, or even his 
nationality. 
" I remember well seeing him pass my school with his team from 
the direction of Bushey Park many times, the box of his wagon con-
taining a bundle of hay and a sack of grain, and possibly two or three 
Indian women sitting on the floor boards. T h e horses seldom moved at 
more than a slow amble if they could help themselves. 
"Once when I played the part of a factor heading a fur brigade 
down Barnard Avenue, and dressed in a long black coat, the cravat, 
and the beaver hat, he told me I made a 'damned poor factor', and 
although it was a shock to my ego, I expect he was right." 
I have searched the local papers of that time for a notice of his 
death, but in vain. T h e Campbell and Ross Funeral Parlours told me 
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that he was buried by the Salvation Army in Vernon cemetery, in Lot 
14, Block 137 at the age of 89. T h e City record says 92. From what 
he told me and as reported to me by the Ot tawa authorities he would 
be 9 1 ^ years when he died on June 15, 1942. 
Last week I visited Lot 14, Block 137. Through the help of the 
man at the cemetery and a map, we found the spot under which he was 
buried; there was nothing to indicate that human remains lay 
underneath. 
As a Canadian citizen he spent about eight years of his life in the 
United States. They have written highly of him in their history and 
a mountain is named in his honour. 
He gave to Canada 64 years of courage and struggle, and 
historical records of central Canada acknowledge his contribution 
with praise. But in the Okanagan where he lived for fifty years, 
never ceasing his humanitarian efforts and where he died, we have 
not even a mole-hill to remember him by. 
Jim Christie's dead body would not concern him, but of Jim 
Christie alive he was very proud, and he would like the world to ,know 
that regardless of how many mountains he climbed, human brother-
hood was his goal. 
After reading a copy of this article, Robert Hitchman has this 
to say: 
"You report your visit to James Christie's grave. T h e least we 
can do is see that this is properly marked. I have discussed this with 
Mr. LeRoy, director of the Washington State Historical Society, and 
he agreed readily that the Society should assist in this project. As a 
matter of fact, the Society could finance the cost of a marker but 
we believe that others should share in the task." 
This writer will introduce the matter to our local Historical 
Society, and hopes that eventually something worthwhile will be 
accomplished. 
Meanwhile Dr. Ross, who is responsible for much of the fur-
nishing of Vernon's new museum, has kindly promised to place pictures, 
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Having been requested by the Editorial Committee of the Okana-
gan Historical Society (Kelowna Branch) to write my early recol-
lections of transportation as I found it throughout the Okanagan Valley 
before the first World W a r or prior to the advent of the automobile 
and other modern equipment. 
Our only means of transportation was either by foot, on horse 
back or horse and buggy. 
Most people whether they lived in town or in the country owned 
a horse of some sort, either a saddle horse or a driver. O n the farms 
you would find in addition a team of heavy or light work horses suit-
able to the area under cultivation. I t did not cost much to keep a horse 
as most people either owned a few acres of pasture or could rent 
same. Feed was not too expensive; oats cost from $20 to $25 a ton 
and good hay from $12 to $15 per ton. Shoeing for a light horse 
25c per shoe and 50c for a work horse. 
You could buy a native cayuse for $25 and a better breed type for 
$75 to $100. A smart well broken driver suitable for a lady to drive 
would cost anywhere from $150 to $200. A well matched team of 
heavy work horses weighing from 1400 to 1650 lbs. would cost from 
$300 to $500. A stock saddle from $25 to $65 according to condition 
and an English saddle on an average of $25. A single driving harness 
new at $35 and a good set of double harness up to $85. An average 
set of team work harness from $85 to $120 and higher for heavy 
logging harness. 
A new buggy with rubber tyres would run from $110 to $175 
with adjustable top; a two-seat democrat to carry four to six passen-
gers from $150 to $200; a farm wagon with 4 inch tyres would 
range in price from $150 to $200. Given reasonable wear and tear 
this would last a considerable number of years, so the initial cost of our 
equipment was not too expensive. 
Horses could be hired from the livery stable either by the 
day or hour as follows; a saddle horse $3 per day; horse and buggy 
for $4.50 per day and a work team with teamster for $6.50 per 
day. Teamsters were hired by the month at an average wage of $65 
and they worked from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. with one hour for dinner. 
Most of the hauling was charged at 65c per hour for occasional work 
but heavy hauling like gravelling roads was generally let by contract 
according to the length of the haul and other conditions. 
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Moving dirt and making cuts and fills on roads or excavating 
was all done with teams and shush scrapers, Fresnos or wheeled 
scrapers. It was slow and heavy work. 
Most of the heavy hauling had to be done during the summer 
months as the roads had no foundations and were full of deep ruts 
often axle deep in mud in the spring. Gravel and sand were hauled by 
wagon with a gravel bed consisting of 4 x 4s laid lengthwise with 16 
inch high sides. This carried a yard and a half of gravel. ( T h e smal-
lest gravel trucks to-day haul 5 yards and the bigger tandem axles haul 
10 yards.) Loading was done by manual labour with long handle 
shovels—slow and very heavy work. Loose hay from the stack 
was hauled either by wagons or sleighs in a hay rack and woe betide 
the man who did not build his load evenly because the uneven and rough 
roads could easily upset it and there is nothing worse than having to 
reload from the roadside. 
During the winter months we would frequently have a heavy 
fall of snow which would necessitate changing from wheels to sleighs 
which was generally good travelling when the snow laid long enough 
to become packed but invariably about the time you had effected the 
change-over a chinook wind would come along and in twenty-four 
hours the snow would be gone on the valley roads—but it would re-
main on the higher levels all winter. 
No form of travel was more enjoyable when the weather was 
cold and the snow packed hard with a good team of driving horses 
a well upholstered cutter and a fur robe over your knees, a good set of 
bells attached to the harness which could be heard for quite a long 
distance. W e often went on a sleigh ride with the wagon box filled 
with hay for an afternoon at a toboggan slide. 
Unfortunately these simple pleasures have gone with the times. 
But these were the conditions under which we lived and transported 
ourselves in days gone by. 
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Hector Johns and Grandchild 
Hector Johns 
B Y M R S . R. M. M E R K L E Y 
X. - ^ ^ _ k v l Hector Johns was born at 
Clarence in Russel County, 
Ontario in 1886, the fifth 
child of a family of eleven. 
He spent his boyhood on a farm 
along the Ottawa River. At 
age 13 he started his logging 
career in Ontario. In those days 
the men working in the logging 
camps went many miles back 
into the backwoods, only com-
ing out with the log drive on 
the river in the spring. Their 
main diet was salt pork and 
beans and the going wage was 
about thirty dollars a month 
and board. Later he worked in 
the Adirondack Mountains in 
New York State for 2 or 3 
years and in 1909 he headed west on a harvest excursion, helping with 
the harvest near Hanna-, Alta., that fall and then coming on to Van-
couver after the grain was off. He worked in Vancouver's rain and 
mud for several weeks until seeing a sign saying " W H Y W O R K I N 
T H E R A I N W H E N Y O U C A N W O R K I N T H E S U N N Y 
O K A N A G A N , " whereupon he and his friend Homer Cleveland 
packed their tools and headed for that Sunny Okanagan. 
On arrival at Kelowna his first job was freighting to the Belgo 
Dam. After that he cleared land, mostly in the Okanagan Mission area, 
and contracted logging jobs at various places up and down the valley 
on both sides of the Lake. He started contracting for Dave Lloyd 
Jones in 1916 and was with the Kelowna Sawmill until it changed 
hands. 
In 1916, also, he married Miss Elizabeth Pickering from London, 
England and there were four children by this marriage. In 1928 he 
bought the present home farm from Mr. Thomas Murray, the major 
portion of which he had to clear, eventually stocking it with beef cattle 
bought at 2y2 cents per pound. After moving to the farm he spent 
several more winters logging and in 1947 he built a log cabin on land 
Hector Johns and His Team 
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he had purchased previously in the hills south of Cedar Creek. There 
he spent a very active retirement until he again moved to the home farm 
just 2 years before his death on November 6, 1965. He was a man 
that loved his horses, using them to the last of his bush operations. One 
old horse now 31 years old still survives—a remaining link with the 
past. 
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Tutt, Henry, 675 Shakespear St., Trail 
Tyhurst, E. A., 1412 Leir St., Penticton 
Ulmer, W., 2801 45 Ave., Vernon 
Upton, Mrs. T. B., Box 1, Okanagan Mission 
Valentine, Mrs. M. B., R.R. 4, Vernon 
Van Ackeren, H. J., 1919 Pandosy St., Kelowna 
Van Der Burg, Mrs. W., 1652 Fairview Rd., Penticton 
Vicars, D. 0., 167 Vicars Rd.„ Kamloops 
Von Heyking, H., 3 Mile Rd., Penticton 
Wagner, Carl, Box 476, Armstrong 
Wainwright, A. S., Cawston 
Wakley, S. M., 3494 St. George St., North Vancouver 
Walburn, H. G., Box 55, Okanagan Centre 
Walker, D. R., Box 2348, Terrace 
Walker, H. L., 473 Vancouver Ave., Penticton 
Walker, Mrs. W. D., Box 1, Okanagan Mission 
Walsh, J. J., Princeton 
Walters, Mrs. Ray, Keremeos 
Wamboldt, Mrs, B., Old Kamloops Rd., Vernon 
Wanless, L. M., R. R. 2, Kelowna 
Ward, H. G., R.R. 3, Kelowna 
Warren, Mrs. A. M., 854 Main St., Penticton 
Waterman, F. C, R.R. 1, Westbank 
Weatherill, H. P., 1660 W 49 Ave., Vancouver 13 
Webb, H. V., 248 Bernard Ave., Kelowna 
Webber, Mrs. B. G., R.R. 1, Oyama 
Webber, Mrs. C. D., West Vancouver 
Webster, Mrs. Angie, 402 Orchard Ave., Penticton 
Weddell, Mrs. A. D., R.R. 4, Kelowna 
Weddell, Mrs. Mary M., Box 120, Rutland 
Weeks, E., Box 393, Kelowna 
Weeks, G. A., Box 637, Revelstoke 
Weeks, L. J., 3211 Kitchener St., Vancouver 
Whillis, R., 420 Glenwood Ave., Kelowna 
Whitaker, Mrs. H., Summerland 
White, A. L., Box 258, Oliver 
White, R., 1749 Abbott St., Kelowna 
*White, Ronald, 107 Battle St., Kamloops 
Whitehead, W. G., Box 283, Kelowna 
*White, Mrs. W. R., Box 487, Enderby 
Whitham, J. D., R.R. 4, Kelowna 
Whitham, J. G., 3611 Carnation Dr., Trail 
Whitting, Mrs. E., 3936 Dowell Rd., Victoria 
Whyte, Bryson, R.R. 4, Vernon 
Willett, Mrs. A. F., Paul Rd., R.R. 4, Kelowna 
Willis, Mrs. H., 1190 Lawson Ave., West Vancouver 
Willis, Mrs. Jean, Keremeos 
Willits, Mrs. P. B., 1716 Pandosy St., Kelowna 
Wilmot, A. D., R.R. 4, Hobson Rd., Kelowna 
Wilson, Mrs. F. B., Osoyoos 
Wilson, Mrs. G., R.R. 2, Vernon 
Wilson, Jack, Tappen 
Wilson, Mrs. K. T., Jermyn Ave., Penticton 
Wilson, J. V. H., Jermyn Ave., Penticton 
Wilson, Storey, R.R. 2, Oliver 
Wind, Mrs. B., Box 794, Oliver 
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Winkles, Mrs. W. II., R.R. 2, Armstrong 
Winsby, Bruce, Ste. 104 Imperial Apts., R.R. 4, Kelowna 
Witt, J. A., Box 311, Westbank 
Woodd, H. S., 2914 W. 29 Ave., Vancouver 
Woods, J. B., 3207 Schubert Ave., Vernon 
Woods, Mrs. W. J., Enderby 
Woolliams, E. N., Summerland 
Wooliams, Mrs. G. E., R.R. 1, Summerland 
Woolner, R. F., R.R. 1, Kelowna 
Worman, Mrs. E., 594 Morrison Ave., Kelowna 
Worth, Mrs. Grace, 4917 27 St., Vernon 
Worstradowski, Mrs. A. M., Box 154, Rutland 
Wright, R. T., 1395 W. 13 Ave., Vancouver 
Young, Mrs. B. F., R.R. 3, Armstrong 
Young, Mrs. E. H., R.R. 3, Vernon 
Zoellner, Mrs. W. J., 3020 Craigowan Rd., Victoria 
ORGANIZATIONS, SCHOOLS, LIBRARIES, COLLEGES, ETC. 
B.C. Telephone Co., Library, 768 Seymour St., Vancouver 2 
C.K.O.V., Box 100, Kelowna 
Corporation of Township of Spallumcheen, Armstrong 
Corporation Village of Lumby, Lumby 
Dora Hood's Book Room Limited, 34 Ross St., Toronto 2B 
Historical Society of Montana, Helena, Montana, U.S.A. 
Kamloops Museum Association, Box 337, Kamloops 
Kelowna Chamber of Commerce, Kelowna 
Northwest Digest Ltd., Quesnel 
Provincial Archives, Victoria 
Provincial Library, Victoria 
Provincial Museum, Victoria 
Okanagan Regional Library, 480 Queensway, Kelowna 
Okanagan Valley Television Co. Ltd., Kelowna 
Oliver Chronicle, Oliver 
The Royal Bank of Canada, Kelowna 
State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, U.S-A. 
Vernon Chamber of Commerce,, Vernon 
Gonzaga University, Spokane, Wash., U.S.A. 
Hargreaves Library, Eastern Washington State College, Cheney, 
Wash., U.S.A. 
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, U.S.A. 
McGill University Library, Montreal, Que. 
Notre Dame University, Nelson 
Simon Fraser University, Burnaby 2 
University of British Columbia, Vancouver 
University of Toronto Library, Toronto 5, Ont. 
University of Victoria, Victoria 
University of Washington, Seattle 98105, Wash., U.S.A. 
University of Windsor, Windsor, Ont. 
Westminster Abbey Library, Mission 
Calgary Public Library, Calgary, Alta. 
Glenbow Foundation, 902 11 Ave. S.W., Calgary, Alta. 
Public Library, Kansas City 6, Mo., U.S.A. 
Library Association of Portland, Portland Ore., 97205, U.S.A. 
National Library, Ottawa, Ont. 
Newberry Library, Chicago 10, Illinois, U.S.A. 
New York Public Library, New York, N.Y., U.S.A. 
Parliamentary Librarian, Ottawa, Ont. 
Public Library, Prince George 
Seattle Public Library, Seattle, Wash., U.S.A. 
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Spokane Public Library, Spokane 4, Wash., U.S.A. 
Tacoma Public Library, Tacoma 5, Wash., U.S.A. 
Toronto Public Library, Toronto 2B, Ont. 
Vancouver City Archives, City Hall, Vancouver 
Vancouver Public Library, Vancouver 
Victoria Public Library, Victoria 
School District 16, Keremoes 
School District 77, Summerland 
School District 78, Enderby 
Beairsto Elementary School, Vernon 
Carmi Avenue School, Penticton 
Clarence Fulton Secondary School, Vernon 
Junior-Senior Secondary School, Armstrong 
Keremeos Elementary School, Keremeos 
Lumby Elementary School, Lumby 
McNicoll Park School, Penticton 
Nkwala School Library, Penticton 
O'Connell School Library, Penticton 
Penticton Senior Secondary School, Penticton 
Rutland Secondary School, Rutland 
W. L. Seaton Junior Secondary School, Vernon 
South Okanagan Secondary School, Oliver 
St. George's School, Vancouver 
Summerland Secondary School, Summerland 
* Indicates prepaid membership. 
Addresses given are British Columbia unless otherwise noted. 
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BOOKS AVAILABLE ON THE OKANAGAN VALLEY 
PRODUCED BY 
THE BRANCHES OF THE 
OKANAGAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
"History of Okanagan Mission" $2.10 
Available at: Adelphi Bookstore, Victoria 
Mrs. T. B. Upton, P.O. Box 1 Okanagan Mission, 
B.C. 
O'Keefe Ranch, Vernon, B.C. 
"Ogopogo's Vigil" A history of Kelowna and the Okanagan 
Valley in story and picture $3.50 
Available at: Okanagan Historical Society, Kelowna Branch, 
1344 St. Paul St., Kelowna, B.C., or any member 
of the Kelowna Branch. 
"Penticton Pioneers" in story and picture $3.66 
Available at: Penticton Stationery Store, 
240 Main St., 
Penticton, B.C. 
"Vernon, an Illustrated History" Vernon's History in 
story and numerous pictures $3.00 
Available at: City of Vernon Museum and Archives 
Vernon, B.C. 
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Errata 
In the 30th Report of The Society 
On Page 6—Life Members F. T. Marr iage 
Directors, Kelowna, Will iam Spear 
Editorial Committee, Delete W. R. Carruthers 
Page 17—Mrs. Gwen Lamont not Owen 
Page 21—Kelowna Officers, Delete W. R. Carruthers, Ben Hoy 
Page 82—Delete Mary M. R. R. Garner 
Page 83—Top left hand picture should read Mrs. A. Postill 
and Robert Lambly taken about 1935 
Page 148—Last two lines. 
Mr. Meldrum was retired as Superintendent at Nelson. 
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